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MORNING

STAR.

the vote would undoubtedly
have been
otherwise, had all who wera invited to sit
A Weekly Religious Newspaper
in the council been present.
©
+
Some refused to meet with delegates from
’
For
the Family.
Brother Malcom’s church, of Newport,
No. 89 Washington St., Dover, N. H.,
which lost its Baptist character bypadmitting
OrFICES, § No. 30 Vesey St., New York City,
those not ‘‘of the same faith and order” to
LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
1 the Lord's table.
This sin is regarded by
To whom all letters on business, remittances of them so heinous and destructive, that they
money, &o., should be sent.
All communications
declined to enter the council with them, lest
Joaizned for publication should be addressed to the
dil
they be defiled by giving aid and comfort to
¥
[J
Terms!
$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly in ad- heretics.
Their absence was a favor to the
vance, $2.
young church,
REMITTANCES

must bé made in money orders,

bank checks, or drafts, if possible.

When

When

neither of

Papers are forwarded until an explicit order

admission

by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and

EachSubscriber is particularly requested to note the
date on the label for the expiration of his subseription, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
with or without further reminder from this office,
NEWSPAPER

church.

DECISIONS.

post-ofice—whether directed

to

er regularly from the
his name or another’s

or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible |
for the payment.
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.
ue to send it until payment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is: taken

from

the

office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and perio-licals from the post-office, or
removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
' 4@ When Agents receive premiums, no percent.
a g on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in adtion,
a@~ We send no books out to be sold on commisSion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
t

hem.

Baptist

church

of

into

the

Association,

what will

be done?
If Brother Malcom’s church
remains a member, how can they refuse
this one? If they do refuse it, consistency
requires the exclusion of the Newport

is re

until payment of all arrearages is made, as required
by
law,

1. Any person who takes a pa

the Calvary

Westerly, now duly recognized, applies for

these can be procured, Send the money in a registered
letter. | All Postmasters are obliged to register letters
whenever requested to do so,
oei

If

it is received,

what

will the

churches do which pronounce it unbaptistic,
—no Baptist church at all? There is a
chance for some sharp casuistry ahead.
Will the close brethren persist in disowniug
every brother who has not this peculiar
restrictive twist in his face ?
There is a special historical interest to
us, ‘in this new movement in Westerly; it
is a scion from a root which we feared was

entirely
twenty

dead.
years

In

1750 one hundred

ago,

a Baptist

and

church

was

planted here, and Steven Babcock was
ordained pastor. His decendants still live
in the place.
Tnere were ten Baptist
churches in this section, which sprang from
the labors of Whitefield.
They were not
called Freewill Baptists,—no churches took
that name till 1799, and these were known
as simply Baptists, but were not close communion. About 1780, Benjamin Corp, with

others,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 20, 1870.

emigrated from Westerly to Steph-

entown,

N. Y.,and planted a church

which

still flourishes, and which has always been

Saturday
rn —

Night
lr

open communion.

spread

is.

now

of

N.

Y,. and

scores

of

exist

in those regions,

as the frait of

our

churches

in

N.Y.

came

from this

point.

The same seed spread to other parts

of

I., and the fruits still appear in such

R.

churches as that at Olneyville, which was organized as a Baptist church, without any
other handle. We may safely say that there
are not less than one hundred open commun-

And ruddy ingles blaze.
+

His whirling wheel the miller stops,
The smith his silent anvil leaves,
His ringing ax the joiner drops,
No more the weaver weaves;
His loaded wain the peddler props
Beneath the tavern eaves.

ion Baptist churches, in a

flourishing condi-

tion to-day, which sprang from this Westerly
stock, planted in 1750.
The old mother ¢‘ church on the hill,”
lost its visibility some years since, but ‘*being dead it yet speaketh;” the influence

A happy hush, a tranquil balm,
As if the week-day work and care
Were lifted off, and left us calm,

lingers still, and permeates the whole community with liberal, generous, Christian

Pervade the quiet air,—

feelings, which makes it difficult to im pose

A sense as of a silent psalm,
A feeling as of prayer.

upon the saints here the yoke of close communion.

For now the night, with soft delay,

Moreover,

one

of

To holier homes above.
God help us all, since here below

‘ old church on

Few Saturdays are ours at best,
And out of pain and earthly woe,

-| revives and

the

hill,” and

perpetuates its

resurrection, and the new

~Few days of Sabbath rest;

leading

embodies,

spirit.
body

Itisa

in

which

the ancient spirit of liberty dwells
fair to do honor to the heroic fathers,
widely scatter the good seed, and
Bu and future generations.: They are
formers, the representatives of the old,
cious doctrine of ** soul liberty,” and

God grant us that we yet may know

The Sabbath of the blest.

Corresponden ce.

WesTeRLY, R. I., JuLy

the

members of this new church was “once a
member of the ‘ old church on the hill,”
and has never lost his love for Christian
liberty.
So that this Calvary
Baptist
church is legitimately the successor of the

Seems brooding like a tender dove,
‘While the last hours of Saturday
Shut in the hours of love,
And the sweet Sabbath spuns the way

11, '70,

Yesterday, the Lord's day, we enjoyed a
precious season with the new Baptist church

in this village, of which much has been said
in the papers recently.
It is composed of
and

Western

the seed from this old stock in Westerly.
The ancestry of many of the best members

From fallow fields and woody dells,
The crickets chirp their pleasant lays,
The kine come up, with tinkling bells,
Through all the loomy ways;
And buckets dip by busy wells,

amiable

and

vigoroud open communion Baptist churches

Of troublous toil and careful quest;
The lingering twilight’s saffron cloak
. Trails o’er the dusky west,
And curfew clocks with measured stroke
Chime in the hour of rest.

a very

From Stephentown; they

through Central N. Y., into Canada

West

The work-day week has cast its yoke

Editorial

lovable company of

hope they will do valiant service

to work in the Master's canse and do substantial service in winning souls.
The vil-

lage contains about thirty-five hundred inhabitants, and is rapidly growing, being the

bids
and
bless
reprewe

to hasten

the prospective emancipation of the Baptists in this country from the bondage of:
close communion, which

now

holds

them

with the grasp of a tryant.—G. H. B.

Christians, having talent, culture, financial
strength and, above all; piety, and a mind

1860—1870.
—

Ge

P

In 1860, we boasted that we were a republic, and called ourselves the freest people on earth, when in reality we were ruled

seat of extensive manufacturing.

byan oligarchy of slaveholders.

At first, the communion ‘question was not
involyed in their controversy with the first

ingto the census of 1850, the total number

Baptist church, of which they were mem-

is not given in the census of 1860,—of these,
only 173,022 owned more than five slaves

bers; butas soon

as

a

NEW YORK, AND DOVER, N. H., JULY 20, 1870.

Vol. XLV.
THE

ght

the - denominational

yoke was lifted, and they felt at liberty to
- assert their long-cherished convictions, it
became the prominent feature of the case,

and they said one to another, ‘‘We will never wear the fetters of close : communion

again,”

From fifty to sixty unived in the movement, and they resolved to remain in the
Baptist denomination,
and yet be free to

give their testimony to the oneness of the

of slaveholders

Accord-

was 347,5625,—the

each, and only 7,929 owned more

number

than

fifty

each; and it was mainly these last who
were the real rulers of the country.
They

dietated

what

laws

should

be enacted;

hence, all the legislation that had

reference

who should fill the high

of state;

to slavery was in its favor.

They decided

offices

hence, during the seventy-two years preceding 1860, southern men, who were slaveholders, held the Presidency for forty-eight

managing the widow of a deceased kinsman ;
A Woman’s View of Butler.
while this is a question of a brother’s man'
*
—lr W—
aging the widow of a deceased brother.
-Mary
Clemmer
Ames, writing from Washthe United-States, knew that this‘ decision The kinsman ‘plucked oft” his own shoe,
ington
tothe
Independent,
thus pictures and
conflicted with those documents; and these and the action of spitting is not mentioned.
comments upon the notable member of the
judges must have heen aware of this fact.
Here the shoe is loosed by the woman, who
House from Massachusetts:
Another case was before the Supreme is expressly commanded
to spit in her
Look at that great, destructive head; at
Court in 1860, which,it was asserted, would
brother’s face, or, as it should be, before
those clear; intellectual features, keen as if
be decided in favor of the slaveholders, and him.
:
would give them full liberty to bring their
On the occasion to which I particularly cut on a Roman gem; at the burly figure,
slaves into the Free States; and take them refer, the chief actors were individuals of with its lawless swing; at the great throat,
back into slavery again ; so that Mr. Toombs the poorer.class. The woman, or plaintiff, which throws the head back with such a
would really beable to do what he had was of middle age, with a care - worn coun- defiant spring, and you see a man who; in
said he would, viz., call the roll of his, tenance, having recently returned from Je- any event, would be a master, and with opslaves on Bunker Hill. And in this year, rusalem, where her husband had died of the | portunities would be a tyrant. I am far
no man who was opposed to slavery dared cholera the year before.
The defendant from believing one-tenth of the accusations
made against General Butler. It is not posto go South and give expression to his hon- | was a decrepit old man whose very appearest convictions, and there were loud threats | ance sufficiently justified him in declining sible for the father of such a gentle and loveof what would be the result if, in the comto undertake the duty of a kinsman to baild ly daughter, to whom he is devoted, to be
an utterly unscrupulous man. Still, studying Presidential election, the candidate of up his brother’s house.
ing
the possibilities of this héad, itis fearful
the party opposed to the further extension
After the three judges and two witnesses
of slavery should be elected.
(also Rabbis), as prescribed by the Jewish to contemplate what it might have made its
In 1870, how striking is the contrast to law, had met in due form in the great syn- owner under less humanizing influences.
a head was built up with the
all this! Slavery is abolished throughout agogue, they headed a procession and as- For, if ever
ulation of ‘the country.
Every man who
had read and thought over the Declaration
of Independence, and the Constitution of

the land, and the stars and

stripes

do

not

wave over a single bondman, All the colored men have rights which their former oppressors are glad to respect; and while

cended the stairs of an adjoining yeshiva
or college, where the case was to be heard.
This was done that the woman might be said
‘to go up” to the gate unto the elders. No

they know, and their former

sooner had both taken their positions before

slaves

know,

and the country knows, that they used thei
utmost efforts to retain these people i
bondage,

they have now the audacity to tyy

to persuade them that they are now,
dnd
have always been, their best friends”® The
power of the oligarchy is broken; and thoge

who were its leaders in 1860 are bereft of
all their political influence. The first successor in the United States Senate of the
chief of this oligarchy, is a colored man
who in 1860 could not enter the Senate
chamber as a spectator of the proceedings
there ; and the country is now really,as well

and asked if such

that line, if it took all

the

Fourth

summer.”

of July.

“all summer,” and all winter,

He

was

It did take
too.

But

in

the spring, the rebellion collapsed, and on
the Fourth of July, 1865, the war which
had been carried on with guns and bayo-

world.

W.H

Loosing the Shoe.
—

Ee.

The following account of a some what peculiar ceremony still maintained among the

yoke of close

what construction the judiciary should put
upon the laws and the constitution ; hence,
the famous Dred Scott decision in 1857, in
which Chief Justice Taney declared that
colored men were so far inferior to the

Baptists without-the odious

communion, and they asked
recognize them as such.

a council to
.

Itis well known that a very respectable

and, rapidly-increasing party in the Baptist

denomination hold that close communion

is

not an essential characteristic of a Baptist
church, while the majority hold that it is,
and that the moment a church becomes
open communion, it ceases to be a Baptist

church. These two parties were represents
ed in this council, and the discussion waxed

warm, and was long continued over this
point. But a majority sustained the views
of the church, and voted recognition,though

holders.

also

white

This

oligarchy

race, that they had no

directed

rights

the white man was bound to respect;

which

aud

that the negro might’ justly and lawfully
be reduced to slavery for his benefit.
In
this decision, six out of the eight associate
judges concurred,—only Justices M’'Lean
and Curtis dissenting therefrom; and this
decision affected the rights and interests of

the prescribed words,

‘I

to which

repeating

like not to take

ingto the

man, that,

this so-called

shoe

up

to

that

belonged

moment,

to himself,

‘‘yet,” said he, ‘““when I have let it fall to
the ground, you must take it up and con-

it

The

is the

head

of

most dreadful

thing that conld happento this man, and to
all’ within his reach, would be to comé into
the possession of unlimited power.
With
all these

rapacious forees

held

under

re-

straint, there is something singularly dominant and lawless in almost every mood and
manner of the man. Noman ic Congress
concentrates in himself such power of petsonality. No other man is quite so unique
and individual. No other man has combined so powerful.an intellect with so tyrannical a will. By right ofthese, the House
should be his kingdom and he its king.
With one more attribute he would have
been its undisputed leader ; missing that, he

has missed mastery.

Ie

rises to speak;

everybody turns to listen.
His sharp, diction, his clear statements, his wide comprehension hold every mind.
It is surelya
statesman, and a great

statesman,

who is

addressing his countrymen.
This makes it
the more alarming when in another moment
our statesman suddenly leaps down from
his high question, and breaks forth in a
strain of personal vituperation.
Universal
issues are forgotten and left far behind.
He is at once personal, petty, and savage.
Isit the criminal lawyer addressing a court?
Or is itsome horrible old Norseman of a
grandfather roaring within him? No matter. Men listen and laugh; or they go
about their business, and

don’t

listen ;

but

they no longer respect or obey the voice
which they hear even in thought.
The
king has thrown down his own scepter.
The lack in Gen. Butler, throngh which he
falls short of the complete quality of a leader of men, is not mental ; it is a moral one.

He has the physical basis, the intellectual
supremacy, the ambition, dominant and
aggressive. What hehas notis the unerring,
spiritual perception of «truth, the devotion
to it forits own sake, which must be the
crowning attribute

of the

greatest

states-

man.

Esq., who served

several years as United

ing volume on that country is noticed in the
proper column. He was himself an eyewitness of the novel ceremony which he
here describes with so much care and fullness:
:
The ceremony of loosjag the shoe is one

of the most ancient prescribed in the Jewish
law, and can be witnessed only in countries
where the Jews are, as in Tunisia, permitted the free exercise of many of their eivil
and religious rites. The law touching this
curious ceremony is found in Deut. 25: 5,
and the following verses. It must not be
confounded with the case that arose between
Boaz and the kinsman of Elimelech in the

matter of Ruth, the Moabitess,

who nodded approbation.

3

Whether or not their vision was sufficiently keen to discover in the woman's spittle
the spirit of her deceased husband, as the
Jews believe, did not transpire. After this,
the presiding judge declared the name of
the man to be ‘‘the house of him that hath
his shoe loosed,” whereupon all present,
taking up the last words, vociferously ex-

Point Meanness.

tion was very hard this year—harder
ever before ; and since I have been

than

success-

fulin getting in,I will stay as long as I possibly can. One of the cadets refused to drill
the squad because I was in it, and they reduced him from a corporal to a private for
disobedience of orders; and they are all

mad about that.

The one

who

drills

squad now is thé meanest specimen

the

of hu-

The

had then to declare that the odd

half?

be-

If this afternoon’s drill is ¢onducted

as this morning’s wi

you need not be.

astonished at hearing that I have resigned.

I have borne insult upon insult, until I am
completely worn out.
I have written a
plenty of bad news, and I wish I had some
good news for you; but,alas! it seems to be
getting worse and worse. I forgot to tell
you that out of eighty-six appointees only

thirty-nine passed the examination.

They

had prepared it to fix the colored candidates ; but it proved most disastrous to the
whites.
4

Events of the Week.
DEATH OF REAR-ADMIRAL DAHLGREN.
Rear-Admiral John A. Dahlgren died of’
heart disease in Washington, on the

ing of the 12th,

morn-

All his public life was in

connection with the U. S. navy, and at the
time of his death he was, in rank,

the

fifth

officerin that department of the service .At
the beginning of the rebellion he was Com-mander in the Washington Navy Yard, and.
while many of his brother officers resigned.
and entered the Rebel service, he remained

faithful at his pest.

He soon

became

en-

gaged in active service, and as commander

of the South Atlantic blockading squadron,

rendered effective aid in the siege of the
city of Charleston. He always led his ex-peditions in person, and many of them
must have failed but for his intrepid daring and enthusiasm. His name will always
be honorably associated with the famous
achievements and perilons hardships of
our navy. during

that eventful struggle.

_OUR NEW FRENCH MINISTER.
M. Prevost-Paradol, Minister from the °
French court to the United States, arrived

in Washington last Thursday morning.
It is seldom tha’ a diplomatic appointment
is received with more favor than in the
present instance. M Paradol is one of the
most eminent of French journalists ; he was
a constant and useful friend to America

during the rebellion; he has been a steadfast and consistent advocate of liberal
views in France for many years; and although but forty-one years of age, he is,
next to Laboulaye, the leader of that elass
of French politicians who have faith in liberal ideas and believe fully in the future
greatness of our government. He is the
first of his class of politicians who has
lately received such a public and distinguished honor, and his sterling worth must
have been the only consideration which
lead Napoleon to make the appointment.
TERRIBLE FIGHT IN NEW YORK.
As alarge company known as the Orangemen were celebrating the battle of the
Boyne in Elm Park, N. Y., on the 12th, a
collision occurie 1 between them and several hundred Irish laborers who were at
work in the vicinity.. The workmen used
in

fact

every kind of weapon that could be readily
procured, while the Orangemen

were near-

lyall armed with revolvers. The trouble
arose from remarks and songs by the Orangemen, insulting tq Irish nationality and
faith. Nearly a dozen were killed outright, or received fatal wounds, while the
whole list of wounded contains over two
hundred names. It was only by the most
vigorous efforts of the police, that the 1iot
was finally quelled.
THE NORTH POLE EXPEDITION.
The President has decided to give the
command of the North Pole exploring expedition, provided

for

in

a recent

act of

Congress, to Captain Hall who has had previous experience in similar expeditions.
Itis now so late that the expedition can
not get off this year. The fall and winter
will be occupied in getting a ship ready,
selecting a crew and making other necessary preparations. The Coast Survey and
the Smithsonian Institution will each send
one or two scientific men with Captain Hall,
and they will immediately begin studies to
thoroughly fit themselves for the duties
they are to undertake.
THE

EUROPEAN

TROUBLE.

The situation in Europe is becoming
more alarming.
“Leopold withdrew his acceptance of the Spanish erown last Wednesday, which act was generally supposed
sufficient to prevent war.
But
warlike preparations
went on as usual in
France; the whole army, both land and naval forces, was put in fighting order, and

Napoleon had his war horses sent to the
frontier. He subsequently demanded of the
‘king of Prussia that he should officially and
forever renounce all claims to the throne of

Spain forthe Hohenzollern

family.

was refused, asit became

This

evident

at

once

that the objection to Leopold's candidacy was

piece of

a mere pretext on the part

from which

right foot, and spit before him spittle, which

it differs in some impertant particulars.
four millions of people born in the land,. That was a question respecting the redempwho formed one-eighth of the whole pop- tion of an inheritance, 5d a kinsman’s

was seen by us upon the ground, and said,
‘So shall

find one from so many to testify in my

kinsman

manity I ever saw. After marching us out
to the drill-ground this morning, he said to
leather made uie of had ceased to be his, me: ‘ Stand off one side from the line, you
and it was replaced by the Rabbi in the d——d black sonof a b-——h. You are too
folds of his bernoose. From that moment near that white man. I want you to re.
the widow was at liberty to marry whom- member you are not on'an equal footing
soever she pleased; afterwards receiving with the white men in your class; and
from the judges a certificate according to what you learn here you will have to pick
the following form ‘as given in the Tal- up; forI won't teach you a d——d thing.’
mud :
And thus he kept me standing until the
“In such or such a session, such an one, captain came around inspecting, when he
the daughter of such an one, plucked pretended he pat me there to teach me a
off the shoe of such an one, the son of movement which Thad never practiced besuch an one, before us; she brought him fore. . And I could say nothing at dll, or I
before us, and she loosed the shoe of his would have been locked up for disobedience

claimed,—*‘Shoe-loosed !”

contmandant, I must prové the charges or
nothing can be done; and where am I to

stones, shovels, spades, clubs, and

West

sider it as your own.” This piece of advice was given a second time toremove, if
nets, and powder and shot and shell, had
The colored cadet at West Point sends
possible, from the old man’s mind every
ceased.
We have had a hard contest ever
this
letter to a friend. It reveals a state of
notion that the shoe did not in very deed
since; but we are progressing favorably,
things that disgraces our military school,
belong to himself.
and may thank God and take courage.
The senior judge, after he had retaken and which ought somehow to be reached by
And we must not forget to thank God, for
the shoe, stooped down and bound it on the a discipline at once prompt and decisive.
he has been controlling and overruling all
man’s right foot, twisting, in a complicated We copy it entire, profanity and all, to
the way through. He allowed the slavebut clumsy manner, the strap around the show the animus of the plice:
holding oligarchy. to become so infatuated,
Yourkind letter should have been ancalf of his leg. This part of the ceremony
that, Like the dog in the creek, they droplasted several minutes, great care being swered long ere this; but really I have
ped the substance to grasp at the shadow,
taken that it should be a legal binding. been so harrassed with examination and
and thus they lost the whole.
He withThe woman was then called upon to per- the insults and ill-treatment of these cadets
held success irom the Union armies for a.
form her task, a less easy one than might that I could not write, or do anything else,
long season, thus preventing the perpetuaI passed the examination all
be supposed; and, lest any one should vol- scarcely.
tion of slavery by the close of the war, and
unteer to help her, all those standing near right, and got in; but my companion, Howpreventing at the same time the oligarchy
Since he
were told to leave her unaided, or their in- ard, failed and was rejected.
from regaining the power over the nation
terference would render the ceremony nu- went away I have been lonely indeed.
which in their infatuation they had thrown
gatory and void. Finally the business of And now these fellows appear to be trying
away. He gave success tothe Union arloosing was finished, and she was told to their utmost to run me off; and I fear they
mies as the people became right on the subcast the shoe away, which she did rather will succeed, if they continue as they have
ject of slavery, and steps were taken for
We went into camp yesterday,
contemptuously, repeating the words,—*‘So begun.
raising up the enthralled race.
He gave
shall it-be done unto that -man who will not and not a moment has passed since then
full success when the proper time came, and build ‘up his brother’s house.”
but some one of them has been cursing and
to him belongs all the glory that,—while
Here I thought the ceremony was con- abusing me. A'l'night they were around
in 1860, one-eighth of the people were-in cluded, not believing that the last action, my tent, cursing and swearing at me, so
bondage,—in 1870 we are reallya free na- that of spitting in his face, or before him, that I did not sleep two hours all night. It
tion. Let us thank Him for all these bless- would be insisted upon. An attendant, how- ia just the same at the table; and what I
ings, and seek to live to his glory, strive to ever, soon'appeared with a small piece of get to eat I must snatch like a dog. I
educate
all the ignorant among us, what- brick in his hand, upon which she was com: don’t wish to resignif I can get along at
|
ever their color or nation, and seek to dismanded to spit copiously. This she did to all; but I don’t think it will be best for me
seminate the blessings of liberty and the
the letter, and the brick was handed around to stay and take all the abuses and insults
knowledge of the gospel throughout the
and carefully examined by the five elders, that aré heaped upon me. The examina-

States Consul at Tunis, and whose interest-

slave-

the case,

affirmative,

her,” in a tone of voice which gave the impression of a ‘‘scene” having transpired between them, and caused merriment amongst
and form the Confederacy of which they the spectators.
declared that “Slavery was the
corner
As the defendant had on a modern shoe
stone ;” and on July 18th of that year, the without strings, I was for a moment at a
first battle of Bull Run was fought, result- loss to know how the loosing would be efing in disaster to the United States fore- fected, Buta recourse to that system of
es, but which was useful in awakening the mental evasion which characterizes Talmudpeople toa realization of the reality and ism and exerts so deleterious an influence
magnitude of the contest in which they upon the minds of the simple and @inlearned,
were engaged.
On Jaly 4th, 1862, the soon removed the diffical ty: The man was
disasters of the Chickahominy and White led aside a few steps, his right foot washed
Oak swamps had occurred, and the nation and wrapped in a white cloth by an attendwas sad on its day of annual rejoicing. On ant; he was then conducted back to his
Jan. 1,1863, the Emancipation Proclamaformer position, when the presiding judge,
tion was issued, and on the first three days after another interrogation and warning,
of July,the battle of Gettysburg was fought, drew from the folds of his garment an oddending on the third in a victory for the ly-shaped piece of leather, with a latchet or
United States. . On July 4th of that year, long strap at the heel, intended to repreVicksburg surrendered to Gen. Grant. * In sent the ancient sandal worn by their foreMay, 1864, Gen. Grant was in Virginia, and fathers, but certainly not to be recognized
declared his resolution to “fight it out on as such by the uninitiated.
Then, explain-

nominated by this oligarchy; and who were
more earnest than any who had preceded
the

were

inthe

uation of the leaders of the oligarchy of
1860, led them, in February, 1861, to meet
in Cosvention at Montgomery, Alabama,

Jews in Africa, is furnished by Amos Perry,

of

She then, having been previous-

he answered

years ; and, during the last eight of those
seventy-two years, while northern men fill«ed the position, they were men who were

ing to subserve the interests

husband.

ly instructed, said in Hebrew: “My husband’s brother refuseth to raise up unto his
brother a name in Israel; he will not perform the duty of my husband's brother.”
Upon this the judge turned to the defendant,

We need not go fully into the ‘course of
events which led. to this result.
The infat-

at it on

powerin it to demolish,

Benjamin F. Butler.

the five elders,the woman with her face veiled, than the proceedings were opened by thes
judge asking who they were, and for what
purpose they were before him. Witnesses
were called to identify them. both, which,
after removing the woman's veil, they did,
and also testified to the death of the woman’s

as nominally, free.

Christian family, and declare through the
“loaf” of the Lord's supper, that the saints,
‘‘being many, are one loaf,” ndtwithstanding the diversities which distinguish them.
Hence it wasdecided that no real Christian
should bé excluded from the Lord's table,
when spread in their church.
They could
8ee no good reason why they could not be

them in apologizing for slavery and seek-
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it be dotie to the man that would

not build up his brother's house.’ "*

of orders or disrespect to * superior officers.’

If it ever happens again, I shall deny it to

his face and then resign,
If I complain of api

to the

of France,

and

that the purpose of Napoleon was to precipitate a war at all hazards.
Berlin dispatches say that a complete change has taken
place in the feelings of the Prussian govern- ment,

which dissipates

the

possibility of a

friendly termination of the difficulties.
England approves of the position of France,
but unites with Austria and Prussia in laboring for peace.

no longer involved

Spain

considers

herself’

in the quarrel, while

Belgium is warlike, and the slow

German

temper is just aroused.
Bismark and
Moltke have both gone to Berlin. Prussia
will stand by her king.
Since writing the above, the report comes
that war has been declared by France, and
the armies are preparing to take the field.
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‘ The Industrial” was

Our Mission Schools.
——

*

OO

The following extracts are taken from the Minutes
_ of the Mission Committee, assembled in Midnapore,
March 19, 1870.

*

x “Tfard Bro. J. Phillips's report as superin.

tendent of Mission Schools, the past y ear, and unanimously passed the following votes concerning it:
1. Voted to adcept the report.
2. To adopt the recommendations.
8. To request Bro. P.to furnish such portions of

REPORT.
‘In submitting to ‘the Mission’ Committee
my Report for the past year, I desire to
offer a few remarks on the past, the present
of our Missjon

PAST.

From the commencement of our Mission,

we have believed in and attempted schools
as our essential part of missionary work.
Entering upon this work, however, with
views and plans formed and matured in
another latitude, in a

mental,

moral

or write, except

Bala-

the

few

who

had

and

physical atmosphere wholly unlike the one
in which we were to establish schools, with
little or no experience or recognized precedents to guide our feet, it would have been

been

taught in the Jellasore Mission School, and
the most of these had disappeared from
view. It was especially designed to bring
forward and hold in attendance until qualified, those who should become teachers and
preachers to their own people. Formidable obstacles had to be encountered. With
entirely raw, crude material to begin with,
urged to attend school,

in the first instance,

mainly by hunger, it.can occasion
prise that the task wasan arduous

Schools.
FIRST,—THE

in

for future usefulness.
The Santal Normal School &t Santipore
was commenced ‘by the writer, during the
terrible famine of 1866. The object was
to introduce education among the Santals
of Orissa. when, up to that time, scarcely a
man 6f the race could be found able to read

the report as he might think'desirable, tor publica.
tion mn
i the Morning Star and Christian Freeman.”
B. B. SMITH, Clerk of Mission Com.

and the prospecuive e aspects.

started

sore by-the late Rev. A. Miller, in 1864, for
the purpose of training the orphan boysto
different handicrafts and thus prepare them

no surone, and

the progress slow. The School has now
been in operation four years, and has received government aid a little more than
three years.

The

average

clading the primary

attendance,
in-

attached,

would fall

little short of seventy pupils, daily. The
children belonging to the native Christian
families in Santipore, together with a score
of orphan boys, have also been taught in
connection with the Normal from the first.
¢¢ The Santal Training School,” in Midnapore, was started by Dr. Bacheler, in 1863.

not com-

work and the devoted workers’ then ian the
field,i—laborers long since passed away, but

with the light of gospel truth, was first
commenced, in our Mission, in Midnapore,

whose memory has left

in the early part of 1866, by Mrs. J. L.
and Miss J. E. Phillips; and in Balasore,

a sweet

fragrance

behind.
And when, in 1838, that station
"was finally given up and a permanent location effected at Balasore,six of those rescued

napsre, has also taken a lively interest

ing missionaries,

an active part in the same noble work in
Midnapore, though, for the present, poor
health and pressing duties deprive her of

and became

the nucleus of

the Boarding Schools afterwards established
in Balasore.
Two of the six, one a native
preacher, still survive, an ornament
and

‘4

i

:

i

strength to the mission, and their children
and childrens’ children, form no insignificant part of our native Christisn community at the present time.
Oa our occupying Balasore, in March,
1838, one of the first objects attempted was
the erection of a school-house, in which a
school was started, composed
of children
from the town as day scholars, and the
orphans provided for by the missionaries.

A scarcity which prevailed, in 1839, brought
Ep
1

i 4

1
i

us

a large increase of needy,

dren, and two schools were
tion.

starviag chil-

set

in

. Up to this time, the ‘schools,

operasuch as

they were, had been sustained mainly by
the missionaries themselves. An allowance was now secured from the Society at
home, and local contributions began to
flow in. Oa occupying Jellasore, in 1840,

senting to become the wife and fellow-helper of one of these young pedagogues.
being, so far as known,

to promote

the

vigorous

their own

JOLY, 20

education among

the

in the
The

and a beginning

1870.

in

Santal,

maps,

charts,

and many other appliances at command,
native teachers of some reputeto aid wus,
and public sentiment strongly setting in,
in favor of general education, we can
scarcely fail to recognize both our duty and
our privilege to gird ourselves afresh tor
our educational work, as a means of prop-

agating ‘* the glorious gospel of the blessed
God" in this heathen land; the more so
that now we have a formidable compelitor
in the field, to whose resources in

men and

money we can lay no claim. While the
Government of India is multiplying schocls,
many of them of a high order,.al|
over the
country, for the enrsnhisomen od elevation of the masses, they are, as a matter

of course, but secular

schools,

while it is

left to mission
schools to promote the
cause of a truly Caristian education; one

that recoguizes the fact that man hasan im-

mortal soul, as well as a towering intellect,
which needs nourishment and

proper

cal-

ture.
Pious, well-trained teachers of both
sexes, for the School and the Zenana, and

qualified teachers

to proclaim

the

gospel

far and near to their idolatrous couatrymen, are urgently needed.
May our mis-

sion schools yeaily send forth many such
to this noble work.
Confident that I have the sympathies of all
the members of the Mission Committee in
saying that the time has fully come for us
to elevate our

standard

of

education,

and

We have now ten village schools among
the Santals with an average of 141 pupils. endeavor to place our schocls on the most
The teachers of these schools are all paid | efficient basis practicable, 1 venture, in
by the Government, as is also one-half the conclusion,to offer the following recomexpenses of the Santal Normal and Primary. mendations for your" consideration and
Our orphan children at Santipore are very adoption, if thought advisable; viz.:
much attached to us, and cheerfully engage
1. That a Committee of two be at once
in various branches of manual labor, hav- appointed to draw up and present-to this
ing self-support and future usefulness in Committee at its next session a carefully
arranged course of study, beginning wih
view.
the rudicaents of an education, and carry““ The Santal Training School,” in Mid- ing the student on sufficiently far to quali-

efforts

labors

attempt

passed that ofthe boys.

forth, it has been quite impossible to 43
the demands.
The want cf a schoolin which t7 train
young men for evangelistic

first

This

progress of the girls, in the different classes,
has quite equaled and occasionally sur-

and

the pleasure of a personal participation.
Such have been the open doors and pressing calls for this kind of school work, i
notwithstanding

female

the

Santals, must assuredly be regarded
light of an encouraging success.

in Jung of the past year, by Mrs. Smith and
Mrs. Hallam.
Mrs.
Bacheler, in Mid-

children were brought away, by the surviv-

smplesiipns

duogltens, and manifest a readiness’ to bear
In the Zevanns there are 45 pupils at ‘whole earth; as ght by Jesus in the out money? Can ourschools and governthe burden of expense, wholly or in part, present receiving instruction.
The chief leaven which leavens the whole lump, and mentbe run without large appropriations
of the schibols they call for !
| workers here are Mrs. Smith in Balasore, the mustard seed, which becomes a_great from the treasury? Do our temporal supt The Girls’ School,” or female Orphan. and Miss Phillips-in Midnapore, assisted by tree, its nature being growth and develop plies come by ravens as Elijah was fed?
Asylum,
in Jellasore, contains :—Famine such native helpers as they can obtain; ment, more room is demanded, aggression Certainly not, neither can church JIngtituorphan girls, 91; other destitute girls, 27; while all the sisters of the Mission are must be made. Its nature is ‘decidedly tions and charch workers copguér the
village Christian. girls, 7; village Christian more or less, according to circumstances, against restriction or limitation of forces, worldto God, without drawing liberally
backward steps, dwarfing or perpetual in- {from the pockets of Christian capitalists,
boys, 5; total, 130.
°
\
engaged in school duties.
The religious aspect of our schools, if not fancy. It is equally true of Christianity, and in smaller sums from the widows of
This Tostitution, though, in its present
form, of recent origin, has already accom- all that could be desired, is certainly of an as in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, | limited means. The national purse, with
Conversions, yes, that expansion is natural, legitimate; and the sword, saved the goverment in war.
plished a noble work, and reflects great encouraging character.
whenever it is circumscribed and placed The Christian purss, must in part save the
credit on the earnest, self-sacrificing zeal to some extent, revivals, have cheered our
within narrow limits, its beauty, freshness world.
hearts
in
all
or
nearly
all
our
schools
the
and devoted piety of its’ painstaking principal. The protracted ill -health and ab- past year. Daily religious exércises, as and vitality disappear ; and like the female
24. Church Extension requires men,
sence from the station of Miss Crawford, the reading of the sacred Scriptures, sing- form or foot, compressed with tight lacings good men, without discount, thoroughly
during the past four months, have, to some ing ‘and prayer, are maintained in all the or iron shoe, loses both its real beauty and reliable in all things, and in every place;
schools, besides week-day prayer meetings life-power, in frail and imbecile appear- men who will not be swerved from rectiwextent, interfered with the proper manageNature may be pruned
ment of the school and the progress of the and various other means of grace. All ance and parts.
tude of character or duty, of uncompromand
trained
to
advantage,
but the vine must
must
adit
that
no
more
promisin
freld
for
gir)s in their studies. While it is gratefulising allegiance to God, the truth and
run over the wall, not be forced to stay its.
ly acknowledged that the pupils in this direct missionary bor, with a view, to conman; men of foreca and self-abnegation,
school are making progress in the various version, i3, at present, open to us, than the growth against the wall. The true church who prefer hard service and sacrifice to inbranches of study in hand, the want of a one oftered by our mission schools. That must not be limited to set boundaries, cag- dulgent ease; men who disdain lying down
ed as a lion ignoraht of his strength, but
well-qualified head teacher, to relieve the the ‘Holy Spirit may be more abundantly
in nests,
or churches already provided, but
of
principal of much of the daily routine of poured out npon the hearts of those 402 have open and free access to all
hasten to the field, to build, from raw maschool duties, and to have charge "of the pupils and 16 teachers, turning them to the earth,
terial, places and homes for the indwell iing
2d. Church Extension is a necessity to Spirit; men of patient labor and untiring
classes when ill héalth prevents her attend- Lord their God, and thus fitting them for
ance, is certainly & desideratum. Four extended usefulness, ‘is our "sincere and church existence. Decay begins with ces® perseverance, who will not surrender, howsation of growth. Inactive air and waters ever difficult the task or gigantic the obteachers, two male and two female, are at’ earnest prayer.
Lh
breed insects and decay ; action begets ex- stacles to be overcome and mastered; full
present employed in the school. When
THIRD,—THE PROSPECTIVE
ASPECT.
pansion ; inaction, rust and death.
our worthy sister is again able to assume
of Christian hope and courage, imbued
This feature of our schools is
hope-inThe church which rests on its past atcharge of the Asylum, it will manifestly be
spiring. A good degree of energy, talent tainments and laurels, will soon rest in its with the love of Christ and the power of
the duty of this Committee to see that she
the Holy Ghost. Such are really the men
and adaptation for usefulness is possessed grave. Extension demands
action, by needed in preaching Jesus and establishing
is provided with a more ‘efficient staff of
by the pupils in the different classes, now
which life is evolved and made perpetual, churches in the land. More men of the
teachers, capable, in fact, of attending to
toiling, at different stagas, to secure
a by calling into constant use powers and elethe ordinary class duties, leaving her at
type of Mr. Cornell, who was in the habit
practical
education.
Already
a large ments of the Christian soul.
»
of carrying his church membership inliberty to devote special attention to. immajority of our teachers are from our own
The plainest experience and history of terest to the weaker rather than remain
parting moral and religious instruction, not
schools, and nearly a score of others from Christian churches is one of decay. and ulonly to the pupils of the school, but also
e united with the new
the same source are playing the peda- timate death, under suspension of aggres- with the stronger.
to the women in the Christian community,
Sabbath
school
of
urch
until
it became
gogue in adjacent villages, among the Sana most needful work, and one for which our tals. With past and dearly-bought experi- sive movements. * As the army in camp be- self-supporting, then removed again and
comes demoralized and inefficient, so does
esteemed sister is eminentlj~gualified.
ence for our guide, a fair supply of school the church when resting from its laborsof again with his immense wealth and large
influenceto the church m)st needing his
“7 ¢¢ The Mission School,” at Santipore, is books in the Oriya and Bengali languages,

The object was ¢“ to afford a refuge for pour
boys, to supply teachers for and promote
mitted, and failures, to some extent, en- general education among
the Santals.”
acted, in spite Jf earnest zeal, strong
faith
The school has been steadily prosecuted,
and a self-sacrificing devotion to the enter- and has increased from a very small beginprise. Withnot a school-house, or school ning to one of fair size, occupying an imfurniture of any kind, with scarce a school
portant place in our educational ranks.
book but of the most ordinary character,
An encouraging degree of success has ats
with no experienced teachers, but such as tended this school. Ten of its pupils have made up, first, of ¢‘ The Santal Normal,”
needed most of all to unlearn what they gone forth, more or less qualified for their containing at present, 22 boys and 8 girls;
secondly, * Santal Primary,” enrolling 18
would teach ; with no public sentiment in work, to engage
in teaching
village boys and 8 girls; thirdly, ¢* The Oriya vilfavor, of popular education, and in place of schools.
Thirty-eight Santal
village
a desire on the part of the masses to re- schools are now reported in operation in lage school,” containing 18 Famine orphan
ceive instruction, a settled prejudice against the Midnapore district, with an aggregate of boys and one girl, and 10 boys and 8 girls
being tanght ; the task of planting and sus- 650 pupils. It is proper here to state that from the village; total, 93. The attendance
is very good.
taining schools in India, 34 years age, was,
numerous Santal young men
were in
Much difficulty has been - experienced in
to say the least, a very different thing from the Midnapore district, able to resd and
what it is at present. Still, there was no write the Bengali language, ‘and ready to retaining a good head teacher in this outdelay in entering upon this important de- undertake the labor of” teaching village of-the-way place on a low salary. Hence,
several changes have taken place, and the
partment of ‘missionary work.
schools.
progress of the pupils retarded thereby.
During the hot and rainy seasons ‘of 1836,
“The Girls’ Home,” in Midnapore, was
Four
teachers are
employed, and
the
school work was prosecuted in connection
commenced by Mrs. J. L. Phillips, in classes are at present making fair progress.
with our English Gen. Bapt. Brethren, both March, 1867, with only two destitute little
in Balasore and Cuttack, and ere we had girls. It was augmented in October fol- During the past year, ten of our advanced
students, three of whom are females, have
become settled at Sumbhalpore, in 1837, a lowing by the accession of nineteen female
number of destitute children were receiv- orphans fom S»ntipore received during the passed their examination, and received
* ed and supported by the missionaries, and months of terrible famine. This school certificates from the Government Inspector
the work of instruction resolutely com- has been steadily prosecuted the past three of Schools, which authorized them to teach
menced.
Pensive and yet sacredly pleas- years, and thus far results are ofa pleasing village schools in the pay of the Govern_nient, and nine of the number are already
ing is the memory of those early days in character.
the history of our then infant mission,
«« Zenana Work,” or efforts to reach the thus employed, while the tenth has cerwhich brings vividly to mind the arduous
families of the higher classes of the natives tainly done a very sensible thing, in constrange indeed if mistakes were

pie

among

countrymen, has long been sorely

felt, but as yet little has been done towards
its establishment.
Meantime,
something
has been accomplished by each missionary

napore, at present
confiains 57 Santal
boarders, six boys from Christian families,

spending a portion of his time in instructing the native preachers and candidates for
mission work, under his care. In Marc
1866, Bro. J. L. Phillips was, by vote of
Committee, recommended to take meas-.

ures to establish a Biblical Class, and for

aud

one *‘‘nondescript;” total, 64. This
ike school, doing good service, employs
ive teachers, and receives a large
of the personal - attention of Mrs.
Bacheler, the energetic principal. Four
classes have commenced the study of the
English language.

four successive seasons he has devoted especial attention to this important branch of | ‘“ The Girls’ Home,” in Midnapore, conmissionary work, and a goodly number of tains 17 Famine orphan girls and 19 supyoung men, at Midnapore, has been great- ported by friends of the Mission. Six giils
from Christian families have attended
Jy aided by this effort.
With this meager sketch of the past, I school the past year; total, 32 pupils.
This school is taught in the missionary’s bunwill now notice,
galow and receives the personal attention

fy him for any and every branch of labor
required in the mission.
2. That measures be taken to have all
the teachers of our mission schools under-

go an annual examination in the branches
which they are required to teach, and their
standing marked by different grades of
certificates, signed by the Superintendent
of the Mission Schools.
3. That more strenuous

efforts

be

made

to have physical education go hand in hand

love and salvation.
Divisions and contentions grow apace and rampant when ‘the
church retires feom the conflict, in the

assistance. In this way, he was able to accomplish great good in church extension.

Too many persons of means and influence
with us, pursue the opposite course; they
over what it may have attained.
pour into the stronger and more popular
The life-germ of the acorh may for a sea- |
churches, without regard to the wants of
son survive the narrow limits of the shell,
‘society or the extension of churchés. Ease

spirit of self-indulgence

but if tvo'long

snes.

confined

and

gratulations

therein,

death en-

So the church may survive its infan-

tile period, within narrow boundaries, without much extension, but, too long confined,

the gold becomes dim and the fine gold
changed; its power is dwarfed, and death
ensues.
34.

Church

Extension

is

demanded

by

the head of the church. It was instituted
for the purpcse of carrying the gospel to
all men, that all for whom Jesus died
might be saved by a practical knowledge of
His death. It is demanded by the benevolent nature of the church, the common and
general blessings it has for the race of man.
Pre-eminently more valuable than any cther
institution of the kind, it should take prominent position everywhere. The foundation of just government, of civil liberty, of
civilization and education, it should have
the greatest extension possible.

The commandto go into all the world
and preach the gospel to every creature,
is tantamount to establishing churches in all
the world. In this sense, the Apostles ev-

and self-ends
membership,

stimulate
rather

and

than

prompt

to

usefulness

and

the glory of God. Hence, our churches
accomplish but little in the cause of Christ,
beyond their own narrow limits.

3d. Church Extension must have
blessing of God. Panl may plant
Apollus water ; but God’ must give the
crease. We must be not only workers,

the
and
inbut

workers together, well united, of one heart
and spirit, workers together with God. We

in God, and God in ns. So earnest and devoted to Him, as will give us His pleasure,
presence and salvation. If sinners are

converted and made fit for church membership, it must be not only by human but
by divine interposition and effort. Manmade

converts,

like man-made

ministers,

are usually very imperfect at best.

When

God-made, we have just the material neces-

sary for permanent church buildings.
With entire certainty we may look for
God's blessing upon His own men and their
labors.

“Go

work,

nd

whatsoever

is

right I will give you.” ‘Lo, I am with
you alway.” As atthe day of Pentecost,

idently understood the commission, from
the number of churches they built up and
God will pour out His Spirit in great profuthe immense sacrifices and labors they de- | sion and power, and true Christian churchvoted to this end.
As they were scattered
es will spring into life everywhere, by the

abroad by persecution, they went everywhere preaching the Word, and churches

multiplied

almost without number.

The

‘Christian church which does not seek to
multiply itself, somewhere, is not worthy
the name it bears, and essentially falls under

the displeasure of its Author. A church of
Christ with all the elements of extension,
and the promise of divine aid, and

demand-

ed of God, essential to existence, involving its greatest power, usefulness and glory, and still living within itself! Satisfied

to exist without calling into life any other
church,

or seeking

to do so—this cgrtainly

is unearthly existence, and should be imme-

diately buried,, as a dead t\an, out of sight
and out of mind forever.

From the errors,

delusions, false doctrines, vices and

hand of his faithful servants.—J. S. B.

crimes

Rejoicing.
There are many things connected with
the Christian probation which have a ten-

dency to make his heart sad.
ral circnmstances

sion many

His tempo-

may be such as to occa-

unpleasant feelings.

But this,

comparatively speaking, should be the least
of his troubles. There are other things of
a more serious concern. He has to contend against a foe that seeks to make his
destruction sure.

This enemy to all human

happiness had. the boldness to present his
insinuations to the Son of God. Then how

can frail man expect to be exempt from his

of our country, demands are earnestly, im- attacks? It is impossible. the
rule
of
this
Committee
to
retain
no
ableThis is not all. He sees his fellow beings
the same system of mixed schools was still
bodied child, male or female, in any board-; peratively made for the most vigorous dying, unprepared to meet the Judge of all
continued, i. e.; both boys and girls were
ing school "under its care, that
is
not church effort, in extending a knowledge of
received and cared for on the same premiThe immense Southern and West- the earth. Perhaps a father, or mother,
trained to some kind of manual labor or Jesus.
ses, bo'h in Balasore and in Jellasore, and
handicraft whereby self-support may be se- ern unoccupied fields, except by tears and or brother, or sister, or s)n, er daughter,
cured.
village children continued to be admitted to
devilism ; the thronging, ignorant and vi- or friend, is sinking down to irretrievable
4. That hereafter this Committees act as cious populations of our Eastern towns and woe, enough to make the heart s rrowful.
the schools as day scholars.
This order of
SECONDLY,—THE PRESENT.
of both Mrs. and Miss Phillips, who are also Trustees of the Mission Schools, exercising
things continued with varied results, .till
cities ; .the almost innumerable immigrants Christ was also sorrowful on many ocecaa judicious supervision over the same.
Your Superintendent of Schools is happy aided by one female teacher, and a pundit,
1847, when the migsiopary at Jellasore had
flooding our whole country from all parts sions. He wept over Jerusalem, and at
All of which is respectfully submitted.
of the old world, bringing with them their the grave of Lazarus.
80 come to feel the Sudo siete of pre- to say, that he has repeatedly visited and a portion of eachday. The school is doing
J. ParLLies, Supt.
But, notwithstanding, it is our duty 8
well
;
six
of
the
advanced
girls
have
comexamined,
with
some
degree
of
care,
the
viding for both boys and girls on the same
laws, customs and religion, often at antipodes
with our free institutions; the present Christians to rejoice. For this we have
premises, that he sought and obtained ad- schools at our mission stations, the past menced to learn English. Great pains are
onslaught upon the Bible in our in| abundant Scripture testimony: ‘Rejoice,
mission for the girls under his care inthe year, and has endeavored to speak words taken, and with pleasing results, to teach
Church Extension. *
the
girls
to
be
active,
industrious
and
useof
cheer
and
encouragement
to
both
pupils
Schools and national government, attempt- and be exceeding glad; for great is your
Balasore Girl's School. From this time the
S—
C—
only Boatding School in the Mission, for and teachers, as well as to those who have fal. Most of the work about the houseis | Church Extension® means a development ing to divorce God and true religion from reward in heaven.” ‘Finally, my brethren. rejoice in the Lord.” ‘Rejoice in the
girls, was at “Balasore, until 1862, when the immediate management of the schgols; performed by them.
of the church, an increase of inward force such,—all these appeal, in notes divine apd Lord always; and again I say, rejoice.”
*
The
Zenana
work
”
in
Midnapore
is
and
he
has
rio
hesitation
in
saying,
that
our
omnipotent,
to
the
churches
of
all
ProtestMiss Crawford, on her return from Ameriand outward enlargement.
As the tree,
schools are on the upward grade, and are vigorously prosecuted by Miss Phillips, and animal, man, each is physically carriedsinto ant sects and names,to plant, without un- St. Paul, amidst all bis persecutions and
ca, located in Jellasore, and commenced
sufferings, could rejoice, as the following
encouraging prospects. Forty-six
there a Boarding School for girls. Includ- accomplishing a noble work. They show with
a larger, broader and higher possession of necessary delay, the true church in all parts.
pupils, from twenty-four houses, have relanguage
shows: “Yea, and if I be offered
a
manifest
improvement
from
what
they
1
of
our
land.
We
are
urged
to
do
this
iming all the female orphans at the time in
life in maturity than in infancy,—so the
ceived
instruction.
A
few
families
have
upon
the
sacrifice
and service of your faith,
mediately,
as
we
value
our
social
and
civ.
were
even
a
year
ago,
;
the Balasore school together with a numChristian church is deepened, broadened
I
joy
und
rejoice
with
you all.” So should
dropped
off
their
attendauce,
probably
on
* The Vernacular Mission School,” in
ber of the daughters of native Christians,
and hightened in its religious forces in the il institations, our firesides and the memory
account
of
being
asked
to
pay
a
trifle
for
every
professed
servant
of Christ do.
Balasore,
contains
at
present:
—Famine
orof
departed
heroes
;
as
we
prize
the
glorious
- Miss C.’s whole number bf-spupils was only
field of moral effort, It means, occupying
But when we do rejoice, we should
sixteen.
This school continued to receive phan boys, 85; other destitute boys, 73; their instruption, to defray expenses; while ‘unoccupied ground for Christ, bringing people of the Son of God, the souls of our
gradual accessions until, in 1866, when, dur- from the Christian village, 10; Hindus from others have removed from the place, so under Christian culture and influence, fellow-men, the right, liberties and salva- always be careful that we rejoice in the
Lord. Never should we be overjoyed at the
that the present number of popils is only
ing the 1ste desolating famine, it was large- the town, 36 ; total number, 103.
minds, hearts and
communities now
in tion of our country.
Aside {rom school duties, the orphan twenty-one. Over Rs. 90($45) has been alienation from God; planting and caus ing
Church Extension is demanded on all downfall of an enemy,or at our own perly augmented and really become a Female
sonal success mn any pursuit or calling; for
Orphan Asylum. A commodious school- boys work, as blacksmiths, 5; carpenters, received from the Babus to .meet expenses to grow the truth, instead of sin and error; sides by all good men as well as God and
we are commanded to love our enemies,
of
horse
and
carriage,
&c.
It
is
encouraging
angels.
6;
weavers,
4;
washermen,
5;
tailors,
6;
house and other buildings have been pro| gathering harvests of good fruit, where
and Christ told his disciples not to rejoice
to
find
that
several
of
the
pupils
are
beginvided at Jellasorc-Patna, sufficient to ac- house servants, 4; and in gardening and
grow ignorance and vice; possessing new
1st, Church ‘Extension tequires means.
because they ‘had power over evil spirite,
ning
to
purchase
religious
books,
and
even
commodate, at least, 200 inmates.
Spat work about the mission premises, 18;
territory in the name and under the direc- Money, and not a little, either, is required,
the
New
Testament,
for
themselves.
but because their names were written in 2
Returning to Balasore, the school there.
ile the Christian village girls are taught
tion of the Lord of Hosts.
— just the money we have, and according |’
The
great
desideratum
in
the
Zenana
heaven.
;
received a large accession from the rescued to knit and sew.
Again, 1t means Christian “power, in a to what we have. And, besides, it requires
If the saints of God are thus commanded
This school is well organized under four work, both here and in Balasore, is a class larger and more extended ascendency. prudent living for the sake of larger givKhband Miriahs, snatched by the arm of
will not their reBritish power from the sacrificial knife of trained teachers, who evidently
under- of better qualified native Christian female Where now the imfluence of the church is ing. Thechannels of wealth must be turn: to rejoice here on earth,
teachers, and the sooner the advanced
complete in the heavenly world?
be
joicing
tke bloody immolator.
Thirty of these stand, their work.
The deportment and
entirely wanting, or but little felt, it comes ed to the great and blessed acoount of sav- Yes, it certainly will; for then trouhles
rescued victims were received by Dr. Bach- interestof the scholars are of a pleasing scholurs in our Girls’ Schools can be, fitted to be the most thoroughly and efficiently ing
souls from death.
The
church
eler in 1849, and in 1850, fifty more were character, The cheerfulness and alacrity for this work, the better. It is a noble felt. The church leads in intelligence and has money for other objects—money in will cease, conflicts will be over, and the
last enemy,
— death,—will be conquered.
added. On Bro. Bacheler’s leaving the with which the orpban boys hasten to their work, and offers a fine opening for the em- reformatory measures ; it bears stones from banks and stocks, and trade of various
Then, in that blissful world above, nothing
ploy
ment
of
our
best
female
pupils.
' country,in 1852, this school was, for the different branches of labor, when school is
the quarry of worldliness to the temple of kinds. Sheis not poor, but rich. Rich es- will damp our joye.'/In the presence of
SUMMARY,
first time, taken charge of by the Mission out, speak well for the patient, pains-taking
God; it leads sinners to Christ, and sees tates, domestic affluence, fashionable cloth- God, and of the holy angels, and of the
perseverance and management
of Bro,
At our four rtations we now have five them framed together into true churches of ing, church buildings of large outlay, show
Committee.
blood-washed throng, we may sing praises
schools, with an aggregate of 402 pupils, the Lord Jesus.
In 1857, the Balasore School was recon- Smith, the Superintendent.
how large are the funds which might pour thoroughout the unending ages of e'ernity.
The Zenana work in Balasore is vig- of whom 220 are male and 182 female,
structed under the name of, *“ The Vernac1st. Church Extension inheres in’ the into the treasury of the Lord, if their own:
H. B.
ular Mission School,” and opened to chil- iorously prosecuted. Seven Touses are taught by 16 native teachers, 11 of whom nature of Christianity, as taught in the met- ers were 80 disposed. Money in pennies
are
Christians,
and
5,
not
heathen,
nor
yet
regularly
visited,
in
which
24
pupils,
the
dren and youth from the town, at the same
aphor of the stone cut out of the mountains, as well as pounds, mi)ls as well as dollars,
They who doubt the blessings of religion
time accepting
aid from the government. inmates of 14 houses, receive instruction. are they avowed Christians; enlightened small at first, but ultimately filling the from the hands of both rich and poor, must because
they can find no Chrigiian who is
they.
certainly
are,
The
aggregate
monthThe remaining orphan boys continued to One very pleasing feature “of the work here
permanently flow where churches are to
deny the existence

be cared [or on the mission premises,
were Mught inln the vernacular.

be

is, the Babus themselves ask to have Chris-

ly pay of these 16 teachers-is only Rs.
¥ 118,

tian teachers to

or $6,501

instruct

their

wives

and

with mental and moral;

xT
Ld

that, in fact, it be

Essay was read before

the Maine

Cen-

tral
M. Ministers’ Conlerence, and by vote its
publication was requested in the Star.

be extended, or the work cannot

be

done.

Can ships, houses, or railroads be built with-

perfect, might as well
of the sun because it is not
day.

~
1

a

<=

A

“

always

noon~
v

i

MORNING

THH
Arthur

Pelham,

son of a duke,

than the leadt
hardly reached
as a woman,
ap

YW

ng,”

Beyond the limits of our mortal vision,

an

of all beasts, beforehe has
his majority, and living
in woman’s attire, with a
salls 4 husband,» ay 4 dar-

ng,

at only

twenty,

rid death of a male he

"Elysian,

“It’s the Only Hope.”

himselfa

lord, the grandest mansions of the world
at his command, making himself into less

The City of God.

SS

STAR: JULY

the

of i,

hor-

Bee

: Academies, &c.

Palm branches bear.

He can clothe the apple-iree with leaves,

From golden censers, incense sweet ascending
Is borne.on wings,

While round

about the

throne,

i
rainbow

t he

ending,
2
ew promise brings.

But ere we reach the blessed

Our feet must stray

ria

A fearful way.

Our bark must toss upon the raging billows,
”

The storm-winds high;

Our steps must linger ’neath the
ows,
Where treasures lie.
O’er mountain tops, with

with blossom, yi

- Some

years ago

a young

man,

LAPHAM

wild,

headstrong, profane, and somewhat intemperate, riding through
South
Hadley,

stopped at a store to purchase something,

and as the shop-keeper was doing up the
little Package, e said to the young man«-, ,
“I don’t know you, but
[ can’t help askIng if you are
a
Christian,”
aughtily and sternly, the young man

shade of wil-

fainting hearts,

and

We yet must climb;
Then in the valleys, desolate and dreary
Abide our time.

for

your

It may be soon the veil will be uplifted
Which spans our way ;—
" -' The darkest cloud may ushér in, when rifted,
The blaze of day.

Or we may linger till the night-dews falling,
Our spirits chill ;

|

“We see the end,” in all its radiant beauty,

‘ But not the path ;”
We may be led to braye, in call of duty,

riéh or poor; he is as impartial in his appetite as the vermin of the tree, those evil

Lord, and

bring forth fruit constantly and

eternally to His glory and your unspeakable delight.
Serene will be your days, and bright,
And happy will your natures be,

The lightning’s scath ;

when God thus keeps off every evil, and
dwells perpetually in your obedient soul.
— Zion's Herald.

Tried in the furnace whose hot fires are glowing,

While foes assail’;

Or drinking amps with bitterness o’erflowing,
Till spirits quail.

| Variety

Yet far beyond this maze of endless winding,
Where now we roam,
In blaze of glory that is well-nigh blinding,
We see our home.

—

finds

Him,

its

Then, too,

in

and

which

recounts

meditations

there is

the

ap-

peal of importunity, which will not let
God go without an immediate response.
Christ described the beseeching eagerness
of this style of prayer, when He told His
disciples about a certain house-keeper who
went to a friend’s house at midnight, and
clamored forthe loan of three loaves of

Not long since, we noted the abundant
beauty of the blooming
apple-trees. Such
_ an affluence of comely lite rarely over-

flowed that mother of the orchards.

to

sharp,

piercing cry of anguish, or the earnest

Oe

Every

sprig and spray was tipped with a flower.
he apple-life seemed bursting like a flood bread to feed unexpected guests, until,
Hivags every vein and artery of branch ‘¢ because of his importunity,” he got all the
and
bough.
Every
fiber was supera- bread that he needed. There are many
bounded with life.
From this glory of blos
varieties of night-calls for relief, from the
som, what a glory of fruit will come. sudden cry of our little ones in their eribs,
Every bud has an apple in it. It is created to the shout for * help !” in the street, or
for that; it intends that. It means noth- the eager call under the physician's wining else. Is its
purpose
being accom- dow.
These are all types of the prayer
plished ? Does
that
childish
blossom which you are to pour out into the ear of
change to manly fruit?
;
God in seasonsof difficulty, or distress, or
Too many an orchard that stood forth danger.
lorious in apparel only a month ago, is
rown

and

dead

to-day.

November's

its leat and fruit.
worm

attacked

What has done it?

its beauty, and it consumed

away like a moth. Every leaf bred .a devourer. Every blossom hid in its bosom
its destroyer. The
und brought them
forth plenteously.
ey crept along the
branches, or swung themselves on rope
ladders, of their

own

construction,

in a hundred forms; andit

is astonishing

how much readier some people are

to

be-

lieve the father of lies, than to believe their

from

Niobe amid the overflowing life of Nature,

fruitless and leafless in her crownless
woe.
bestqw the asked for blessing. God tells
Is there no lesson of a spiritual sort in us that he loves to. be asked, and is the
« this? Is not many a Jouuul expectation rewarder of them who diligently seek him.
us suddenly quenched? How many “a He tells us that the fervent effectual prayer
rose and expectancy”of his home and of the righteous availeth mach.
He bids us
friends has been as completely and unex- ask, and we shall receive.
His Word
pectedly destroyed. The bug was not seen abounds in narratives of the actual bewhen the blossom of childish loveliness stowal of things which his children have
broke out all over his words and actions. besought him to give them.
When his
That oath, that passion for drink, that lust needy or suffering ones have pulled the
of the flesh, all were hidden from sight. night-bell of prayer with strong faith, he
Many a mere moralist would say they
had has relieved them of their distress, or reno existence. Ask him if that boy of ten moved the evils they suffered from, or else

such

vileness ever to appear. | Hezekiah

See how gentle, loving, respectful, studious, heis. He be a drunkard, swearer,
skeptic, debauchee ! It can not be. Yet
it is. Before he is sixteen, he is often

burned to death.

Before twenty,

swearer, sinner of every

sort.

is this?

design

these early

wishes every child

child in stature and
The

the apple-trees.

He

to grow like the Divine

with God and men.

such a race.

nurture, and In favor

He gives grace for

bugs can

be kept from

Sufficient knowledge and

If he used a multitade of reme-

the proper Eioventives

gently ap

:

y them.

only will the

blossom ripen into richer ] fruit.

Grace. alone is this

* plication, holy liv ing
tive.

and cures, and dili-

Thus

remedy, faith its ap
the

Wherewithal® shal

cleanse his way?

By takin

:

persist
.
4 y rere
feed

ereto.

according to Thy Word.
The bug of sin
lies in the germinating soul. It infests a)l
the ground of its being. It is hidden in
its crevices, under its texture, in its most
subtle juices. In the hidden parts God must
make us to know

wisdem.

The

spel

God

his

dua-

God

the sick to die, the sting of death has been
turned to the song of victory.
¢ IL cannot
get on without three hours a day of prayer,
now,” said Martin Luther in the thick of his
great fight with the man of sin,
Are you
wiser than Luther P— Evangelist.

dies, and did not use the right ones, it
would avail naught. So, if one seeks to
extirpate the vices of his nature, or to prevent their development,he must both know
youthful

a

pictures

that

the

are

incident

of

careful, complete.

French and

with viv-

ited to 40.
Addrees
4129

tion of

thought

to

a first-class

board and

“Well,

crown.”

Thnisso

bowed

wretch

Oae

it profit a man if he shall gain the whole
world and lose his own soul?” The preacher remrked t hat he knew

sold his soul

fora

man rushed

forward

a man

and

residence;

We

‘Takg

pray.”

That

man

was

¢* Did you ever know an uproar made because an infidel bad gone astray from the
path of morality?’ The young man admitted he had not. ‘‘Then you allow
Christianityto be a holy religion, by 'ex-

bon

ale YQ Pe

when they. find

arejecter of the Bible living in immorality ;
but let them detect a man who professes to
obey it pursuing a sinful course, and forthwith, with sneers and scorn, they publish
his ¢¢ inconsistency.” What a condemnation they thereby write against themselves!
They see that Christianity: requires purity
of life in its adherents.
They censure those
who fail to conform to its requirements.

two and

CAN

BE

Because of that failure, they

excuse

the Lord?

is

the only cure of these evils of our fallen natures.” Signs of their presence appear earx
They ripen with marvelous rapidity.

It is a tribute to the divinity of the gospel,
that it has triumphed over the stabs which
it has received from its recruits. Nothing
but God's truth could have survived such
treachery. But that does not Justify either
the man who thus wounds it in the house
of its friends, or the bitter enemy who
makes it responsible for the

Three Important Things.

wounds

which

are inflicted.— Central Presbyterian.

.

Let the following be kept in mind all the
year:
Three

things to love: courage,

ness and affection, Three things to
intellectual power, dignity

ness.

Three

things to hate:

and

gentle-

admire:

three fold

re-

A

(0,

Large

graceful

cruelty,

arro-

ance and ingratitude. Three things to
elight in: beauty, frankness and freedom.
Three things to wish for: health, friends
dnd a cheerful spirit. Three things to
ray for: faith, peace and purity of heart.
hree things to like: cordiality, good humor * and

avoid:

mirthfulness.

Three

things

to

scription in advance

good friends and good humor, Three
hoy soon outstrip the virtues in the hot, things to contend for: honor, country and
soil of youth, and
unless subdued, the friends. Three things to govern: temper,
young man stands verdureless, burnt in soul tongue
and
conduct. Three things , to
and body, burning to the lowest hell. See think about: life, death and eternity.
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wheel.

We are prepared to furnish
the above wheel of any size.
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much

gold in the sunset and silver in the moon as
anybody.

or more

copies.
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a speedy

and
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The Myrtle.
This semi-monthly,

published

by

the

a very superior quality, and its mechanical

excellence is equal te that of any other paper of its class. All communications intended for publication should be addressed
to ¢“ Tue

MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L.
ver, N. H.

R.

BURLINGAME,

TerMs.—Single copy,

80 cents

Do-

a year.

all cases

in

ad-

vance.

PostaGe.—The postage-on a single copy
of the Myrtle,

under

the

new

law,

is 24

cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,
or any number between one and 10, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the

Orders are solicit-

ed.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
Wholesale

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates
.

elsewhere

in

as they

New

can be

England.

In addition to the publications of oth-

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled
of their class.

by any

other books

In another column, see

list, and retail prices.

From these pri-

ces we make

greatly facilitate the early issue of’ \
A LIBERAL
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office.
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business belonging to the advertising
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on hand and made to order. Made of genuine Bell
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Let there be special care to give the
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AND

And lately for its unrivalled

bought

Publishers,
New York.

scalds, bruises,wounds and various other injuries, as
well as for dysentery, diarrhea,and bowel complaints
generally, it is admirably suited for every race of
men on the face of the globe,
*
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Somebody has given utterance to the folas

two

subtleties of

After thirty years’ trial, the * PAIN KILLER,” may
justly be styled the great medicine of the world, fort
there is no region of the globe into which it has no
found its way, and nore where it has not been large
ly used and highly prized. Moreover, there is no
clime to which it has not proved itself to be well
adapted for the cure of a contiderable variety of dis-

move all temptation from others,

has

can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

Clerks having this matter in charge,

it is

METAL,

its large varieties of

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference,

young pobut also a

Register for the year 1871.
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mstinet of the true poet and the skill of the natural
versifier.— Chicggo
Post.”
“ Thought high and poetic,some of the minor poems
being especially charming.— Boston Post.
“ A pure, elevated Christian enthu-iasm imbues
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purse may be empty, but he

volume of

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the advantage of purchasers.
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for

By the author of Lite Below. 1 vol 16mo. Price $1,5.
“ The artistic reproduction of this sorrowful romance, the sweet. tender purity which hallows the
sentiments of the young lovers, the subtle beauty of
the words that aptly match the sense—all attest the
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who order the books.
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-and
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every production that we have seen of this
et, not the mere fentiment of Christianity,

same work

the same terms. The postage—which
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those

A.L.
L. & W. G. Brown, Whitefield, N. H. Ames &
Clough, Ashland,
N. H. Hersey & Emerson, Gil
monton Iron Works, N. H. or Ipswich Hosery Mills,
Ipswich, Mass,
Please send for Circular.

Laks Viki ages June 10.
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An experi-

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

We are receiving testimonials
from them that are using them
recommending
them above
anyother Wheelsin use. Those
in want can refer to Ranlett
Car Co.,Laconia,N.H. Gilman-

An Indian, whenever he got into a bad
place in the swamp, used immediately to
put up a stake to mark the spot. Thus he
not only kept clear ‘of the danger the
gecond time, but kept others from the same
danger. We not only should guard against
our own false steps, but as we pray, ** Lead
be careful to reus not into temptation,”

lowing scrap of philosophy, which, if it be
not good, is at least cool: “The poor man's

from a new sub-

scriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
Kennedy's volume,—“Close Commun-

Giant T urbine.

idleness, loquacity and flippant jest-

ing. Three things to cultivate: good books,

Premium.

own paper, together with a year’s sub-

new subscriber.

N.

offer,

To any person who will send us a enlarged and much improved about the
first of April, 1869. Itis printed on paper of
year’s subscription in advance for his

Pa.; C. O. Libby, Dover, N. H,

Parks
_Kenve

until
pur-

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

send a copy of the

Set a Stake.
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Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches Halls
Stores, and private Dwellings.
Believing that a house in the country should be as thoroughly provided with light as a house in the city, we are
prepared to furnish every room complete with its appropriate lamp, safely secured in its proper place, thus doing
away with movable lamps, which have proved so dangerous and objectionable,
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
We manufacture Bronze Lamps at Sraatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding Lantern, and are
Ageats for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson’s Dome
Paper Shades.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold b 7 dealers generally
-but to introduce them where the merc hants have not got
hem, we give particular attention to
RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Cat®@ogue of 3 cts. for
descriptive Circular.
IVES’ PATENT LAMP CO,
9t12
87 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York.

them-

selves from obeying it. Yet they know
that it condemns the inconsistency of professors as strongly as they do. Will the
sins of disciples excuse them? Did the
treachery of Judas lessen the guilt of the

(0) AND

.SI*ADEORCH |MNEY.

ence and an Argument,” —and will also

Belmont

if

the above

"And

S. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co., N. Y.,;

Mills,

York,

chased..,Chickering pianos. are include:

HARD AND TOUGH

1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perry & Co.,
Albany, N.Y.; D 8. Heffron, Utica, N. Y.; Keystone
National Bank, Erie, Pa. ; James Calder, Harrisburg,

Tri 11s, N,"tH.,
Haverhill, N. H.

Broadway, New

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITH

ion, or open Communion?

Water

OFFER!!!

Waters, 481

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY

PERMISSION.

COOK'S

GREAT

of

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National Bank,
Chicago; Nash, Spaulding &
Co., Boston; Harding,
Homi, 3 Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank of Geneseo, 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York city; B.

)

on

All others are base imitations,

Sold by Druggists throughout the world,
6m23
’

First

Chicago, Illinois.
BY

the outside wrapper.

MONTH, or will take from $5 to $25 monthfy
paid; the same to let, and rent money applied

Corner LaSalle and Madison Streets,

REFER

Having the fac simile of ‘* CURTIS & PERKINS”

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEONS, ana ORGANS of six first class makers, at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING
THIS

|:

ROOM 8, MAJOR BLOCK,’

HURD

We have ut up and sold this article nearly thir
gd
vears, and CAN BAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it
what we have never been able to say .of any other
medicine—NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN A SINGLE INSTANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any
one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted
with ite fperationa, and speak in "térms of commendation of its magical effects and Higdical virtues. We
speak in this matter *“ WHAT WE
KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPUTATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE
DECLARE. In almost every instance where the infant
is suffering fom pain and exhaustion, relief will be
found in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is
administered.
" Full directions for using will accompany each bote.
}
Be sure to call for

Horace

the

&

East

RELIEF AND HEALTH T0 YOUR INFANTS.

A

CENT.

on

it, mothers, it will give rest to your.

OOMMENOED IN 1817,

rates

GRAHAM, - PERRY

ton
Hosie!
Fxcelsior

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS,

Depend upon
selves an

overflowing

pecuniary

HAYDEN

Dr. Mason Good once asked of a young

<

pre-

property for others, we take half the
sponsibility for half the profits.

A Pointed Argument.
scoffer,
who was attacking Christianity on ac¢) unt of the sins of some of its professors:

anticipate an

PER

it

4

their extremely low

place-Money upon loan

a great

———

are

Real
Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the interest Jayable semi-annually,
We invest on joint account, that ie, in purchasing

back! Take it back!” “You said you never
would pray,” said the minister, *‘if I gave
you a half crown ; do you want to pray?”
*‘Oh, yes; I would give the world to be allowed to

who

paying the money.
The time and rate
upon at the time of sale in each case.

The pcor

said,

|

“ Mrs. Winslew's Soothing Syrup,”.

. cONx Op?y

7 24

as Principal,

property he has purchased, we, of course, taking

who had

half crown.

B.,

to all persons

tuition; they

property upon
per cent. agreed

ship, conscious that it was of no use, for he
trembling which had come upon him.

G. Jordan, A.

We guarantee to purchasers of our property from
12 to 15 per cent. per annum; that is,at the expiration
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur.
chaser then prefers that amount of money to the

down that he did not know what to do with
himself. This was all bis thought—that he
had sold himself to the devil for money,and
would soon” be carried off to hell.
He commenced attending places of worhad sold himself to the devil; but he was
really ill, bodily ill, through the fear and

Lyman

iy

IVES PATENT LAMPS

SCHOOL,

GUARANTEED.

himself,

poor

LATIN

FIFTEEN

John,” said she,

the

& CO.

greatly facilitates the process of teething; by soften

ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is

wu

¥/ATHOUT REMOVING G

you

FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,

38 & 40 Cornhill)

school.
4 For particulars, , B send for circulars.
Address
H. .M M. WILLARD, A. M., President,
or N. T. GREENWOOD, Sec., New London, N. H.
4129
he!

I

‘‘you may depend upon it, it was the devil ;
you've sold yourself to the devil for a half

D. LOTHROP

Next year begins September 15.
CHAS. W. CUSHING.

cated, and are furnished with every eonvenience of

*“ That's a queer thing—I've taken mone
and promised never to pray as long
as
live.” He thought it over, and it made him
feel wretched. He went home to his wife,
and told her of it.

most Complete Assoriment and Lowest
Prices.

oping its FALL TERM, WEDNESDAY, Aug. 17, ’70.
With the addition to their excellent corps of teachers; their new buildings, which have just been dedi-

“No.”

he

And Religious Publications,
The

Particular atten:

The New London, N. H., Institution

“Tnen I will give you half a crown, if
you will promise me you never will, as
long as ever you live."
“Ob,” said he, “I shall be very glad of
a half crown to get me a drop of beer.”
He took the half crown, and promised
never to pray as longas he lived. He went
to his work, and when he had been digging
fora little while,

Powder,

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES

thorough,

pared to eater the regular classes. Instruction will
ve given in Reading, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Ancient History, the Classical Manual, and the
Latia and Greek languages. Send for Cireufar or for
any additional information to the Principal, or to the
Secretary. Mr. Jordan’s P. O. address until the time
of the opening of the school will be New Gloucester,
Me.
|
A. M. JONES, Sec.
Lewiston, Me., July 6, ’70.
1m29

:

i

DIP.

FREE BAPTIST BOOK STORE
IN BOSTON.

Advantages for Music, Painting,

lege, though it is open

always pray to God for your wife and family—for your children—don’t you ?”
¢“do

Mr.

SHEEP

with three assistants. Mr, Jordan is a graduate of
Bates College, and is an experienced teacher. The
special object of the school is to fit students for Col-

“Why,” said the minister, “I suppose you

the minister,

purpose

The FALL TERM of this Institution will
begin on Thursday, Aug. 25, under the instruc-

“What a lovely morning ! How grateful we
Ought to be to God for all his mercies !”
heman said he did not know much
about it.

said

/

Instruction

German, unsurpassed.

NICHOLS

ister, that walking out one morning he saw
a man going to work, and said to him,

that

the

a

—

do notknow

Portland prices.

tion paid to common and solid branches.
Teachers
chosen with great care. (Combines the advantages
and cemforts of a school and home.)
Number
lim-

There is a story of a most eccentric min-

“I

been

~

For Poultry Houses, Stables, &e. In boxes of 5 1bs,,
$1; 10 1bs. $1.75; 20.1be, $3.75; 50 1bs., $8.00,
BOWMAN & BLEWETT, Sole Agents,
3m17
52 Barclay St., New York

themselves.

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.

Selling the Soul.

he,

board

formed for

Fen miles west of Boston.

idness which shows how deep an impression
it made on his mind; and in the Better
Land he hopes to know and thank him for
that little word so earnestly spoken and so
angrily received.
0 doubt that this good man thought his
labor had been lost; and if he still lives
and remembers the scene, may feel that he
has been long in finding ‘‘the bread cast
upon the waters,” though I doubt not he
towed it in prayer.

ly

Pry

Granulated Carbolic

‘and lights extra.

!to

LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY.

in

feet

.

11b. cans, 60 0.5 8 Ib, cans, $1; 5 Ib. cans, $1.25,

"

Wood

desiring

Parsonsfield, June 27, ’70.

Jesus, to find how glorious a hope it’ was.
.Idon’t know that this good shop-keeper
was the direct means of this young man's
conversion ; butsince he became a Christian man, he recalls the

those

heart

never

his ears, till he was brought to

:

$3,00 per week.

A Teacher’s Class will be

of child-

Through years they sounded

life, or if infinite wisdom had appointed to Jews and Romans who killed

faithful application of knowledge will keep
every bud safe from every bug. We must
study to know the remedies, and be constant in. their Phplication: If the farmer
knew how to kill every ‘bug, and did not
use his knowledge, it would avail him

naught.

In

sent his angel and brought the apostle out
of the prison. Answered prayers cover the
field of providential history, as flowers
cover Western prairies. Answered prayers
hover around
the communion tables of our
churches, in seasons of revival, as we have
seen great flocks of birds descend into a
meadow.
Answered prayers have
made
the pulpits of Payson and Burns and
Spurgeon powerful.
Answered prayers have
visited sick rooms like angels, to restore to

His Creator

fatal blights.

night-bell,and

the same time for his deliverance, and

he isa

God does not desire and
and

this

freon at Jerusalem, Peter cried unto the
rd, and a whole prayer-meeting cried at

looked that he should bring forth grapes,
and he brought forth wild grapes.

Why

rang

heard it, and spared bis life.

trained and accomplished Sabbath-breaker,

.

walls of

Not a eingle instance of its failure has

¥

force and dignity. We feel aesured that if bis career
pecting its professors to be holy; thus, by continue as it has begun, the name which is now
such a ciiminal, he given to them supernatural grace to bear | your very scoffing, you pay it the highest | unknown will yet be garlanded with renown.—Prince- | 9 aants each for
Human nature is too | their burthens.’ On his bed of anguish, | compliment in your
power.”
tonian,
:
Gas

could be turned into
will say, impossible,

ood for

those

the

the memories

Principal,

of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach,
the coming winter, Especial attemtion paid those
students preparing for College.
J
.
. E. SWEAT, M. D., Sec. of Trus.

fool to sell his soul for a half crown; but
Father in heaven.
Does the prayer of faith really move some of you are a great deal bigger fools,
God?
To thiswe can only reply that God for you never had the half crown, and yet
bimself tells us that it does actually pro- | you do not pray, and I dare say never will;
duce that state of things in which it is | but will go ) down to hell ‘never having
:
right, and in accordance with his will to sought God.

bough to bough. Nothing escaped them,
nothing stayed them. The bugs fought
the blossoms, and the apple-tree stands a

Board,

SOOTHING SYRUP,

For this, disease now so prevalent, a cheap,safe and

Pp

——

MRS. WINSLOW'S

reliable rrmedy is offered in the CRESYLIC OINT-

NE

Books furnished by the Principal at

ognized him, for the text was, ‘What shall

‘¢ This is all a very pretty theory,” some
of you may say, * 2X it has a very pious
sound.
But please to tell me what actual
and positive good it can do me. Does it
really move God? Does it really bring
relief?” Such cavils are as common as
breathing, The devil can suggest them

The

from

wil
per-

. CRESYLIC

Rooms for

TEETHING)

a

‘FOOT ROT.

assisted by J. Marshall H awkes, Teacher of Classics, '
Natural Scienees and Vocal Music; Miss M. A. Pike, 1
Teacher of Modern Langu; es, Painting and Draw-- “This preparation is far superior to tobacco, not 8o
ing; Miss J. B. Stanley,
Teacher of Instrumental disagreeable, much
manent;
Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, TeachSCAB, destroys Lice, Cads, Ticks, &c.
er of * Spencerian
System” of Penmanship; Miss | cures
6 1b. cans, $1.25: 101b. cans, $2.25; 50 Ib. kegs, $10;
Abbie Mabry, Primary
Departmers,
~ °
7
y
200 1b. barrels, $35.
Tuition:
Common
English, $3,00; Higher English,
One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.
$1,00; Languages, $600; Music, $3.00; Use of Instrument, $2.00; Drawing, &c. $3,00 to $5,00; PenJpauship, $1,50.

RR

will positively destroy all insect life on cattle and cure
Mange, Scratehes, and Sores of all kinds.
Boxes of 10 1bs., $4; boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60,

moth-

night he recognized in the preacher the
very man who had given him the half
crown, and probably the preacher had re¢c-

“ If pains afflict, or wrongs depress,
If cares distract, or fears dismay,
If guilt deject, if sin distress,
>
The remedy’s before thee,—pray.”

winds have not done it. The summer is
still in its prime. The grass is at its greenest. The other trees are heavy with foliage. The gardens are full of bloom.
Only the apple-tree, but lately the
glory «f
all gardens, is thus burned and rl. in all

hood,

dimmed.”

never pray?’

fafth feeds onthe promises,
be sweet.

echoed

* What,”

Sv

verse of the believer with

its mercies, and

words

where were hung

0.”

“There are different kinds of prayer.
There is the calm communion of the soul
with God. There is the affectionate con-

- Bugs and Blossoms,

MADISON K, MABRY,

EN

Carbolic Disenfecting Soap

SEMINARY.

HE FALL TERMof this Institution
commence on Tuesday, Aug. 23, under the
sonal supervision of
:
’

counselor again, not even

to know his name.
But that young man had a praying

” “No,” said

and Power in Prayer.
—

And, casting dogn our crowns in adoration
efore our God,
We shall forget the “path” of tribulation
Our feet have trod.

Ld

goeth

devil,

the

ememy,

about seeking whom he may devour. He
is no respecter of persons; Age or youth,

spirits of the vegetable world. Let no bugs
destroy your blossoms. Be active for God.
Love-the-work of a Christian. - Be full-—of
zeal for Christ. Had those young women
in Boston been in prayer-meeting, they
had not plunged ivto sin and shame. Had
those young men been working for God,
they had not been helping to push their
sisters down to hell. The world is full
of sin; it is also full of grace. Put on the
Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision
to fulfilthe lusts therecf. Then
for the flesh
shall you grow up inthe garden of the

~—We know not where
or how the way is turning,
Through forests drear,
Or on the desert plains, where sands are burning,
Barren and sere,

‘Weary, perplexed, and on our Father calling
For guidance still.
in

them, and His shaded sun en-

water

courage. them, they will give forth no life
again. «Protect yourself, O yeung :man,
young woman, protect yourself against this
howe'er
destroyer. ‘Trust no fature,
pleasant.” Trust no present however pleasant. Fly to Christ. Build yourself up in
Delay the first approaches of every
Him.
sin. Flee youthtul lusts. Be sober, be vigilant,

Weary.

So can He their

frait.

see his Christian

PARSONSFIELD

BUCHANS

CARBOLIC SOAPS.

INSTITUTE,

HE FALL TERM will commence on MoNDAY, Aug. 22,1870. Complete courses of study
for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
North Scituate, R. I.,July 12, 1870.

souls. But only He. Unless they let His, er, who had often pointed her son to Jesus,
His saying, ‘‘It’s the only hope! and these
rain of grace fall upon them, tf
dews

land immortal,

Through devious paths, and death’s dark,chilling
p>

X

and ruined spirits to Him.

:

re

the Prince of Wales, almost ag abominable
rise
P Beaming in light.
} in the dew of his youth. See one hundred
.and sixty girls, gathered by the police from
Its gates of pe rl are even now unfolding
| the streets of Boston in only one precinct, said, Sir!”
:
here ange 1s stand;
Te
on a single evening, some as young as
The eye of faith is dazzled in be holding
With
tears
standing
in
his eyes, the good.
That blessed land. thirteen, and hardly any over five and shop-keeper said :
s
twenty. See, the hundreds of young men “1 don’t doubt it may seem strange that I
Its walls of jasper and its trees of healing
and boys who ought to have been. arrested should ask, but I long to have all men
3 Shade gp)
hose steatiog
with them, that are their associates in sin. brought to Jesus. It's the only hope.”
praise, in joyous ec
While songs of
2? What a host of bugs prey on the sacred
’
the ear.
ra
Reluctantly the young man took
the
blossoms of the soul. - The world is full package from the hand of the shop-keeper,
They have no need of sun or moonbeam shining ; of these youthful ‘desolations.
God help and went out to his buggy, speaking anNo night is there ;
these devoured natures to turn their burnt grily and blasphemously of him, never to
They who for heavenly gales were vain ly pining,
the la:

20, 1870,
Ww

Selections.
the splendors of

3

Mrs.

C. Legget, Hoboken

X.

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON

MACHINES.

M.

SEWING

The best machine in the world, Stitch

alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW.

ING

MACHINE

Boston

Mass,

CO., No. 656 Washington

street,
1y48

ANTED. AGENTS to sell a thoroughly good
domestic article, wanted in every family. Ne
competition.

very pleasant.
profit per day.

Exclusive

territory

given.

Business

Agents have sold 8doz., netting $3¢
One sold 350 in a small town, another

1000 in five towns;

another 81 in calling on 33 families,

Cost of outfit $3, No danger of imposition, Best of
references given. Send for circular to 102 ® hangion
4 Roston, Mass.
LITTLEFIELD &
le
8
WANTED
AGENTS—To
sell the OUTAGON
WING MACHINE.
It is licensed, makes the
‘ Klastic Lock Stitch” and is warranted for 5 years,
Price $15. All other machines with an under.feed
sold for $15 or less are enfringements, Address OC.
TAGON SEWING MACHINE
CO., 8t. Louis, Mo.,
Chicas, 11L, P.ttshurgh, Pa, or Boston, Mass,

ry

THE MORNING STAR: JULY, RO 1870.

2L8

@®he Horning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

JULY

hope more than of fear. The law of suc. tion. The freedmen mnst have ‘help.
cess is,—*¢ Knock, and it shall be open- But that is not all. We, as a denominaed;” try and you will succeed; try until tion, have a peculiar, work, arising from
you do succeed ; you will do mothing with- our peculiar situation. We are spread
out trying, and no one labors in vain who over an immense territory; west of New
England our churches are far apart; cities
does try, and keeps trying.

20, 1870.

and villages by hundreds

GEORGE T. DAY,

GEORGE H. BALL,

A

3 EDITORS.

Mutual

borders, in which we have no churches ; our

Benefit Association:

-~,

strength and usefulness, and very existence
as a people, are jeopardized by this state of

A

The subjectof providing for the family,
so that death shall not leave its. members
destitute and dependent, is‘ one that very

Aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
»n business, remittances of money, &&:hould be

naturally

addressed to the Publisher.

and

strongly

attention of ministers

presses

whose

things.

and feel

upon

the

salaries

only

suffice to meet the current expenses

lie within our

We

wish

This we understand

anxious

pretty

Current Topics.
—

ed

eriticised

abroad,

but is calling

out fitting words of deprecationat home.
Intensity

i3

with

It is unfavorable

us,

becoming

a chronic

disease

to self-pruive,

to good judgment,to the highest strength,

well,

to offer a few words as io the

feasibility of doing it.

of liv-

and

places, in

[

}

ing. The anxiety is at times unavoidable.
Widows of deceased ministers are in fact
more or less frequently pressed by poverty,
besides being heavily burdened with inherited cares. The view of such facts can

.

5 ae

ar

at

oop

toil, few comforts, and, in case of failare,
which is not unusual, mortification, cutting
criticism, sneering glorification of unfriend-

Sn

J

A]
i?

A]

in

]

)

4

| ¢

pi

‘venture

work and

to

undertake

aggressive

run risks, where the chances

against them?
away

are

Need we wonder that

from

they

enterprises. where

it

is

barely pessible that they may succeed ?
Tt requires unusual fortitude to conquer our

]4

fears, face dangers, risk reputation and the
loss of personal comforts, even in the cause
of Christ. The example of those around us,

2

and their advice and influence are

3

re

ea

—

AT vl.

so few
tarn

ph

3.3

ly prophets, without a chance for just appreciation, or even reasonable excuse for
the unfortunate termination of the enterprises.
;
In view of these facts, is it strange jthat

against

formation may be obtained by addressing

the Secretary, at Providence, R. I.

The es-

sential features of the plan are clearly set
forth in the articles here quoted :
2. Any regularly ordained or licensed
Minister of the Gospel, not over sixty years
of age, may be admitted to the benefits of
the Association, (in Life Insurance Department,)

by the vote of

the - Association,

or the Executive Board, or by any Committee delegated with this power, and by paying to the Association, if not over thirty
years of age,

( $5.00)

five

dollars,

and

if

over thirty, fifty cents additional for each
year that his age shall exceed thirty.
3. Within sixty days after notice and
proof of the death of any member shall
have been received and accepted by the Association,

the

person

ly designated

or persons

previous-

by thé deceased

Brother,

Aearts.

shall be entitled to receive one thousand
dollars from the Association.
:
4. Each
surviving
member,
within
thirty days after being notified of the
death of any Associate, shall forward to
the Association his proportion of one
thousand dollars as indicated with said
notice.
5. Any member who shall fail to for-

Bat Zion needs pioneers; Jesus calls for
amen to man the “forlorn hope.” It is easy

amount to te
death of any

paid on account of the]
Associate; forty-five days

to get men to do the safe,

after personal
Morning
Star
shall have been

notice, or notice in the
and Christian Freeman,
given of such death and

that venturesome

spirit which ¢ counts

all

things loss” that the needed work may be
done. The inspiration of public applause
never comes to our help till the peril has
been met, the sacrifice made and a victory
-won.
When we need it most it is denied

us, and an opposite

paid werk.

impulse

sent

to

agreeable,

But who will take the

of danger? who

Will lead

out

our

well-

stations
into

new

“fields, and risk all, where the necessity and
the sacrifice are equal? Expeiiments must
be tried, new measures tested, attemptsmade
to remedy cld difficulties, improve present
methods, gain new advantage, ‘* flank”
the enemy at anew poiat,
forces, rallythe idle and

reorganize
inefficient,

gain new conquests over sin.

To

our
and

do this

there must be constant thinking, planning,
« inventing, hercie undertaking and reljgious
exc cution,
Those who do the
make mistakes, commit errors,

work, will
meet with

failures. Whatis the history of reforms and
reformers? Through what ordeals have the
great inventions of the age come to maturi-

ward

And

may,

under special circumstances, re-instate

A delinquent member,
boa Ary person or church may become
orary member of the Association on
the same conditions as others, and may
pame 8 Minister who shall receive the
benefits of ordinary members, by
paying the same amounts that would
have
been required of the Minister so named.
7. The expenses of the Association
shall, if possible, be paid from the income
of the initiation money; and under no

circumstances shall any of the money
paid on the death of an Associate be used
for any expenses of the Association.
8.

The Association may,

if it so

elect,

provide for assisting Associates while living or engage in other departments of
benevolence,

provided the

funds of

department shall be used exclusively
the object for which received.
9.

reor-

To

enable the Association

to

each

for

com-

mence operations without
delay, it is
specially provided that, in case the number

this never

of its members at the time of the death of
an Associate shall be less than One Hun-

surprises them.
They are not blind to the
chances of fuilore ; they saw these at the

dred, the amount to be paid by each surmember shall be but one hunviving

first as clearly as did the prophets of evil.
But they avoi ed the folly of discouraging
themselves and others, and making failure
certain by prating over and magnifying the
perils. They know that success depends

dredth part of One Thousand Dollars, and
the amount to be

of the

heirs

paid to the

deceased brother s all be that proportion ofe
One Thousand dollars that the number of
members shall be to One Hundred.
10. All admitted to the benefits of the
Association shall be elected members of the
Corporation at the first meeting after such

upon courage, as well as on prudent plane,

aad that many a good cause is defeated,
and danger of failure made positive through

that desperate’ admission,

timidity and croaking, and

the

ey received from him to meet his deficiency, or for other purposes. But.the Board

dom rise to the dignity of a positive
“mistake; all is negative with them.
ganizers, often piscarry.

of

And the Board may use the initiation mon-

who do the most good, commit the most
errors.
The idle, timid, effeminate, sel-

and

his share

and

until

such

election

they

- enterprises have been made successful by ‘hall be subject to all the liabilities and
nt
burying doubt, and talking and acting as conditions of members.

** The blues” }

theugh victory were certain.

11.

Begulaf meetings of the

Associa-

“are in seacons when all hope is gone, and tion shall be held in connection with the
«effort is of no avail
; until then, the least| reewill Baptist General Conferences and

that is thought or said of the dark side, the

better.
hae
The churches, the ministers,

gers of our great Christian

the

mana-

need more courage, more enthusiasm, more

iveness.
- 4s meet,”
and too

_wonken.

** Withholding more than
much

. B. Anniversaries, East and West.

;

enterprises,

Church

Extension.
——

Oo

to the

hea-

give the gospel to the heathen whom

God

We must send missionaries

we
caution tend to then, but with still greater zeal should

Ministers should

venture plans

and efforts tosave souls. Every Christian
“should be alive to meet the crafts of satan
‘by wisdom and sharp strategy. Christian

~insiitations should push on with courage in
this great work, taking counsel of faith and

We have done a good work during the
last few years, in occupying some of these
important points. It would have
been

greatly to our advantage, if we had given
attention to it before. A church in Cleveland, fifteen years ago, would have given
largely increased strength and prosperity
to Northern Ohio; one in Cincinnati would

have done the

is sending to us. About one million immigrants land on our shores yearly, and if we
| do not Christianize them, they will heathenize us. ‘New cities, villages and a rapidly-settling country, demand our atten-

same for Southern

One in Utica would have

ensured

and influence

New

in

Central

Ohio.
growth

York;

the

occupancy of central towns in Massachusetts, Connecticut and along the Hudson
river, would have filled that now uncomely

of Europe. Most

men, when

to do our duty,

to add several

scores of

new and vigorous city churches, in the
“next ten years, to the list, and thus put
matters in shape to fulfill the mission work
which properly belongs to"the open communion Baptists of America.
:

John Chinaman.
The interest awakened by the introduction
of Chinese labor grows deeper. and wider.
Our tawny visitors unintentionally furnish
one of the great problems of the period,and
there is already some wrangling and bad
blood among those who are busy with the
effort at a solution.
Very likely there is
needed a constant vigilance lest a speeies of
vassalage

should

grow out

of the contract

posed on in any such

way.

It is usually

means agreeable.

come so intense as to work dissolution and

would

destruction

minority of cases, a dispatch to the one who
required its transmission; but so long ‘as
rival Telegraph Companies are continually

to

We

est

are glad to see the old

cut bis own

purpose.

another to-morrew to contradict it, is by no

the whole system of usurpa-

throat,

defeat his

possesses.

cities,
be

both

Doubtless in our larg-

at home

and abroad, it

impossible to refer,

evenin

a -

assuring the public that all dispatches over
their particular lines are genuine, the pub-

In his greed for power he

will lose what he alceady

So

.P., 8. A te'egram announces that infallibility bas actually been decreed by a vote

lic has a right to demand that rigid measures be enforced to secure it against imposition.
a3

of -nearly five to one. The text of the decrea has not jet appeared here, but it is

——DULLNE§S

may the Lord grantit to be.

IN CALIFORNIA. « Citizens

on the Pacific
toast welcomed with ‘great
joy the completion of the railway across the
to bear previous
compa
ify any who would find a new-illustra~ continent, because it brought them: within
|tion of the old maxim, “VWhémthe gods seven days of ‘ home;"” and they would

of our business

they do take a summer of leis-

nounced upon Dickens by certain Evan-

gelical clergymen,—Mr. Murray being the
prominent offender,—and decide whether
any formal protest and affirmation of opinion was needed. Mr. Fultontook the lead
in the effort to pass a strong resolution
of censure,

make papa-

folly, that they may commit the most fatal of
Llanders, that the Pope's madness may be-

own

ure, go to the continent as if they had been
shot out] of a cannon. They are excited,
and fussy, and breathless, even at the fot
of Mont Blane. The awful stillness and
grandeur of that white-robed priest of nature cannot quiet or calm them. They are
utterly incapable of getting into harmony
with its glory, or inte fellowship with the
God who settled its broad foundations.
Amid all those scenes that are calculated
to inspire the life and renew the yoath,
they rush nervously on from railroad to
railroad, as if making connections for bank
or ‘Change. They are restless in Jerasalem because there are no daily papers; uncomfortable in Damascus because there are
no. Liverpool or London quotations; disgusted with the Sinai Desert because there

P

ble; but the public doesn't like to be im-

and the provin-

very eager to pay for reliatile news; but to
buy one newspaper today, and then purchas

pretender

gap in our denomination which separates
New England churches from the more
are no street cars, and with the Pyramids
westerly. We have these wide gaps all because there is no elevator to liit them to
over the wide territory which we occupy, the top.
and we ought to prosecute systematic plans
for filling them. We can do it rapidly, if ——DIcKENS AND THE BArrisTS.
Forty
we act wisely and with energy. The
Baptist ministers met in Boston, recently,
Christian sentiment now prevalent is deto consider the eulogies that have been
cidedly favorable to us, and we have only

proportion, shall forfeit all money paid and
all rights and interest in the Association.

ty? Have inventors made no false models,
no mortifying failures?
Reformers have
matured their plans and completed their
work through the same experience. Those

But great workers, reformers

to the Association

fields

they would in more isolated places.

Rome,

cy a little more papal, and half hef constituents will become protestants. | Let us
pray that they may rush oa to their utmost

tion and sin,

and. especially to true religious culture.
Society is kept at fever heat. Action is a
succession of spasms.
Enjoyment means
little else than intoxication.
Meditation,
which gives thought accuracy, and character roundness, and action consistency, and

which we can «plant churches now easier Aaith steadiness, and prayer a sustained
than we ever
could before.
We have flight, is very little indulged among the
churches around them which will help the stirring meu and eager women that figure
Blessed be pioneers.
Paul wasone.
He
enterprises ; we have members residing in prominently - in the livin world. We rush
opened new fields, laid new foundations,
them; other denominations are
estab- at business, and charge upon wrongs, and
did aggressive work. The church has had
lished, have houses of worship and settled jump after enjoyment,and recreate in a galmany such men. They have enlarged her hardly fail to uttér unwelcome prophecies. congregations, and the populations have so
lop,and worship at high pressure,and die in
borders, led her on to conquest.’ She needs And the need of some provision for the fu- inereased that more church privileges are shocks of apoplexy.
Our life is rapid
ture
of
the
family
is
likely
to
be
more
clearmore of them. The tendency is to conservneeded ; and most of the settled churches enough, certainly, but it may be questioned.
‘ly
seen
and
more
deeply
felt
when
age
apatism, to routine, to reduce religion to a
are peculiarly friendly to us, ind ‘will not whether it does not attain speed at the exproaches, and the vigor and hope of early
paying, safe, quiet administration. Ag
only not oppose us,as they would have done pense of depth and richress and permanent
And the difficulty
gressive, venturesome, inventive men are years are’passing away.
when they were first starting and strug- power. We find this calm, thoughtful pro'as the
not numerous. From some cause, the ma- of making such a provision increases
gling for life, but will assist us by giving test in a recent sermon by Rev.J. C. Thompjority cling to well-trodden paths, hold need of it becomes more pressing. The funds and warm sympathy. So:that, while
son, which is just, genial, forcible, and
income generally lessens as the cost of livfast to old ways, act as inertia, ballast, and
it costs more to get luts and build than it worthy of being copied and pondered :
ing
grows
greater,
the
power
to
make
exare jealous of those who push forward new
would have done years ago, we have these
We know the pressure of steam to the
measures
and
hazardous - enterprises. tra effort wanes, and the rates of ordinary advantages, which more than balance this square inch of boiler; we know how far a
Life
Insurance
become
so
high
that
it
is
Some are naturally over-cautious, some
difficulty. Where several churches are thimbleful of lightning will carry & word;
are timid, some love ease and a certain difficult to procure a policy and pay the building up new interests in a young city, we know how much iron it takes to color
our white, exhausted blood, and how much
supply of personal comfort, more than they annual premiums.
the stronger denominations have a great
In view of these facts, several of our advantage over the weak, and of course quinine it will take to float us through the
love the triumphs of Zion. From one
next depression’ in the cotton market; but
cause or another, the many have no heart brethren in R. I. have secured an actfrom will not help thém, while the competition
what do we know of the still delights of
the Legislature of that state incorporating continues.
for risking, sacrificing, pioneer efforts.
But there are now ten times as memory —those streams that flow down the.
This need not surprise us. Such aggres- the ‘‘ Free Baptist Mutual Benefit Associ- many of the older cities and villages, as we dim mounts of the past?
What do we
sive
workers meet peculiar
obstacles. ation,” giving its members all the rights of have men to occupy, where, instead of know of God, and the soul, and the life to
Temptations and difficulties are severe. similar corporations, with perpetual suc- competition, we should meet with cordial come, and the faith that, through reverent
meditation, stretches up to him?
I say
Their own doubts and fears assail them. cession. The design is to make it a cheap sympathy and help,should we venture upon
what do we know, and, I might add, what
They perceive the liability of failure andthe and safe method of securing to ministers’ the effort. These are the very best fields do we care about these things? so absorbed
are we in the grindings of the present.
consequences,as clearly as do their con- {fa milies ‘a needed though limited provi- for us to occupy.
We have no ears for, no understanding of,
It has the merit of
servative brethren, and their courage and sion at their death.
We need churches in these places; our those things that come as the dews come
hope often faint at the prospect. It costs simplicity and economy, and it especially churches around them will be greatly —silently to him who silently waits for
a tremendous struggle for them to conquer favors those who are somewhat advanced strengthened and
encouraged by having them.
.
;
=
in years, beyond any of the ordinary Life churches and efficient ministers at these cenfear and sustain enthusiasm, so asto work
But, perhaps, some man will say, “I am
Insurance Companies in the country. It ters; they would bind our people together, not utterly ineapacitated for these finer
at all.
Then they are beset by those who are can hardly fail to be popular, and we shall and make our body firmer, stronger and delights of contemplation. Ifeel the need
of a refreshing of my life, and I am going
under bondage to fear, and expend their be greatly surprised if our ministers gen- more symmetrical ; and the minister and new to have it. Itis true, I do not go out into
strength in prophesying evil, magnifying the erally do not at once enter into the Associ- church in these places would enjoy
the the fields to'meditate, but this very spring
chances of disaster, and throwing obstacles ation. At least five hundred names ought society and support of the churches and I closed out my business for a year, ju-t on
in the way of success. To fight down one’s to be on the books by the time of the next ministers around, and this would prove a purpose that I might have leisure, and now
I am packing up to go to Earope.” . But
own doubts, and meet the disheartening Anniversaries in October.
great advantage over places outside of our now,
honestly, my friends, let me tell you
We
give
below,
the
main
features,
in
the
criticisms of others, and keep up to a workborders. Ministers will more readily settle that is not meditation—that is not leisure.
ing enthusiasm, put an immense strain form of extracts fron its By-Laws. Rev. G. in Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago or Detroit, Your habits are upon you—habits of hurry
upon the machinery, and few can endure H. Ball is President, there are eleven and than go to St. Louis, Memphis or Rich- and excitement, and the mere fact of going
different mond, far away from our churches and to Europe, or anywhere else, will not
it. This is still farther aggravated by the Vice Presidents from as many
change them. It is not a change of place
well-known and keenly felt fact, that this states. Rev. C. 8S. Perkins is Secretary; Mr. ministerial associations; and churches in that you need, but a loosening of your old
L.
W.
Anthony,
Treasurer,
and
D.
R.
these cities in our midst, will do us much
type of work never pays in an earthly
and wordly self. You will not be truly
Whittemore, General Agent. Fuller in- more good, add more to our strength, than meditating even when you get into the
sense; it is a post of sacrifice, risk, hard

Venture.

at

cials will assert independence;

——AMERICAN Hungry. The nervous, bustling activity of Americans is not only notic-

to remedy the difficulty.

There are hundreds of these

the usurpations

OE

but after a warm debate of two

hours, during which several modifications
of the original resolution were proposed
and rejected, the matter was disposed of
by the passage of the following:
Resolved, That the position of the Baptist pulpit of Boston and vicinity does not
call for any re-affirmation of our principles.
Mr. Fulton gave a solitary negative vote
on this resolution, in accordance with his
well-known positiveness and independence,

and with the strong charges which he
brought forward against Mr. Dickens’s
character and conduct. The presentation
of such a matter was a thing of very doubtful propriety; the tone of much of the debate was not remarkably bappy, and the

doubtles

teavagant

and

foolishgnough

Seeing that the
thorities of the papal
church will not heir the call to go forward,

not now on any account surrender the comfort which it brings them, though it. plays
the mischief with their commercial inter-

nor

ests.

intend to destroy,
respect

they first make mad.”

reason,

nor

exercise charity,

LET Loose.

The

field, and lets all the gas out of their financial balloon. Money is scarce, real estate,
city lots and stocks are ‘‘ dead,” and all
‘kinds of businessin a state of
ation.
Cheap Chinese labor ‘and the wheat crop
are the only salient points in their situation.
Theig, only relief is a revolation in their
habits of business and domestic life, a
change from extravagance to strict econo-

papal Irish

are a blood-thirsty horde. During the war,
they made bloody assaults upon the negroes
in this city,and murdered over one thousand
af them.

Oa the 12th, they made

brought so

travagant Pacific merchants from their own

God's Providence can not be hindered.
——SATAN

The eastern markets are

pear to them, that the economical trader of
New York and Chicago drives the more ex-

it may be the best thing for the world that
it should publicly commit suicide and perish
in the overthrow which its presumption
purchases.
What can not be reformed
must be swept aside, for the chariot of

my. When they have effected that change,
they will enter upon a period of healthful

a similar

assau’'t upon the Orangemen, who, with
their women and children, were celebrating
the battle of the Boyne, one of their regalar
anniversaries. The assault was deliberately
planned, unprovoked,
and made upon
crowds of women and children. It is estimated that three thousand of these were

and substantial prosperity, and prove California to beone of the richest states in
the union.
——OcEAN TRAVEL.

Passengers by ocean

steamers, both to and from the Old

World,

having their holiday in Elm Park, when a have seldom been more numerous than darthousand
a

papists

murderous

ing the present season.

left their work and made

attack,

with

stones,

There is hardly a

steamer, of the many which

clubs,

weekly

arrive

and so convert the tigers into kids, the bar-

at and depart from New York and Boston,
but has crowded decks and well-filled cabins ;— American citizens going abroad, and
foreigners coming to our shores. - Were the
exchange to be a permanent sone, America
could hardly congratulate herself on these
numerous arrivals. While we are constantly sending abroad our best citizens, we are
receiving in return the lowest and most ignorant citizens of the Old World.
They
arrive in our ports at the rate of thousands
weekly,and are filling our cities with crime
and pauperism,
” Happily,we are,in most cases, to receive

bavians into Christians.

our citizens back again.

shovels, pick-axes and pistols. The Orange‘men defended themselves, as might be expected, and showed the papists that they!
had somebody besides negroesto fight; and
on making an inventory of results, threefourths of the one hundred and fifty killed
and were wounded among the assailants.
Such cases as this show us what we have
to fear from these desperate people, the
ripest fruits of papal bigotry.
Here is
mission work enough for us.
Our only
remedy, the only one we bave a rightto
seek or desire, is to give them the gozpel,

——CREEDS, OR Nor?
Mr. Hepworth does
not take his defeat on the question of a
creed for the Unitarian denomination very
kindly. Dr: Bellows and his allies carried
the vote decisively against his opponent,
who seemed half expecting help instead of
hostility from that quarter.
But, though
defeated, he is not silenced.

thoroughly deveiopatisguga,

in turn logic,

illustration

He returns to

basis.

satire.

He

feels sure that he is right and that his opponents are wrong.
He believes that they
are putting Unitarianism in peril by their
silence and ambiguity, and plaguing and
disgusting the inquiring world whose ear
they catch and whose co-operation they invite. He asks for courage, consistency
and common sense. He plies his readers
with protest and promise. This is a spec-

imen of his
fair

and

Have we
about the
illustrate
Can't the

are mere

honest statement of our faith?

ligious body believe,

without

becoming

at

once the abject slaves of the document
. iy
If any one wants to find out where
we live and what sort of people we are, we
have no means of helping him. Instead of
putting up our large sign board with the

words,**

To the Unitarian Village,” printed

thereon, and pointing to the turnpike that
leads our way, we insist that each dweller

in our territory

shall put up

a little shingle

to tell that he lives up

yonder.

lows Path,” « Collyer

Lane,” ¢* Clarke

It is ** BelAl-

actual

declaration -of

contingencies,

however,

neither

fear from our constantly increasing foreign
population.

Denominational News and Notes.

method of dealing with the

been preaching for fifty years
dignity of human nature, only to
the depravity of human nature ?
Unitarians say what they as a re-

Moreover, an

of which is likely
to interfere with the purse
or the pleasure of American tourists. And
perhaps we at home have just as little to .

question and with his opponents:
Do we not dare to trust ourselves even to
a

and thus ele-

war between the powers there, would place
theymost interesting portions of the Rhine
under martial law, and ¢éonsequently shut
visitors out from that classic region. These

He employs

and

going

vates the tone and grade of citizenship
among us. We can hardly envy those who
have gone abroad for pleasure al present.
Many of them were influenced to make the
trip by the low rates of gold, which the European war is placing on a. very uncertain

the charge with vigor and spirit. He puts
the case strongly through the papers. His

words ring with earnestness.

Usually

abroad to recuperate wasted energies, or
to study the chief features of the leading
institutions of Europe, each returns a more

—

|

N.Y. and Penn Y. M.
The last session was held with the
isteo church,commencing Friday, June
at one o'clock, P. M. Conterence was
ed to order by the clerk, and opening

er’ was offered by Rev. J. Wood.

Can10th,
callpray-

Perma-

nent organization was effected by choosing
J. W. Brann as Moderator and S. Aldrich
as Assistant. All the Q. M's compoting
the Y. M. represented themselves by delegate, and letter, although a full quota of
delegates was not present.
The letters
from the Q. M. report revivals in three of
them, and a steadfastness in all of them.

ley,” and the world
ns to think there
is no village after all,
but only a few ec- From reports, we judge that the interest in
are brought across the Pacific, and it is
centric squatters, who are gelting the the cause of Sabbath schools is on the in
hardly in the human natureof American laground ready for permanent settlers byborers to bé wholly indifferent over the prosand-by.
So long as we keep sha- crease. The report from the church in the
ng, and caused all
dy,
and
evade
every
question which the in- city of Elmira was fl
pect that labor will bé cheapened and made end of the discussion brought both relief
quirer
puts,
we
shall
grow
as
everythin
present
to
rejoice.
The
Y.
M, voted to asstill more dependent upon capital.
and bumiliation to many of the clergymen
sist the Elmira church in paying the remainBut one thing is plain; and that is, that presen‘. Mr. Murray and his chief critics else in the shade grows, with a weak an
uncertain development.
But when we shall
neither our political faith nor our Christian are about equally extravagant.
dare tocome out into the sunshine we ing indebtedness on their house of worship,
theology can permit a desperate crusade
shall toughen like the oak, and men will and by its prayers and alms to make a peragainst the rights and interests of these
come under our branches for shelter and manent interest in that young but growing
city. Quite an amount of local business was
peaceful, patient, industrious, loyal Chinese ~——Tue JUBILEE ENLARGED, The success protection.
immigrants. We must admit them with of the Peace Jubilee at Boston last year
ings of worship were
The moral argument seems to us to lie transacted. The
others to our shores ; treat them honorably ; was such as to yield uo little satisfaction
with Mr. Hepworth. The line of present of an interesting character, and the preachgive them a fair chance to test their capac- to the managers, and ataken an ambition expediency is that followed by Dr. Bellows. ing during the entire session was practical
ityand win their way to success; meet to do a still larger thing. Mr. Gilmore is An organized religious body without defin- and to the point. The Y. M. was favored
their heathenism as we meet the papal su- already at work with a view of securing; able opinions is a strange phenomerion. with the presence and laboys of O, C. Hills,
perstition of the Earopean immigrant, with besides the best talent which this country But a creed would probably cut the two Pa. State Missionaty Agent, who labored
the spelling-book and the Bible ; bring them can afford, the co-operation of musicians in wings of that body apart without much with good acceptance. After the close of
into sympathy with American ideas, and to England, France, Prussia, Austria and Rus- ceremony or delay.
the Sabbath evening service, the adminis
tration of the Sacrament was attended to in
render them helpful allies instead of defi- sia, for a great demonstration in June of
——
ant and embittered antagonists,
Unless next year, in Boston. His plans are for a
the presence of all who felt disposed to reThe prev- main.
our theories of free government are rotten, building twice as large asthe Coliseum of ~— SENSATIONAL TELEGRAMS,
Aun interesting season Was enand our doctrine of brotherhood a pretense last year, a chorus of twenty thousand alence of manufactured news is getting to joyed.
We believe that the meeting was
and a sham, we must welcome instead of voices from this country, and bards of 100 be altogether unbearable. In spite of the a source of profit to the church where it was
repelling them, and our government may trained instrumentalists froth each of the rewards offered for the detection and arrest held, and to all who attended. Next sesgain vigor by the process of absorbing them, countries above named. He also hopes to of sensation mongers, and notwithstand- siom-té1 be held with the Gaines church, in
a8 it has waxed strong by doing justice to secure the presence of many leading voecal- ing the boasted tests of genuineness to the Potter Co. Q. M., commencing Friday
His conferences with which leading telegraph companies subject before the second Sabbath in June, at one
e negro whose enfranchisement, we were ists from Europe.
the
diplomatic
representatives
of England, their messages, the frequency of false and v'elock, P. M.
1d, was to hasten our overthrow.
G. H. FREEMAN, Clerk.
The most wholesome law springs from France, and Prussia have been very satis- startling reports is rapidly increasing.
thetuest liberty, and the heaveas never factory, and he has no fear of failure in the The City of Boston hoax was soon followed by another equally outrageous,—that
le because an act of justice is done on undertaking.
Susquehanna Y, M.
re,
of the Roumelia massacre ; and now the rethe earth. Our principles have opened the
The late session of this Y. M. was held
door for John to come confidently through, ~—INvALLisILITY.
It is hoped that the cent report of the Chinese outrage in Pethe Tuscarora church, Bradford Co.,
with
kin
is
pronounced
a
thing
of
the
same
sort.
and he is here; we trust our application of great Council will decree it. The Pope cov:
them is to make him our fast friend and our ets if, but it will work his ruin. What he The manufacturing of such reports as these Pa., June 24-26.
by
order
to
called
was
ce
Conferen
The
may
furnish
delectable
employment
for
steady helper.
Certain it is thatwe can gains, the bishops lose. That will breed
otherwise idle brains, and passing them Rev. J. Tillinghast, and prayer was offerneither expel nor maltreat him now without discontent, and will work disintegration.
v. B. Cogswell
spitting upon the Declaration of Independ- What .is a Pope with rival bishops? Hun- along the wires may help the telegraph op- ed by Rev. A, Griffeth:
J. W. Hills
and
or,
Moderat
chosen
was
erators
to
keep
their
instruments
in
workence, and leaving out what we have been gary, Bohemia, France and several other
proudest to put icto the volume of our naj sections of the church show symptoms of ing order. There are doubtless morbid Clerk, pro tem.
The resignation of Rev. L. Dewey, a8
tional history,—the work of the last ten rebellion, Draw the cords of concentration mipds which require just such stimulative
M. Clerk and Treasurer, being tendered
Y.
pabulum
to
make
existence
even.
endura,
a little tighter, and they will snap; increase
years.
:

system under which many of the Chinese

3 &

.

|
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“MORNING
z

and accepted, the Confcrence proceeded to

ballot for a Clerk,

and J. W. Hills was

«unanimously elected.

8.

—
a

wm

=
ra

®

' Taylor and Dea’ John Tyler. On Business.— |
feth. The following votes were then pass:
5
:
ed:
to call
instructed
be
Clerk
the
1. That
upon those Q. M's which are deficient for
‘their four per cent. tax in behalf of the Y.

| Miss

Ohio Central Y. M.

Grif.

Bros. J. W. Hills,S. Lent and A.

———

Delegates from the

Ohio

Marion Yearly Meetings met,

according to

with the church in Rochester, Loraine

Co.,

A temporary’ organization

9.

That Conference grat the refjuest of was effected by appointing Rev.P. Randall,
the Spafford Q.M. for the next session of the Moderator, and Rev. K. F. Higgins, AssistY. M., to be held with the Dryden church. ant. Revs. 8.D. Bates and I. Leonard
3. That Rev. A. Griffeth be appointed were respectively appointed Clerk and Asto preach the opening sermon at the next sistant Clerk,
.
. M., and that Rev, J. L.
session of the
Most of the Quarterly Meetings reported
Phoenix, Jr., be his alternate.
At 7-1-2 o'clock in the evening, Rev. A. by letter, and nearly all of them sent the
Griffeth preached toan attentive audience. good tidings of revivals the past year. A
Saturday, 8 A. M. Met as per adjourn- Committee on resolutions was appointed,
ment.

consisting of Revs.

Prayer by Rev. S. Lent.

Jno.

Flora

Wilcox

the Geneva church, commenci
3 o’clock, P, M.
:
0. H,

Ashley,W. D.

the river.

Post

stronger hold on the confidence of the com-

*

E.C.

©

-

PER ORDER.

Business Committee

+ Ne. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,

(Opposite Revere House,)

100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVATION. . A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEsrirry, HYPO-

CHONDRIA, aad all other diseases arising from ‘the
man.

FREDERICKSBURG

:

A.M, Freeman, Slatersville, R. I.

GORDONSVILLE

Letters Received.

reported as follows,

calls

for

continued

and increased labor in the foreign field.
3. That we will endeavor to do more for
ference as Corresponding Messenger from
Pa. Y. M., and a worthy representative of the Home Mission cause, directing our
a once down-irodden but now elevated present efforts particularly to sustain the
Cleveland mission, and also to promote the
race.
causa of God within our ‘own bounds, in
* 2. That the name of the Walton Q. M. helping feeble churches and, perhaps,
be dropped from the Y. M. records, planting new ones.
it having united with the Gibson Q. M.
At the closeof the morning service, on
Although the attendance of delegates and the Sabbath, Rev. W. Whitacre, representvisiting brethren was small, yet the ses- ing the Cleveland interest, took up a colsion as a whole was interesting. The busi- lection and subscription amounting to two
Voted,

1. That he be recognized by

ness was

Con-

transacted in much harmony, and

hundred and twenty-five dollars for that
were seasons of mission. At the close of the next service a
of baptism was collection of nearly ten dollars was taken
on the Sabbath. for Foreign Missions. Thus ended a good
large and atten- meeting.
‘‘Union is strength.”
The
evening, and thus union of the two Y. M’s,\it is hoped and
of the Susquehan- believed, will streng
and help the

the meetings of worship
interest. The ordinance
administered by the pastor
Bro. Keyes preached to a
tive audience

Sabbath

closed another session
na Yearly Meeting.
Ey
J. W. His,

cause in the central part of Ohio.
S. D. Bares,

Clerk.

sired the vile cup, nor been tempted to proThe church fias the labors,
the time, of Rev. S. B. Culver,
advauced in years,‘ earnestly
the faith, once delivered to the

The

annual

Cheshire

session

church

J. Wood

was

Y. M.
was held with

in the Union Q. M.

the
Rev.

called to the chair; Rev.

Wm. Taylor was chosen as his assistant,
and Wm. Walker, Clerk and Treasurer.
Rev. J. M. Brewster preached the opening sermon, which was impressive and edifying. A fiir delegation was present from

ability and

June 30th, Prof. Geo. N. Webber,

es connected

with the graddating class.

The examinations were well sustained,
no report. The letters from the Q. M's and the Anniversary exercises were of
show progress in the right direction. Three a high order. Standing where we do tonew churches have been added to the Y. day and looking over the past, we are led
M., the past year.
The Y. M. has raised to exclaim, ‘ What hath God wrought!”
four thousand dollars for church extention. After years of toil and sacrifice, Vermont
Nearly all the churches have stated preach- has a Free Baptist school of her own, and
operation. * Standing under
ing.
We
were favored with the labors in successful
and cous
o Bro. Ball and Rev. D. M. the shadow of Mount Mansfield and in the’
Stewart,
Cor. Mess. from the Holland Pur- center of a large Free Baptist influence,
chase Y. M., which added great interest to we bespeak for this institution a glorious
future, under the blessing of God. Citithe occasion.
Appointed Rev. J, M. Brewster, Cor. zens of Vermont, educate your own chilMess. to the Holland Purchase Y. M, ; and dren. The Fall term of this Institution
Rev's Wm. Walker, Wm. Taylor, J. F. will commence Sept. 1st.
;
D. H. Apams.
Smith, J. Wood and Milton Budlong, as
delegates to the N. XY. State F. B. Conven‘Waterbury Center, Vt., July 2nd, 1870.
- tion.
The next session of the Y. M. will be
Anniversary at Whitestown.
held with the Scotsburg new church. Rev.
all the Q. M’s but Wayne,

A. Westgate was

from which came

appointed to preach the

opening sermon. The meeting was of interest from the opening to the close. A
very large amount of business was harmoniously transacted, and plans were
laid

| for greater efforts to be made for church
extension.

Collections for Missions, $30,31,

The following resolutions were
by the Conference :
"SPECIAL EFFORTS,
Resolved,

'That

this

Y.

passed

M. would most

The Anniversary exercises of the seminary at Whitestown closed en Thursday evening, June 30th. They were opened by a
germon before the Crawford Missionary
Society, by Prof. Upson of Hamilton College,

whose

theme

was,

Self-sacrifice for

Christ, This sermon was one of Prof. Upson's happiest efforts; and all who have
ever

heard

this means.

him

speak,

know

how

much

This society has contributed

‘earnestly recommend to all of our ministers to our various Missions, during the past
that they meet together by two or three and year, about one hundred and fifty dollars.
hold three days meeti
8 and protract them
On Monday evening came the Prize Deif thought advisable,
elieving as we do
that all whom God has called to preach the bate, Subject,—*‘Should woman accept the
gospel may see the conversion of souls,if responsibilities of the elective franchise?”
they labor in faith and trust all with Six of the young men argued this question,

Christ,

pro

and

con., in a manner alike creditable

FORBIGN MISSIONS.
The
to themselves and the Institution.
. Whereas, We are receiving from time to first prize was woh by Mr. Waldo, the
time intelligence of an encouraging charac- gecond by Mr, Penny,
ter respecting the success of our mission
On Tuesday evening, Mr. 4C. L. Blair of
work in India, therefore,
Hamilton College, a former: student of
Resolved,
That we pledge ourselves
Anew to the support of this work, and that Whitestown, gave a lecture before the U.
we will not ceage to pray for the mission- L. Society, and on Wednesday evening
Arties, 'and extend to them our sympathies.
came the contest for the prizes in declamation and recitation of poetry. After a sharp
TEMPERANCE,
While we see the evils of temperance pre- contest by some fifteen young men, Mr.
vailing around-us, and many overcome by Lery won the first prize, and Mr. Comstock
its power. we feel it necessary to re-affirm the second.
Miss Evans was awarded the

our position on the subject, and do
prize in recitation,
Resolved, 1. That it is our duty to wage a very close to her.

constant and continual warfare aguinst the
traffic and use of intoxicating liguots, both in
public and private, and in no case lend our

influence in favor of this great evil.
2. That we denounce the seller and
the drinker as parties equally guilty and
equally to be condemned.
‘

with

another ranking

Thursday, the great day ofthe week, was
all

that heart could wish, so far as weather

was concerned. Long before the hour of
meeting,the hall was filled and the andience
cheered by the strains of Utica's best Band.
Nine had prepared orations, and four esgays

Central
“Central

Fuller,

_#

SENEFICIARTES.

appeared.

15,88
15,00
7.20
17,20

Dea J Hill, West Campton, per G. Wheeler,
Mrs A Hill,
"
id
Central
NY Y M, per J M Langworthy,
C F Lathrop, Chesterville, Me.

4,00
1,00
15,00
1,0)

C. O. LIBBY,

Me,

per 8 C Kimball

ih
x

This

road

is

holds

a

Buzzell, both of Rochester,
N. H.
In Saco, Me., July 2, by Rev, E.

controlling interest in the road, and as it pays about
9 per cent, in a bond convertable into stock and either
coupon or Teuistereq at will of buyer, is a good investment, The
points of the road are these: It con-

Hodges, all of Chicago, Ill.
In Littleton, June 2¢, by
George M. B: mig, of L. and

nects St, Paul with St. Louis, and Chicago with Man-

kato; th asticuliural capital of Minnesota, and runs
through the
best stock, cereal and coal producing rejon in the West, and is also a market for coal and
umber
A

Food

Treasure

from

the

Sea.

Editors,

physicians and newspaper correspondents in all
parts of the country, seem to have investigated the
merits of the SEA Moss FARINE (made from pure
Irish Moss or Carrageén) pretty thoroughly. It has
been subjected to the experimetum crucis in number.
less kitchens, and to the criticism of numberless epicurean palates, and®the result, as far ag we can
judge, 1s a universal verdict in its favor. Ithas ‘heen
placed, so to speak, in the front rank of our food
staples, and all that has been said of it by the patentee (Mr, Rand), and the Company interested in its
sale, appears to be approved and confirmed by public opmion.

A fact worth remembering—Five
Sheridan’s

Cavalry

Condition

cents worth

Powders,

given

them,
Married ladies, under all circumstances, will find
Parson's Purgative Pills safe; and, in small dozes, a

mild cathartic. They
cramp.

DON'T BE HUMBUGGED

cause

no

with the

griping

foolish

pains

idea

or

that

Catarrh can not be cured! The world moves, and
medical sciefice is progressive. The ZropHcton of
reward for
Dr, Sage’s Catarrh Romudy will pay $5600
he can not cure, Sold by
a case of Catarrh which
Can get it by mail for sixty cents from
druggists.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, of 133 Senaca street, Buffalo, N. Y.,
who is the sole proprietor and the only man

now liv-

ing that can make the Genuine, Don’t forget that the
Génuine has Dr. Pierce's private Government Revenue Stamp on each package.

ACOUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT
Requires immediate attention,as neg
lect often results in an incurable Lung

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effec
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the veice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and
offered, which are good for
OBTAIN the true

BROWN’S

cheap imitations are
nothing: Be sure te

*

BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
SOLD EVERYWHERE,
Omid

WELL

AS

#ROFITABLE,

E. MeGregoty of Corinth

and Miss Abbie E. Bither, of Charleston, Me.

Pamphlets, with map,

may

be obtained,

and

sub-

OF-

and

New
New

Washington; the
and

York: at offices
York, Philadel-

BANK

banking house

Of

RE

4127

,

AGENTS

WANTED

FOR

&

MA-

:

EMPIRE

of

Hair gent free by mail.
Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.

The best terms to Agents ever before given. Our
new plan insures a sale in every family. Address, at
once,
.
:
J. W. GOODSPEED & CO.
87 Park ‘Row, N. Y., or 148 Lake street, Chicago,
26129

from

This mill is WROUGHT

OR Comedones, Black-Heads, Flesh Worms or
Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Blotched disfigur
ations on the Face, use Perry’s Comedone & Pimple
Remedy. “Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead
poison. Depot, 40 Bond 8t., N.Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere.
4mlil
8K your Sruagist for NOMAL'S PERSIAN
HI, and
you will get the best known rome.
dy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKLES.
Mannfactured onl
by B. F. Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N. H, Price $1.00 per bottle, 6wmb

HERB

DO YOU GOOD.”’-The best
is DR. LANGLEY’S R 00T

MEDICINE,—a

long

tried

and stan

dard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Diseases.
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache, and all diseases
arising from Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, er

Impure Blood. Fey cleanse the Systm. purify and
new create the bl rod, ’ restore the a 3 ite, build up
and strengthen

tie

WIN-& CO., Boston,

‘whole

body.

rd

0. (eH) GO0D-

Sold by all druggists,

4m9

IRON—not

CAST IRON—

and is case-hardened so as to run for years without
injury.
1t works with less power than any otber,and
Kentucky—the

only

ones at which

it has

been ex-

“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.

J.D. WEsST— Sir: I worked my No. 4- Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour.
I then ground corn and oats mixed,

and it ground that somewhat

faster.

Yours &c.,
“MONROE,

1 am perfectly

R. M. PALMER.”
N.¥., May
10, 1869.

per hour.

Yours, &.,

THOs.

H. BATE.”

“The
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to
8 bushels of corn per hour. It alsg makes excellent
Graham flour. I consider it a boen to farmers, and
it will be indispensable when once
but one opinion--it is a success.

tested.

There

is

JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NICHOLASVILLE,

Kv.,

Feb. 18, a

H.C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) Mill IX

bought of you gives perfect satisfaction. ' I grind 7
or 8 bushels
per hour; in faet, it is just the ¢
for
farmers aud feeders. Noire should be without
A
ISAAC BARKLEY.”
Aa Send for Circular.
J ID WEST, General A
.,
12127

rik.

7 PER CENT. GOLD
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS,
BURLINGTON,

CEDAR

Ripib.

& MINNESOTAR. R. CO.

A limited quantity for sale
AT 90 AND INTEREST.
Interest payable Mav and November,
J, EDGAR THOMSON,
CHARLES L. FROST, | Trustees.
These bonds have 80 years te run, are convertible
at the Sption Of ihe holder into joe Stock of the Company at

par,

princiapl

is pro-

We unbesitatingly recommend these Bonds
safest and best ivestment ia the market,

as the

‘vided for by
The greater
and shows

1]

ment of

the

a sinkin, bey
:
part of the road is already completed,
large Sammings, and the balance of the

equally good.
Hhe Company

by Dr.B. C. PERRY, 49
Druggists everywhere,

price.

HENRY

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.

AND

:

progressing.

U. 8, Five Twenties, at preeent prices, only return
five per cent. intetesty while these pay eight and onequarter per cent. in Gold, and we regurd the security

SE “PERRY’S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known

“Buy Mr AND ILL
medicine in the world

BY

of New York,

work is rapidily

For Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan. discolorgtions

;

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

»

modern

times.
All History analyzed from a new stand point.
God rules among the nations;
An OPEN BIBLE in
every land.
No other book like it. Approved by
over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.

VEGETABLE
HAIR RENEWER
natural color and promote its

brown

Social

DITSON & CO, Boston.
C.H. DITSON & CO., New York,

MANUFACTURED

G oD

IN HISTORY.
book of

HAIR AND BALDNESS!

for removing

and

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company

:

A grand theme, and the grandest

DISEASES OF ‘THE SOALP

the Face. Prepared only
Bond 8t., N. Y. Sold by

Classes

CORN & FEED MILL
.

NORTH

of HOWES

C. E: FULLER & CO.,
BREWSTER, SWEET & CO.,
TOWER. GIDDINGS & TORREY,
FOOTE & FRENCH.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN
HAIR
RENEWER.
use

of price.

OLIVER

of corn

CY, New Yorkand in Boston at

Notices.

The

Designed for Schools, Singing

Gatherings. For Mixed Voices, and also for Female
Voices, with Sparkling Piano Acoompaniment. The
aeuE pleasing Cantata tor Musical Festivals published.
Price in Boards, $1,00. Sent post-paid, on re.

“J.D. WEST—Sir: I have used my No. 3 Empire

scriptions will be received at the COMPANY’S

AMERICA,

HALL’S
SICILIAN
will restore it to its
growth.
Our Treatise on the
' R.P. HALL & CO,

PICNIC.

By J. R. THOMAS.

Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5to 6 bushels

20 WALL ST, N. Y.

phia,

PRODUCE GRAY

York.

Cantata.

THE

satisfied with it.

JAY COOKE & CO.

Catherine
in West

In East Corinth, June 19, by Rev. A, Redlon, Mr,

EINVEST-

)

MENT.

Algo, June 30, Mr. Charles

to Science

wooden:ware
;
GLu-BNE
mands crockery, furniture
fur
Rib
Wry ’
&c., and is needed in every family, Only

:
Rev. E. Guilford, Mr.
Acenith V. Pennock, of

John B, Chandler and Ellen J. Blanchard, both of C.

a

to

New

hibited.

FICES, No. 32 Pine Street,
of Jay Cooke
& Company,

horse twice a week—will save double that amount in
grain, and the horse will be fatter, sleeker, and every
way worth more money than though he did not have

Street,

Easy Execution!

Securi

favora-

Ninth

New

-

more

Music.

Oharming Solos and Brilliant Choruses of

interest.

that the

to Beautiful

as these
than the present.
After a full examination, we
have accepted an
Agency for the Sale of the above First Mortgage
Bonds, and a desire to recommend them to our customers AS A THOROUGHILY
SAFE, AS

Also, in Penfield, N, Y., June 16, Mr, Ed-

of

accrued

be no

gar Edsell, and Miss Hattie M. Hurlbut all of P,

Special

and

JOY SONGS.
FESTIVAL SONGS,
HOME SONGS,
PILGRIM SONGS,
|HEAVEN SONGS.

less expense. It has taken the First “Premium at the
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and

A. Haley, both of W. Baxton.
In Purinton, N. Y., May 9, by Rev. C. H, Jackson,
Mr. C. Webb, of Penfield and
Miss Mary A. How, of
Macedon:

there will

at once.

ble time to sell Governments, and buy really First-class Railroad Securities—such

Baxton, June 25, Mr. Willis Crockett and Miss Ksther|”

ht East

ceipt

that do not pay their interest regularly.

True Mr. Frank E.

Jeremiah Carll, of
West Buxton and Miss
Woodward, of Great Falls, N. H. Also,

0

which center

gages on completed railroads.

believe

Orders

Send 25 cents for one Specmen copy
;
Published by T. E. PERKINS,

under

Of 235 companies operating 30,0C miles of railroad
in the Northern and Western States, om which there
is a bonded debt of $662,000,00, we know of but two
We

you
Send | your

Sensible Words

In our opinion, no class of investments has been
found so uniformly safe and profitable as First Mort:

Bloomfleld, Vt. Also, July 3,Mr. Parish L. Stearnes,
of Bethlehem and Susan Smith, of Lunenburg, Vt.
In Saco, Me., Apr. 22, by Rev.J. M, Bailey, Mr.

~—Portland Argus.

Ready.

Words and Tunes that may be sung anywhere.

The attention of investors is inyited to the fact that

Burnham, of Baco, and
Miss Fannie Stewart, ol
Biddeford.
.
At the National Park Mission, July 12, by Rev. D
G. Holmes, Henry Bittleston, Esq, and Carrie S.

being pushed to a completion by Remy Clews & Co.,
Clews

Rev. W. Rogers, Mr. Win.

Elon we of Barnstead and Mrs, Nancy L, Clark, of
trafford,
:
In No. Berwick, Me., July 10, by Re?. W. C. Barrows, Mr. Bradbury Richardson and Miss Emma L.

of Iowa.
Poor, in his recent manual, shows that the
average for Iowa is about $12,100 per mile. It is es
timated that the earnings of the Burlinton, Cedar
Rapids and Minnesota Railway will be in 1871, the

:

pay 7 per cent. Gold Interest, free of

offered at 95

Singing Book for the Sunday

WORK SONGS,
WELCOME SONGS,
PRAYER SONGS,
FAITH & HOPE SONGS,
PRAISE SONGS,

a combina-

ty is therefore-entitled to asigh rank.

H. Hayes, of Mi'ton, and Miss Nellie M. Gile, of Raymond.

if not better securities than Eastern railways.
Probably
few roads pay better earnings than those

and

by

of roads

the road is now nearly finished, and

In this city, July 12,by Rev. J. Malvern, Mr, Benjamin King, of Kennebunkport, Me., and Miss Abbie
Pray of Ossipee, N. H.
In Milton, July 2, by Rev. E. Tuttle, Mr, Charles
In Strafford, July 12, by

Now

The

sold portion are

0.0. LIBBY.

New

Theodore E.Perkins and Rev. Alfred Taylor.

A

Government tax, and are issued for the very small
amount of $16,000 per mile. For the present, the ur.

Lv

EASTERN AND WESTERN SECURITIES. Since the
Hartford and Erie troubles itis beginning to be a
question whether Western railways are not as good,

first year of its completion, $3,800,000.

1,18

!

Great

School, the Prayer Meeuag, the Family.

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

o

Married

Clerk of Council.

Mr.

at St. Paul.

of the Company

Bible & Tract Cause.
Wells,

The

The fact that

undertaken

of the great Northern system

Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

.

its early completion and future success.
The road runs through the richést and most thickly
settled portion of Iowa, and is built in the interests

Treasurer.

Dover, N. H.

May the Lord bless them and add to their num-

houses.

6.50

useful

SONGS OF SALVATION

tion of leading bankers and railroad capitalists of
well known wealth, experience and ability, insures

150,93

Organized.

The council appointed to organize a church at
‘Water Village, N. H., met there July 12,and after
due consultation proceeded to organize a church
of ten members, agreeable to the usages of the
Freewill Baptist denomination,
The church has
made choice of Bro. E. G. York, as pastor, who
has been laboring with them for several months.

one of our best banking

65,00
3,15

Little Soioto, 0.0 M, per T Smith,

man

Thirty Dollars will buy 100 copies of the
NEW

»

St. Louis and St. Paul is graded

this enterprise has beén

appendix,

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Turkey morocco, full gilt, $5.00, Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address ‘THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE Or
DR. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confl
dence on all diseases requiring skill and experience,
eowly4s

Iowa

LENGTH.

IN

contract to be finished this season.

Wells, Me, per 8 C Kimball
Crawford
QM, Pa, per ES Bumpus,
Lorain Q
M, O, per S Summerlin,
1 Tamworth, per J Runnels.
New York S8antal Band, Miss J E Phillips’s salary
per Mrs P L, Upham,
Hillsboro, Iowa, per 8 Wheatley

an

These are truly scientific and populfr works by Dr*
Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians
of is e day.— The Medical and Surgi
Journal, July

This Company are now puching their work forward
with great rapidity, and the entire line ‘necessary to
connect

Foreign Missions.

The church alluded to is at 8. Kings-

bers such as shall be saved.
D. I. QUINT,

25,00

. SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

Concord, N, H.

CORRECTION.
Rev. J. B. Merrill informs us
that the report of a revival which appeared over
his signature in the Star of July 13, should have
been dated So. Kingston, N. H. He says that
want of care caused him to send the report as it

Railroad of

Railroad of

MILES

as

The book contains all you can want in

Now Nearly. Completed.

Casco St Ch, Portland, Me, per J M Plummer.

Rev. E. N. Fernald will close his labors with
the church in Winthrop, Mass., the first of Aug.

Wr

2385

:

Education Society.

Ministers and Churches.

.

care, and,

ton Chronicle,

THE
5,60
2.2

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

Ooneord,N: Hl,

W. H. WALDRON.

Church

of Middlebury Cellege, gave a lecture before the united Literary Societies. On
Friday evening, July 1st, occurred the annual exhibition, together with th exercis-

per O Butler,
ind EE
A

.

ton, and it was there that the baptism occurred.

This Institution held its first Anniversary June 30 and July 1st. On Thursday
evening,

BR

Lyman Ch, Me,
C01 Huntin ton

in

preselipHions for revailing Ith
are ad
—
Joos Republican,
Lancaster, N. H., Sept. 7,1869.
DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men
women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and
he tells them jugt how and when to do it.—Farming-
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285 pages, bound

VALUABLE BOOKS .—We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr, Albert H, Hayes, These books
are of actual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family. win are notthe cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to
tify coarse tastes, but are writ.
ten by a responsible professional' gentleman of eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy

DRAKE BROTHERS,

metded it was unanimously

One Dollar,

DR. A. H. HAYES, Author,

‘A Book for Every Woman
.
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYS8I10LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLW from INFANCY
.70 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
:
i
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF
EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the most importar
and interesting character
ire introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our
anguage. All the NEw DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experience is of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full.” No person should be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.
§
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ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISORETIONS or EXORSSES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every

Stout and G.: H. Moon.
The committee
Dedication, &c-, in Central N-Y.
appointed
last
year,
to
make
arrangements
which report was adopted by Conference :
RAILROAD CO. OF - VIRGINIA.
to consummate the union of the two bodies,
The June session of the Spafford Q. M.
Resolved, 1. That we entreat those brethPRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN COIN.
reported
a
constitution,
which
was
amendrén who are appointed as delegates by the
was held with the church in Richford, oc- H Farr—W
Gonsalves—L Gilson=H Garcelon—~B J
Grennell-N_Gammon—J
_M
Giffoid—A
Hall—Mrs
M
Free
of U. 8. Government Tax.
Q. M'sto attend the Y. M. if possible, or edand adopted, thus uniting what have
cupying their new house of worship, just Hein—A H Hurd—Hoyt, Foeg & Breed—J Henderson—
not accept the appointment.
been known for many years as the O. completed. The session was one of inter- N Herrlck—J B Hopkins—M M Knight—J B Kennedy—%
A SINKING FUND is provided which will. re
Lyford—E
P Ladd—Maineville, Ohl
H Mumma-8
uce the principal of its debt TWO-THIRDS of its
orecroft—FB Moulton—J Minot—J 0
McCoy—H Merest. The little chapel which the brethren,
9. That we earnestly entreat the mem- Northern and Marion Y. M's, to be known
oulton—0 J
Moon—M M
amount in Adi
.0f «the
maturity cf the
* bership of the Y. M., both of the ministry hereafter as the Ohio Central Y.M. Itis by praiseworthy perseverance and generBonds,
2s
and laity,to take special pains to attend our composed of six Quarterly Meetings. The osity, had erected, was dedicated Sabbath
{ A limited nnmber of the Bondi (iss ed in demominations of $500 and $1000) are offered at 92% and acY. M, sessions.
erued interest from November 1st, in eurrency, and
first session of the newly formed Y. M. morning, which added not a little to the
at this price are the cheapest.
a
3. That the Q. M's constituting this was permanently organized, by appointing
interest
of
the
session.
There
was
a
debt
Y. M. be called upon to raise the amount
Cheapest
Gold Interest-Bearing SecuriRev. T. Dimm, moderator ; Rev. K. T. Hig- upon the house, of four hundred dollars, | 2
ties in the Market.
of 8cts, per number for Y. M, purposes.
Maps and pamphlets, which” explain satisfactorily
gins, Assistant, and S. D. Bates, standing
unprovided for, which was embarrassing
every
question
that can possibly be raised by a iW
MISSIONS. |
ty seeking
a safe and profitable investment, will be
the brethren in their comparatively weak
Clerk and Treasurer. for one year. The
urnished
on
application.
Resolved, 1. That we still encourage the Assistant Moderator and Clerk were ap- condition. But by special arrangement
Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,
Mission Society in the work in which it is
pointed
&
Committee
to
locate
the
next:
and effort, it was nearly all removed, beengaged, and that we are gratified with the
Miss J Watson, Box 3, Whitestown, N Y .
Whitfield. Pierpont, NY.
Rev. W. Whitacre was received
fore the house was consecrated. So that Ld ‘MRevU WCobb,
Shiesess which has attended
its efforts thus session.
§t Charles, Minn,
:
BANKERS
AND : BROKERS.
Miss L A Penney, Unadilla Forks, N'Y.
as corresponding delegate from the O. and Rev. Bro. Griffith, of Summer Hill, as
ar.
8 B Andrews, Dale, N Y,
Pa.
XY:
M..
enabled
to
give
the
house
to
God
bye
very
16
Broad
Street,
New York.
©
Major
Smith,
N
Tunbridge,
Vt.
* 2. That we appoint a Missionary ComNE
N Norton, Leslie, Mich.
he di| fervent and appropriate prayer.
mittee of one in each Q. M.,to co-operate in
Resolutions were adopted as follows:
EXPRESS,
DIRECTORS.
the Home Mission work.
vine presence was manifest.
MISSIONS.
8 J Merrill, Naples, Cat. Co, N Y.
M. SLAUGHTER (Ex-Mayor) Fsedericksburg," Va.
sohn A Towle, Hampton, N H.
That section of Richford, where the new
3. That Rev. A. Griffeth, B. Cogswell,
Resolved, 1.
That we assure our dear
JOHN E. TACKEIT
(Merchant) Fredericksburg,
Rev 8 N Brooks, New Sharon, Me.
Va,
.
W. Brown and Dea. Martin Hall be said brethren and sisters, laboring so earnestly
church is located, is comparatively new, but
“ JF Joy, New Durham, N H,
W.
T.
HART
(President
Board of Trade) Fréder
R
Parks,
Burk,
Frank
Co,
NY.
Committee.
and efficiently in India, of our sympathy,
we found a community of live people,
icksburg, Va,
,
prayers
and
contributions,
that
they
may
JOHN
L.
STANSBURY
(Planter),
Fredericksburg,
- REVIVALS.
Home Mission,
Va.
A
be more ard more happy and useful in judging from the large audiences; and a Ha
|
W.
M.
SMITH,
Philadelphia.
:
.
12,30
ol St Lawrence Y M, N Y, per W Whitfleld
Resolved, That we recommend that each their labs, sierifices and sufferings for church of earnest workers for the great
8,14 | JUSTICE LAWRENCE (President Continental Life
)
Montville Me, per D Boyd,
church in the Y. M. make special efforts Christ's sake, and for the salvation of souls Master. We were much interested
in by1st onSangerville
Insurance Co.), New York.
14,50
Ch, Me, per Huldah Silver,
15,68 | G. HILTON SCRIBNER (President Empire Mutual2d Sangerville Ch, Me, per Lydia Bridges,
for revival interests during the coming in heathen lands.
learning that many of the members were
Life Insurance Co.), New York,
6,50
Abbott Ch, Me, perd. R. Warren,
year,
2. That we are highly gratified with the converted, und the church organized, main2,00 | ABIJAH CURTIS, New York.
Milo Ch, Me, per CC Wilder,
The above two con Eunice Danforth, Emma FarnSILAS
B. DUTCHER, New York.
ham & Caroline C Wilder, L M’s.
M’
‘The Rev. H. E. Keyes, from West Virgin- success of our Foreign Missionaries, in past ly by the influence and labors of one Bro.,
ry
3,08
per C C Foster,
Corinth Q M, Vt,
years
and
at
the
present
time;
and
that
we
OFFICERS.
218
ia, was introduced to Conference, and his believe the widely opening doors for mis- now Deacon, who informed us that previ- £ Witaaionn ok, poi per cc Foster,
i
seesrecnnne secees
theses
:
bs
mba
per
&,
hy
els
papers read. As he came highly recom- sionary labor, especially among the San- ous to his conversion, he was both profane Lise] ae
oh iF, per Smith,
9:50 a SLAveH ITER. sassesnnesns
hone senes Ap issident
ne, Newfield,
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Rev. R. Parks, Ea. Dickenson, N. Y.

or a better prospect
for the future.

and

DR, HARRISON’S

A Safe And Reliable Investment,

The

PENOBSCOT Y, M. will hold its next session with
the church in Pittsfield, Me , Jug. 16—18, commencing at 2 o'clock, P, M.
G. E. 8. BRYANT, Clerk,

never had a stronger corps of teachers,
than at present.
It never before had n

or a belching up of wind,

Costiveness.

dose,
and never fail. Also warranted to cure every

Friday, Sept. 16, at

station, or by boat up

icated Friday, July 22.

year, Miss May Nichole, completed the
collegiate course for ladies. The seminary

Long may it live and prosper.

soit
IN, AN, Clerk.

The new F.B.chuch at Bath, Me., will be ded-

- Only one lady this

4

TALTIC LOZENGES give permanent xelief. They
‘are pleasant, portable, do mot require increase of

. SHELDON, Clerk.

Dedication,

Eight from the classical course were fitted

munity

follews

best route is to take the steamer Belle, foot of Grant
8t,, Thursday, atd o’clock, P.M. Fare $1,00.
;
:
PER ORDER.

part of the public. < The Institution graduates about thirty from all the departments.

4

DSPEPSYIA OR INDIGESTION 1é oppression fa-

+ PENNY. Mi will hold its néxt sessionin Bellevernon, Sept. 9, Persons can
go from Pittsburg by
| the Pittsburg and Cornellsville R. R. and stop at the
West Newton

2

ter eating,

VAN BUREN Q. M. will hold ité next Session With

in its history has the speaking been 80 uni-

5

.{ kind. of PILES. For sale at No.1 Tremont Temple,
. will hold its next session Boston,by E. A. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
and by all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents,
, Aug. 20.
4
k
IsA1AE SMUTE, Clerk.
2m21.
:

i

formly ‘good, or the interest so deep on the

for any of our Colleges.

x

VALLEY, Tows; Q. M. will hold its next ses

A

. LITTLE SC10T0 Qwith the Bloom chure

the prize for

received

[i

otis ag penn,

with the Horton church, Aspe
He
Tn
HO

and after a very

the best essay.
Red
ie
This Inmstitatoin has now become quite
Northern ‘and | noted for its fine oratory, and never before

arrangements made at their last sessions,
O., June 10th.

densely crowded,

close contest for two hours, C. T. Crowell
of Whitestown, was awarded the first prize
in oratory ; Mr. Coats took the second ; and

Walter

Dea.

Cogswell,

B.

ercises,—Rev.

was

JULY R000.
T—

1

Belivered iy the Mndests, and well received ?
by the audience. In the afternoon came
the contest for the prizes in oratory and essays by the graduating class. The hall sioni

That we are in sympathy with and

Would encourage ‘the various temperance
organizations of our land, and we are in fa-

legislation,
:
The letters from the Q. M's indicated vor4.. of prohibition
That
we
denounce
the
use
of
tobacco
a good degree of presperity throughout, the. in any form, and regard it as a filthy habit,
Y. M. Proceeded to the election of Com- and a
great evil that should be forsaken by
mittees as follows: On. Devotional - Ex- all Christian people.
Wu. WALKER. Clerk.
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pain;
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over taxes
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THE MORNING
Poetry.

surmounted obstacles that seemed impossible to others. He was cruel and unscrupu-| lous, but-his success as a conqueror has

i

softer air

Ah, yes! the day is done!

Tired of play,

The children say,
Because the day is done.
‘We know the day is done.
Our feet have run

Unresting in the path that duty made, 3%
Treading on thorns, of dangers not afraid;
And rest is sweet,
Though night hours fleet,
And day again comes on,
The day of life is done!
hl
And set the sun!
Eyes dim to fairest sights that earth can show,

Ears heedless, though entrancing music flow,
And marble brow,

Unwrinkled now;
Indeed the day is done!

"Beautiful CHA.
——

Beautiful child by thy mother’s knee,
In the mystic future what wilt thou be?
A demon of sin; or an angel sublime—

— A

A poison Upas, or innocent Thyme—

Cr

| &

ig |

|
Ll
iE!

A spirit of evil, flashing down
With the lurid light of a fiery crown—
Or glidipg up with a shining track,
Like the morning star that ne’er looks back;
Daintiest dreamer that ever smiled,
Which wilt thou be, my beautiful child?

Beautiful child in my garden bowers,

‘Would thou couldst ever thus be young;

frail

Like the liquid strain of the mocking bird,
From stair to hall thy voice is heard;

1

‘With a curse behind and before thy feet—

Ashamed to live, and afraid to die,
No home, no friend, and a pitiless sky;
Merciful Father, my brain grows wild,
Oh, keep from evil my beautiful child!
Beautiful child, mays’t thou sear above,
A warbling cherub of joy and love,
A drop en Eternity’s mighty sea,
A blossom on Life’s immortal tree— *
Floating, flowering forevermore
In the blessed light of the golden shore;
And as I gaze on thy sinless bloom

And thy radiant face, they dispel my gloom—,
I feel He will keep thee undefiled,

And His love protect my beautiful child.
Magazine.

The Family Circle,
V.

THIRD

“I think we
said

Henry,

away.

South

the Children.

crew

books

very

America.

were

laid

impatient

Please,

to

allowance

which
accusing

“Certainly,

mamma,

let ns proceed.”
:
“Good travelers make haste slowly,” replied the mother, smiling. ‘1 would like

of two

ears of Indian

surrounded

them, .the

him

of

deluding

them

my

deur,”

continued

Mrs.

White.
‘The circumstances were very
trying, butthey only developed the strength
of Pizarro’s will, and his ability to govern
his turbulent followers. To have returned
at this time would have dissipated his golden dreams forever, and lefc him bankrapt

to know how much you remember of what
I have told you about Central America.”
“I remember,” said Laura, ‘who first
crossed this isthmus, when it was a pathless wilderness, and took such bold possession of the great Pacific ocean. Mamma,
what do you
think he would say if he could

in credit, an object, of derision among his
countrymen, but he was equal to the occa-

sion,
but

see the rail road?
“He would no doubt be as much surgris-

and, witk a daring which wejcan not
admire,

resolved to pursue his course.

He addressed to his men every argument
that - ambition or avarice eould suggest.
He besought them by their courage and
constancy to prove themselves worthy of

ed as the poor Indians were at the ships
and horses of the Spaniards. As I told you
Jast evening, the city of Panama is a short

success.

He wag able to inspire them with

distance west of the o!d town of that name,

so much

of his spirit that they consented

which was commenced by Balboa, and from
which the small Spanish ships crept cautivusly along the unknown coast. Now a coasting
steamer leaves this city the thirteenth of

should send the vessel back for a fresh supply of provisions.

to remain

in

this

dismal

place,

while he

“After the departure of the vessel Pizarro
every month for the port of Guayaquil, and continued his fruitless endeavors to explore
“we may travel with a speed and comfort of the country, and to find food for his famishwhich these bold cavaliers never dreamed,
By this steamer we can reach Guayaquil in five days, making a voyage which
cost them years of perilous toil.
“Please tell us, mamma,” said Henry,
‘who first explored this coast P”
i

“« The history of its discovery is very in© teresting, and I will tell you a little about

of a country
somewhere

by the account he heard

rich

to the

in

gold, which

south.

lay

He built
a ship

. at Psnama, for the purpose of seeking that
country,

but

ing bis purpose.
who

died

crossed the

without

accomplish-

Among the adventarbrs],

isthmus

with him,

was

Francisco Pizarro, a man whose name will
never be forgotten. Heé was a person of
obscure

birth,

and

so

return to Panama,

when

he

hoped that the gold they had collected
would attract new recruits to his standard
and secure the aid of the governor to his
enterprise.
Burying their comrades, who
had been killed by the Indians, ani beafing

the wounded

to the

ship, they

turned

their faces toward the North, and without
farther accident reached thé port from
which they sailed. Thus ended the first
voyage of discovery on the coast.”

Old Dick

and Young

shining inside,” said his mother.

*‘I be-

dreadful sorry you've been bad, and you

The

gentleman

came

again

and

again,

and they had a Sunday school and singing.
I can not stop to tell all the good and pleasant things which came, with God’s blessing,

on the Point.
Inthe

fall,

the

fisning-smacks

returned

from the banks, and Dick’s father- among
the rest. He did not know anything
that had happened at home, but about the
first thing he saw was,—what do you think?
The little patch of land behind the house
full of *‘ garden sass,” as he called it. There
beets

and

beans, and

corn

and cab-

bages, and a cucumber-vine looking as
smart as you please.
Old Dick swore what he meant to be a
pleasant, good-tempered oath; but his wife

|

“0 father,” she used to say to old Dick,—

¢‘if you only had religion "
There was nota word in the Edglish lan-

guage that Dick bated like the word religion. He would always curse it in a frightfal manner. I do not know what he
thought it was, poor fellow. It never did
him any harm, and I am pretty sure it never did him any good either.
4
Well, old Dick went to the Grand

in the

spring

with

Banks

the fishing fleet.

He

went off crosser than usual. * Everything
is agin me,” he said ; and ‘‘there’s that Dick”
but Dick hid, and

didn't hear the

rest.

A day or two after he sailed, a man came

from the town down to the Point to hold a
meeting. He held it in a large shed. He
went round and asked all the folks to come,

the mothers, and grandsires, and boys and
girls, who

were

very much

pleased

to be

asked; and as some of the husbands
and fathers had just gone to sea, there
were feeling hearts that stood in need of
God's blessing. The gentleman met Dick
among the very firs}, and he invited him
to come to the meeting.
+ *¢ Yes, sir,” said Dick, ,‘I will come and
help the gentleman

fix up his seats.

Some

of the other boys thought they should not
go.

‘Well, I'm in for it; I shall go,” said

after him, and they did,—some of them did.

‘As day after day and week after week pnseed and the vessel did not return, the stout-

And he read about the Lord Jesus, how he
came down from heaven to do them good,

est-hearted began to despair. One after
another yielded to their terrible fate. Twen-

to.be their Saviour and their Friend, and
how he was there in the shed, to help to
wash away their sins and make them good
and happy. Ob, haw glad poor Mrs. Bridges

gathered from’ the clumsy gold ornaments
which they wore, and of which they did
hesitate

to rob them, a confirmation of

the reports which

had drawn them to this

coast.
’

1.

The

more.”

And so

was to hear the good

words; and Dick,

why, Dick's eyes and ears were wide open.

He heard and understood ever§ word.
“Mother,”

said

Dick,

as

they

home, “is this meeting religion?

went

Them

were handsome songs.”
‘Religious folks are meetingers,”

an-

swered his mother; ‘but religion is this
‘and something more.”

boy.
“We!l,”
good, Dipk.”

¢ What ?” asked the

:
sail his mother,
:

*it.is being
[

perhaps not once get a brass candlestick;

fine

folks?

That's

wax.

oe

my

lot,—tallow,

fakin

Tw

And so the candle came to

not

the poor

people,—a widow with three children,

in a

little, low-studded room, right over opposite the rich house.
. “God bless'the good lady for what she
gave !” said the mother; *¢ it is a splendid
candle,—it can by
till far into the
nights?
8
vith:
[;
And the candle was lighted.
“Pugh I" it said. ¢* That was a horrid

match she lighted

me

with.

One hardly

offers such a thing as that to a wax-light,
over at the rich house.”
There also the wax-lights were lighted,

and shone out over the street. The carriages rumbled up to thee rich - house with
the guests for the ball, dressed so finely;
the music struck up.
‘“ Now they're beginning over there,”
felt the Tallow-candle,

and thought

of the

little rich girl's bright
face that was
brigher'than all the wax-lights. ‘* That
sight [ shall never see any more.”

Then the smallest of the children in the
poor house came—she was a little girl—
and put her arms round her

brother

and

sister's recks; she had something very important to tell, and must whisper it.
‘* We're going to have this evening,—
just think of it,—we’re going to have this
evening warm potatoes!” and her face
beamed with happiness.
The candle shone
right at her, and saw a pleasure, a happiness, as

great

aswas

in

the rich

house,

where the little girl said, *“ We are going
to have a
wear

ball

this

evening,

and I shall

some great red bows.”

‘Is it such a great thing to get warm
potatoes?” thought the candle. * Well,

here is just the same joy among

the little

things !” and it sneezed* at that,—that is, it
sputtered,—and more than that no tallow

candle could do. The table was spread,
the fotatoes were eaten. Oh, how good
they tasted! it was a real feast; and then
each got an apple besides, and the smallest
child sang the little verse:
Now thanks, dear Lord, I give to thee,
That Thou again has filled me.
Amen.

‘“ Was not that said prettily P” asked the
little girl.
‘You mustn't ask that, or say it,” said the

mother.”

“You

should

only

thank

the

good God, who has filled you.”
And the little children went to bed, gave
a good night kiss, and fell asleep right
away; and the mother sat till far into, the

night, and sewed, to get a living for them
and herself; and from the rich house the
lights shone, and the music sounded. The
stars twinkled over all the houses, over the
rich and over the poor, just as clearly, just
as kindly.
:
‘That was in sooth a rare evening,”
theught the Tallow-candle.
‘Do you
think the wax-lights had any better time, in
their silver candle-sticks? that I'd like to
know before I am burnt out.”
And it thought of the happy children’s
faces,

the

two

alike

happy, — the

lighted by wax-light, the
candle.
Yes, that is the story.

other

one

by tallow
:

3

myself, it is always

then, I comfort

better than to be a

mere taper, that is dipped only two times.
I am dipped eight times, to get a decent
thickness.
I'm satisfied. It would, to be
sure, be finer and luckier still, to have been
born in wax, and not in tallow; but one

does n't fix himself.

They are put in great

© Literary Review,

of its

He means by it, not only the special pre-

dictions of future events which have a precise
and wonderful fulfillment, but he also makes the:
word stand for *‘a special presence of God, preparing for the ‘fulfillment of a gracious purpose

on his part to restore man
perfection

and happiness

to a higher

than that

element through

He traces this divine

‘he fell.”

state of

from which

the Old Testament Scriptures in a very admira-.
‘ble way, making the ordinary incidents that are
embodied in the narrative stand out with mar.

velous distinctness and exhibit new and wonderful meanings. It is a book to be read and studied
with care, and such readers

and students

can

‘hardly fail to find in it much that will instruct
the intellect, quicken affection and solidify faith,

CARTHAGE

two Pirts.

AND TUNIS, Past and Present:
By

Providence, R. I.

Mr. Perry

regency

1869.

of Tunis,—

Octavo.

is one of those

Pp. 560.

men who

live in the midst of objects and

symbolize

In

Amos Perry, late United States

Consul\for the city and

can

not

associations that

important events in history, or illus-

trate peculiarities of life and character, without

being stimulated to inquiry,and who are prompt-

ed to distribate freely to friends

and the

public

what they have gathered by labor and painstakServing for several years as Consul at Tuing.
nis, he set himself to study the history, the institutions and the life of a country that has played a conspicuous part in the drama of the past,
and which has not a little to attract and reward

the

of thoughtful

attention

men,

studious

and

questions

He kept his eyes and ears open, asked

freely, examined records, conferred with living
explorers and ‘scholars, studied, with such helps
ruins of old Carthage and

as were available, the

the phenomena of modern society, and he has
given us the results of his labor in an interesting
and very instructive volume. His epitome of
the History of Tunis from the earliest times until
now is well prepared, and takes us over some of
the most striking theaters of the ancient military
and civil rule. But the second part of the book
Here he
will prove more generally attractive.
records the results of his own observation, pictures the life of to-day with great clearness,
shows its many sides and aspects, and gives us
the means of estimating, with considerable confidence and accuracy, the elements of permanent
power which enter into the mosaic of the modern character of Tunis, and predict its future career and destiny. The volume will be especially
interesting to students in history and archeologY, it deserves a place in our public libraries,
and will well repay the perusal of any really intelligent and thoughtful reader.

LIFTING

THE VEIL.

Co.

Whoever

comforts

clearer views

New
the

York:

Sheldon

our gratitude.

&

afilicted and gives

of the immortal world,

they get up all the. dishes in’ the house
there.”
:
“There is something that is more important than eating !” said the Wax-candle.

“ Good company,—to see them shine, and

There is a ball here this
evening. Now I andall of my family are
soon to be sent for.”
Scarcely was this said, when all the
Wax-lights were sent for,—but the Tallowcandle, too. The mistress took it" in’ her
it out

into

the

kitchen ; there stood a little boy witha

ligion and our pockets. The coming of 80 many
immigrants from the Flowery Kingdom is already
raising the question
whether they shall be
welcomed and how they shall be treated. They
are
here.
They
iutend
and age-~likely to
stay. Shall we keep them social y Isolated or
absorb them? Shall we find ink them a new element of prosperity or a peril to our institutions?

These are questions which cannot be ignored.
We are set to answer them. And the strong feeling which is being brought to the discussion, thé

ample information and a considerate spirit. ~
Dr. Speer has made an important and valuable
contribution to our knowledge of China and her
people.
His means of gathering informatio
have been ample, and he has used them faithful

ly. He furgishes us with abundance of facts,
and he shows the significance of these facts in a
very calm and intelligent way. His portraits of
the Chinese are drawn from life, and while he is
not at all their extravagant panegyrist, he sets

forth their merits and claims, in a method which
has both fairness and skill in it. His account of

their life, their views of business and religion,
their

industry, their

patience,

tegrity, and their successes

their

general in-’

since they landed on

basket that was full of potatoes, and a few
apples were in it, too. The good lady had
given all these to the poor little boy.

esting and instructive; and we shall be surprised
if this valuable and well-printed volume does

us

deserves

book of two hundred
The author conceals
hisor her name, but with a delicate and lucid
avalysis of the inner life, reveals the griefs and
-conflicts, doubts and perplexities, the false and
true comforts which beset the bereaved. Then by
easy and well-marked steps higher and richer

views and experiences are developed; the veil is
lifted, and we

true

apprehend heaven,

spirit-life, our

relations to the departed, our

enjoying

nizing

them while in the

prospects of

body

and of recog-

them when we die; and, above

all, our

tender relations to Christ and the perfect consolation which he insures to the trusting heart are
set before us. Itisa book of more tenderness
and deep discernment of eternal relations than
Gates Ajar, and gives the reader more rest ard
satisfaction.
The style is pure and pleasing, and
the type, paper and binding are in harmony with
the Christian ideas which thy embody.
Pur YOURSELF

by

Charles

Bros.

IN

Reade.

HIS

PLACE.

New

A new

York:

novel

Harper

&

It abounds in tragic and exciting scenes, the
chief of which are calculated to expose and reform the abuses and brutalities of trades-unions
in England. - Such reform is greatly needed, and
though the descriptions,
by the author, of enor:
mities, may be somewhat overdrawn,
they are
nearly justified by reports of Parliament and the

The war

against the introduction of machinery and new
inventions has often been excessively cruel and
reckless of life and property.
Mr. Reade writes
about them with enthusiasm, as if he had a purpose to serve. Some of his characters are fine,

credit to either the

and works far into the night,—she
can use
this.”
’

PROPHECY

our Pacific coast, will be

found eminently

inter.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
OLD AND
reaching us,
tents render
the delay.

NEW
for July was rather late in
but’ its attractive amd varied conit thoroughly welcome in spite of
Its papers are fresh, genial, vital,

and they fairly represent what is best in the
brain and heart of a strong and attractive corps

of writers.

It enters upon

its second

volume

with vigor and ardor, and with a genuine faith
and a high purpose. Roberts Brothers, Boston,

have

become

its publishers,—a fact that has a

cheering prophecy.

THE

OVERLAND

5

MONTHLY

ber which commences

;

for July, a nuni-

its filth volume, has

been

laid upon our table. We have looked it through
with both surprise and satisfaction, though, on
reflection, there appears

no real

reason for

sur-

prise. The very choicest of our brain as well as
our muscle has been freely drawn on to supply
what now appears in the life of ouf state on the
Pacific coast; and so the culture, the enterprise,
the exuberant mental life, the good taste and the:

mechanical excellénces that make this Magazine
eminent

even among the best of its eastern con-

temporaries, are the most natural

things

in the

world.
It has nothing crude, nothing lawlessly
audacious, nothing that asks for an apology from
the jealous scholarship and exactions of Boston;

but, instead, it offers, from the beginning to the

end, something which a cultivated New Englander may well exhibit to justify his pride in:
and his hope of his country,
We commend it
with emphasis and without qualification, and!
shall await its coming regularly henceforth with

no lise interest. San Francisco: John H, Carmun & Co. New York: Am, News Co.
Baa

THE

EVANGELICAL

QUARTERLY

REVIEW

is:

‘Here is a candle for you, my little not abate prejudice andfld in effecting a wise so- steadily gaining in variety, vigor and merit, The
for July has eleven articles, besides its
friend,” said she. *‘ Your mother sits up lution of the great problem which their coming number
numerous and discriminating book notices.—
sets us to solve,
+ The lady’s little daughter stood

by her;

and when she heard the words

* far

the

‘* And I'm

night,”

she

said, eagerly,

going to sit up all night,

too!

We're

into
go-

ing to have a'ball, and I'm to wear big red

‘bows for it.”
nih
;
:
How her face shone! yes, that was hap-

piness ! no wax-light could shine like the

child’s eyes.

* In Danish popular talk to sneeze

is the amo as to nod assent.

\

at a thing,

.

This little

but his heroes do no great

rooms, and in glass candlesticks, I live in
protests on the one side and the apologies on the
the kitchen,—but that is a good place, too ; other, assure us that there is great need of bot

delicate hand, and carried

taken.

+4 THE OLDEST AND THE NEWEST EMPIRE ; China
and the United States.
By William Speer,

‘‘ I am only of tallow,

dip; but

ries by Dr. Smith is every way worthy

predecessors. His discussion; of Prophecy, as it
is exhibited in the Old Testament, is based upon
a broader view of that element than is generally

gentry or the artisans of England.

Cl

the Tallow candle.

vitality of our faith in the Scriptures as a divine
revelation and in Christ as the divine Saviour, is
one that is neither dead nor sleeping. This se-

current records of the public journals.

— Riverside Magazine.

There was a great Wax-light, that knew | D.D. Hartford, Conn.: 8. 8. Scranton
& Co.
1870. Octavo. pp. 681. Sold by Subscription.
well enough what it was.
“J am born in wax, and molded in a
‘The Chinese problem is one
in which the
form,” it said. ‘I give more light, and American people can not well help taking an inburn a longer time than any other light. terest, for it is one whose solution is mainly comMy place is in the chandelier, or silver mitted to our hands. And it is one that does not
stand related simply to the exercise of brain. It
candlestick.”
¢
touches our political theories, our industry, our
“ That must be a charming life !” said social life, our sentiment of nationality, our re—only a tallow

\

pages is sure to do all that.

Candles.

bring mother;” and he went so far as to shine yourself.

berries in the forest,—these were all.

food for which they were dying, and they

me there can be nothing

lieve it is love, Dick; it is God's love.’ but the Wax-light is stuck in silver, and
Anyhow, you love everybody, and want to sees the finest folks! ‘What can theré be
speak kind and help thew, and you are more delightful than to be a light among

were

Dick.

some

not

uneducated that he
>

Pizarro to

ing followers. They picked up a few shellfish on the shore, and found a few unwhole-

opening in the woods.
With the energy
of despair, the wretched Spaniards forced
their way throngh the wild8rness, and, to
their unspeakable joy, found an open country and an Indian village. They obtained
from the simple and friendly people the

remember that Balboa had been induced to
the isthmus

ed

Dick.
The meeting came off. They had beautiful singing, and the gentleman prayed,
and he asked the people to say the words

ty of the little band had died. At this crisis a light was discovered through a partial

it; hoping that you may foon have an op portunity of readinga fuller account.
You
cross

which belongs tJ men of a roving and hazardous life, they soon forgot the past, in
their eagerness to discover the land of gold,
of which -they now felt more certain than
before. Rc-ambarking, therefore,they opened their sailsto the winds and bore away

down in the billows.

with false hopes, and demanding that he
should immediately attempt to return to
Panama.”
“Oh, mamma! what else could they do ??
cried Laura; “I am sure they would be very
thankful to get back alive.”

are traveling very slowly,”
the

go

became clamorous against their com-

mander,

EVENING.

getting

would

difficulties

RAMSEY.

when

“I am

reach

G.

sickness, that their com-

Dick Bridges is a fisherman, and a bad
corn a day for each man.
‘Exhausted by hunger, and ‘the incessant fellowhe is. He lives at the Point, where
and terrible labor by which alone they had there are half a dozen other fishermen’s said, ‘‘ Don’t, father, please don’t. This is
Dick Dick's work.
saved their ship from ruin, they turned to houses pretty much by themselves.
He did it tp surprise yeu.”
the inhospitable shore and dropped their had a boy Dick, who, as was quite natural,
“The young raskill,” cried old Dick,
anchor in a little bay. Nothing could be | followed in the steps of his father. He grinning ; ‘‘ what. possessed him? I never
more unpromising than the aspect of the swore as his father swore, and was ugly to | saw the like of that.” .
country. The ground was low and marshy, his sister as his father was ugly to his moth“It was religion, father,” said his wife.
and covered with what seemed to be inter- er. He was lazy too as the father was “Dick has got religion, and you never saw
minable forests. It was in vain that the lazy, when he was not fishing.
Dick’s father often set him to. work on a better boy. This, father, is what religion
adventurers endeavored to penetrate this
does,” said the good woman, bravely.
tangled thicket, where the gigantic vines the small patch of land behind the house. © “Religion !"” exclaimed the old man, ‘‘rewhich are nourished by the rank soil and But Dick did not work long; as soon as his ligion, Mary! Then I've been mistaken all
humid atmosphere twine themselves around father’s back was turned, he was off. Old the days of my life.- If religion can make
the trunks of the trees, and, flinging them- Dick often swore he should make some- things over like that, give me religion.”
selves from one to another, bind them in thing out of that lad, or he would cowhide | The garden patch was the first real sery
a network through which a path canbe him ; but he did not.
mon the old man ever attended to; and as
Mr. Bush, who lived next door, got all
opened only with great labor. Floods of
it préached all through thefall, ¢‘ By their
his
vegetables
from
his
garden,
while
the
rain continued to fall, and the air was poifruits shall ye know them,” he began to see
soned by exhalations from -the steaming Bridges had to go without. Mrs. Bridges more and more what good fruit the gospel
soil. Unbroken silence reigned in this dis- sometimes tried to hoe a little ; but she was bore in his little family. “As for the
mal solitude. Not a bird sang in the trees, a feeble ‘woman, and had as much as she Point,” he said,—old Dick looked the rest.
nor a beast crept through the forest. The could do in the house. She was a good Ab, the gospel had done a great deal for it,
only forms of animal life which greeted woman ; ‘and who can count her heart-aches that was plain enough.— Child's Paper.
them were loathsome reptiles and venom- over the wild and wicked conduct of her
ous insects. Entirely discouraged by the husband and son ?

Beautiful child, what thy fate shall be
Perchance is wisely hidden from me.
A fallen star thou mayst leave my side,

BY

bark

wretched

‘With flowers thy curly head around!
And kneeling beside me with figure so quaint,
Oh! who would not dote on my infant saint?

With

and

panions beheld them with horror. Revived
by the necessary’ fSod, with a buoyancy

To add to their distress, their provisions
began to fail, and they were reduced to the

How oft in the garden nooks thou’rt found

Evenings

from hunger

they returned, fainting and nearly fumished,
to their ship, and, dropping down ths river,
they proceeded on their voyage south. They
soon began to encounter a succession of
terrible tempests, accompanied by such
awful thunder and such floods of rain as are
known only within the tropics. For ten
days they were tossed about by the pitiless
elements, expecting every hour that their

Beautiftl child, to thy look is given
A gleam serene, not of earth, but of heaven;
‘With thy tell-tale eyes and prattling tongue,

— Harpers

com-

on the'shore were so wasted and haggard

and rocky that their feet were cut to the
bone.
After a few days of fruitless toil

Friend of the butterflies, birds and flowers,
Pure as the sparkling, crystalline stream,
Jewels of truth in thy fairy eyes beam ;.
‘Was there ever a whiter sou] than thine
‘Worshiped by Love in a mortal shrine?
My heart thou hast gladdened for two sweet years
‘With rainbows of Hope through mists of tears—
Mists beyond which thy sunny smile
With its halo of glory beams all the while.

And of sorrow and shame become the bride—
Shivering, quivering through the cold street,

their

the honor of exploring the coast, and finding

ww

RE
TN

But is the day yet done?
And set the sun?
‘When seas of amber light transfuse the air,
And Paradisal flowers bloom everywhere?
.
Q’er purple hills
The sunrise thrills,
Heaven’s day is just begun!
—Putnam’s Magazine.

i|

borne away

think you never will do so again, never.”
76" never lost sight of the object. He
* Well,” said Dick, after a minute or two,
thought by day, and dreamed by night of
“it seems just asifI felt so. I thought
that land of gold. He would open that
in the meeting, when that gentleman was
land to the world,—he would make himself
speaking, I hate bad; I hate it, I do. I
and his country rich with its precious spoils ; | to the South.
‘do. I want to be good awfully, and I said
and to the accomplishment of this purpose
‘‘ You must remember that these adven- easy, ‘ Lord Jesus, will you wash my, Digk
he bent all the energies of kis fertile brain. turers were groping their away, obliged Bridges’, bad sins all away, and give me
After many disappointments, which would to feel it inch by inch, as it were.
They a real good, clean, new heart ?”
have discouraged a less determined person, had no chart te warn them of rocks and
“And he will, Dickey,” said the poor
he succeeded in raising the means to pur- currents, and they did not: know where the mother, squeezing his hand; for, somehow
chase the ship built by Balboa, and, with a region lay, of weich they were in pursuit. or other, Dickey’s hard, dirty hand had
crew of one hundred men, he left the port So they crept ‘along the coast, landing found its way into his mother’s hand, and
of Panama about the middle of November,
wherever they found an opportunity, and they went inte the house so.
1524, and struck boldly out into the finding everywhere among the natives,
«Is that so?” asked the boy.
unknown ocean.
evidences of abundance of gold. In this
“Let us try it,” said his mother; ‘‘let us do
“The, time was the most unfavorable way they procecded to a point named by
justasthe gentleman told us ;” and they both
that” could have been chosen, as it was the Pizarro, Punta Quemada.
Here the shore fell on their knees in the little kitchen, and
rainy season within the tropics, and the was fringed with a deep belt'of mangrove
prayed ‘for the new’ heart and the right
coast was swept by frequent and terrible trées—*‘I know how mangrove trees grow,”
spirit which the gentleman told them of.
tempests. But no one had been here be- said Henry.
‘¢ There's a picture of them in
Well, not to talk too long, I will say in
fore to make them acquainted with this tact,
Paul Du Chaillu’s book on the Gorilla Cotin- ‘one wocd that Dick was ‘born again”
and warn them of the dangef.
Though the try.
The rocts start out from the trunks
“Born again! How queer!”
ocean, the continent, and the sea:ons are of the trees seven or eight feet from the that night.
the same, proceeding as we may along the ground, and interlace each other so that Yes, it was just so queer to Nicodemus
coast in a s‘eamship from one city to I should think they would stop everything when he came in the night to talk with Je¢‘You must be born
another, we shall have very little concep- but the snakes. 1did not know that they sus in Jerusalem.
again,” Jesus said to him. Just as Dick
tion of the experience of tho:e adventurers. grew in South America.”
,
|
was born into his father's family, so he
They sailed south, and, entering the river
“Oh, yes, they are common in tropical
| Biree, made their first landing about six countries; and, as you say, the interlacing was now. born into the Lord Jesus Christ's
miles above its mouth.
Here it seemed as roots make.a formidatle barrier; but the family ; and he waked up the next morning
loving God, just as he used
to wake up
if nature had mustered their forces to repel Spaniards found an opening where they
loving his mother. There is nothing strarige
them.
The ‘margins of - the stream were effected a landing.
Here they met with a
dismal morasses through wkich they passed warlike tribe of Indians who were not dis- about that, is there? And his evil ways
with great difficulty and danger. Beyond poséd to be plundered of their gold and looked ugly, and he was resolved to kick
these were woods through whose thick and food without resistance. * They boldly at- them off; and good ways he wanted, oh,
ever so much.
tangled undergrowth they were forced to tacked the invaders, who, though they recut their way; and emerging from these, pulsed them, suffered a heavy loss in killed | From that good hour Dick tgp a new
boy.
they came ont on a hilly country, so rough and wounded.
Thais circumstance decid- start in life. He started a Chrifijan

In doors, the fire elves on the carpet lie,

i

had

accord to him, and his associate, Almagro,

for several years after his death, but Pizar-

# And one by one
The ghosts of starlight flit across the sky ;

HU

we have to

| a path through this mighty ocean.
“The vessel which Balboa built for this
expedition” lay dismantled in the harbor

Floats everywhere—
Although the day is done.

which

Se
“That is a blessed thing to see,”
thought the Tallow-candle. “I shall
never forgetit, and certainly it seems to

the candle was laid in the basket under the
cover, and the boy took’it away.
and head winds,’and had barely escaped interest.
"4 Where am I going to now?” thought
:
wo]
wd
with their lives, and those who had waited |. “Why, it is something that makesit all- ‘the gandle. I shall be with’ poor folks,

given him a place in history; and, though
we do not love his memory,

“Not swearing and drinking and being

cross and getting mad,” said Dick, ¢* which
rades, sailed into the port laden with pro- makes folks miserable, any how.”
visions.
parties had doleful tales of | “Yes,” said his mother, ‘itis all that,
distress to tell.y Those who had been on the | and something more.” © |
ni
sea had been begten and bafftedhy- storms | ‘ What?” asked Dick again, with lively
bark

daant, and the strength of purpose which

Surely the day is done!
os
Tis set of sun!
Long fall the shadows. from the snowy hills;
Not yet-have waked the sleepy little rills;

STAR: JULY 20, 1870. = -

At length; after six weeks, the wandering

{ could not even read and write; but he possessed the courage which no perils could

* Evening Shadows.
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A PREPARATION

FOR

CHRIST,~

Eight Lectures, preached before the Universi4 of Oxford, in the year 1869, on the Bampton

ourdation,

By R. Payne

Smith, IV. D., Re-

gius Professor of Divinity and Canon of Christ
Church, Oxford,
Boston: Gould & Lincoln,—

1870.

Co.

12mo. pp, 897.

Sold by

D. Lothrop &

TO

The successive courses of Bampton Lectures
have peen remarkable for their value as contri.

butions to the literature of the Evidences,

They

have been fresh, original, vigorous and timely
discussions of so many branches of the great sub-

ject, and the welcome accorded them on both
sides of the sea indicates that the interest in
those great questions that have to do with the

Some of the papers arg of the best, and there
are none but deserve an attentive reading. It is
published at Gettyshurg, Pa,
Messrs, Littell

form

&

Gay, Boston, issue

in

one of the excellent serials which

peared in that publication which we

Look

has ap-

always take

pleasure in commending,~The Living Age. It
is entitled, ~THE PORTRAIT OF MY UNCLES
DINING-ROOM, dnd has merits of no doubtful
sort.
The

Living

Age

itself

was

never

mansged

with more good judgment, taste and irue appreciation of the wants of intelligent readers than
Itis one of the choice
it is to-day.
things in our current literature,

and

solid
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THE MORNING STAR:JULY 20, 1780.
“Yes,

——
YT W—

From a treatise under this head, we make

the following extracts :
:
A much more pleasant part of our subject
isthe etfrts which many persons will make
to avoid forming habits of drinking, a thiog
not easy to’ do in some conditions of life,
and which, when dine, reflects the highest
credit on the person. Evidently a bar-maid
is likely to take to drinking, even though
not at first inclined that way; and inone
my

under

came

which

notice, a very

respectable girl, who found herself to her
horror,” gradually becoming addicted to
dram-drinkiog, used a very singular but
efficient check, Whenever she felt inclined
to take spirits, she indulged the craving,
but always—with what seemedto me positive 'heroism—placed an antibilious pillon
her tongue before she drank, over which
the spirits rolled, and by leavicg in her
mouth the detestable bitter of the colocynth,

this latter flavor became at last inseparably

associated with that of gin, until, finally,
she could not endure the taste of the spint,
~~ .and so cured’herself, The last generation
needed not to be told who Jack Langan
was, but in these degenerated days we may
~ be excused for not immediately rememberthat he was a powerful Irish boxer,
ing

fought

twice

5

Tom

Spring

yes,” responded from all parts of the

room.
“We play in the church,” added an
old man behind a violincello.
“Very well,

Curiosities of Intemperance.

case

Anecdote

mien,” quoth he, “you all read manuscript?”

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

for the

Jack wasa very temperate
championship.
a large public house in
man, but keeping
Liverpool, much frequented, as may be sup“posed, by his hot-headed but - generous
counteymen, he had great difficulty in keeping from excess, 80 often was he pressed
to drink by them. Finding it offended his
patrons to refuse, he had pure water laid
on to one of the glittering row of taps
which are usually
devoted to spirits, and
from that tap he drew many hunired glasses full of what his visitors supposed was
neat whiskey or gin.
A very short time
it was the custom
of nearly all well-to-do tradesmen to pass
their evenings in the parlor of a tavern.
This custom has, to a great extent, grown
obsolete; but I am afraid that the change
in this respect is not always the benefit it

- A Boston correspondent assures us that
the following, one of thé many funny anec-

play dis,” said Handel, distributing the
parts. This done, and a few explanations
delivered, Handel retired to a distant part

dotes that Portsmouth,

Doring Mr. W.'s residence

is said to have been indescribable. Handel's

to be, and secrecy

is the most danger-

ous attendant in drin ing- In Scotland it
often happ-ns that if an
Englisbnian enters
a respectable tavern he is surprised to find
he is not served at the bar—he could be if
he wished, it is true—bat is shown into a
sort

of cell, in which, even at midday, the

gas hasto belighted—a little der, of which
are several opening into the public bar—a
cell which barely holds a table and a seat—
- and there, with closed doors, and in the
gasy atmosphere, it seems to be the dangerous custom for Scottish citizens tosit and
«drink the unsocial grog.
I confess to feeling very angry when 1

ces, of all dexterous conceits, of pertinacious

‘“ Well,

logic, to persuade ourselves that we are
not quite go old as the calendar testifies,
A spice of foolery gives a flavor to the effort. Animal spirits are zealously encour.
aged, young ways put on, fashionable attire

assumed,

light

manners

is over.”
The

cultivated,

boys and girls patronized, small print resisted, big type eschewed, extra lights refused, so as to disguise the fatal symptoms.

introducing

charming

verging

on

a

of

the

harvest

is at hand;

the

street,

as though

=

:

Handel was extremely passionate, and
shad so remarkable irritability of nerve that

he

could

never endureto hear the tuning

of

instruments,

which

process,

therefore,

was always completed before he arrived
dn the orchestta.
A musical wag, who
knew how to éxtract mirth from his irascibility of temper, stole into the orchestra on
a night when the Prince of Wales wus to be
present at the performance of a new oratovio, and uatuned all the instruments, some
half a note, and others a whole note lower

than the organ. As soon as the
arrived, Handel gave the signal of
ning CON SPIRATO, but such was the
ble discord tat the enraged musician
ed

up from his seat, and,

Prince
beginhorristart-

having overiurn-

‘ed a double bass which stood in his way,
the seized a kettle drum, which he threw
" ‘with such violence at the :leader of the
band, that he lost his fall-bottomed wig by
the - effort. Without waiting to replace it,
“he advanced bare-headed to the frontof the
orchestra, breathing vengeance, but so much
«choked with passion that utterance was
denied

stood
ats,

him.

In thisridiculous attitude he

staring and stamping for some minamid

a convulsion of laughter,

nor,

marble

residence

soon the

its selfish own-

on Fifth avenue,

but one which is not marred by the presence

of a single poor work of art—throws his
gallery open to the public every Thursd»y.
It is only
necessary to apply at his office
for a ticket, and this precaution is only
taken to guard against the intrusion of im-,
proper visitors. I wonder if hs enjoys his
picture gallery any less then his neighbor
a few blocks further up on the same avenue,
whose rival gallery is closed against all
except personal friends. Does my friend
Clarke, the

parson’s widow,

at Pearly

Falle, enjoy her husband's library poy less
becausa it is really the village circulati
library?
“I don't see,” ssid ber frien
Mrs. Rodgers to her the other day, ‘how
you can let your hushand's books be used
up so. I should thick you would want to
keep them.” *No,” said Mrs. Clarke; “1
like to. think that my busband’s library is
continuing after. his death the work he did
while he lived. I like to have his books in
use. I would rather see the edges dogeared than dusty.”
Nature herself teaches us the benefits of
enerosity. I called the other day on my
riend Mrs. T., who has the finest collection
of roses I ever saw. She took me out 10 see
them,—white roses, red roses, yellow roses,

could he be prevailed on to resume his seat,, climbing roses, and roses in pots, the gay
till the Prince went personally to appease | giant of battles and the modest moss rose,
his wrath, Which he with difficulty accom- every species I had ever heard of, anda
plished.
The trick, although productive
many I had never heard of, were
of amusement to the perpetrators, was a great
in rich profusion. Mrs. T. began
there
cruel piece of heartlessness, and any one lacking right and left. Some bushes with
who could so sport with feelings wrought
flower she despoiled. I reto the highest pitch of intensity, with an But a single “You are robbing yourself,
monstrated.

author

who

had so much

as ‘my
of

Mrs. Browning’s

little

contains one of the choicest collections of
art in Awmerica—not perhaps the largest;

Mrs.

obituary.

old and

asked

at stake, merited

and

saved.

Guidi,

the

and

grieve to think that those

“Aurora

Leigk,”

i

to

23 months and 12 days.

a

covered with tapes-

wood.

Kenyon,
relative,
ning, all
rise to a
ror, easy

Mrs. Browning's good friend and
little paintings of the boy Brownattracted the eye in turn and gave
thousand musings. A quaint mirchairs and sofas, and a hundred

nothings that always add an indescribab’e

charm, were

JeviM\, wife of Daniel Conant, died in Purinton. N. Y., May 7. aged 83 years.
She was born
in Ballston, N. Y., where she lived until 1805,
when she was married and moved to Newport,
N. Y., where she remained until 1818, when she
moved to Purinton, where she lived until her
death. She outlived her husband some twenty-

two years, and buried

all massed in the room.

But

the glory of all, and that which scanctified all,

was seated in a low arm-chair near the door.
A small table, strewn with writing materials, books and newspapers, was always

|.

mon by the writer.

styled in some of my aged music books,)
was likewise. one of the most humorous of
mortals. The witty stories amd manifold
eccentricitiss related of him, would suffice
to Mill a lurge volume.
Strange to say, his
best jokes were perpetrated during his

frequent and uproarous bursts of passion.
;One of tho richest is the following :
Having occasion to bring out one of his
-oratorios in a provincial town of England

lose nothing by what I give away.”
is a universal

This

anything

never lose

We

law.

by what'we give away.

Blessed

is the man who holds his house, his garden,
his

table,

his books,

as

the

steward

of

Jesus Christ, and knows how to make good

use of them ian the Master's senvice. We
wait for great opportunities. We envy the
ability

of a Peabody,

Astor, a Girard.

an

But is there not something in the New Testament about giving a cup of cold water
he began to look about for such material to a disciple? If your garden has but one
to complete his orchestra and chorns as the poor rose-bush. you can give a rosebud to
place might afford, One and another were some poor child who has not even that. or
recommended, as usual, as being a splendid a cutting to your washerwoman's daughier,
sinzer, a great player, and so on!
After a to brighten her dull room.
If your library
while, such as were collectable were gather- has but one book, that is enough to form a
ed together in a room, and after prelimina- circulating library, if you know any one

ries,
doth

Handel made his appearance, puffing,
arms full of myausoripts.
¢* Gentle-

who

wn.

would

gladly read it.— Christian Un.

*

.

assurance

She experi-

C. H. JACKSON.

BETSEY, wife of Dea. Awmial Pinney, died in
Plymouth, Vt., June
23, aged Tl years and 8
months, Sister P.
was converted some thirtyone years ago, was baptized by Rev. Wm, Warner and united with the church in Plymouth at
its organization.
For several years past she has
been deprived of the privilege of attending meetings regularly, on account of ill health. - The last
meeting she attended wns a monthly conference
some two years ago. During all the time of her
ill health sister P. maintained a trust in Him who
romised never to leave “or forsake her. She
po
three children,-all sons, the youngestof
whom is the hushand of one of the correspond-

ents of the Morning Star, and an
to walk the short remainder of
alone.

aged hasband,
life’s journey

Funeral by the writer.

MRS. SARILLA L., wife

T. A. 8.

of Wm, B. Bly, died

in Fairport, N. Y., July 19, aged 39 years. The
deceased
was born in Nassau, Rensselaer Co., N.

Y.

&

of

other

protection,

early

age

thrown

upon her

own

early experienced the redeeming
grace of God
in her heart, and united with the church in her

native town.

two

mother,
she was

months of failing

constant and faithful.
health, she

ically, hoping that life might

to

ahawk, or other weapon of war, Each did
thisto show that the hand was empty, &nd
that neither war nor treachery was intended;
A man
cannot well stab
another

She was subsequently a member of

the church in North Parma, to which place she
had removed with her husband.
About three
years since, she united with the church in Fairort, of which she was a member at the time of
er death, As a Christian, she was earnest, devoted, thoughtful and consistent; as a wife and

friends or acquaintances, or two strangers
desiring to be friends or acquaintances,
when they chanced to meet, offered each

consequence of the death of her parents,

resources, and, after attending school for a short
time, she taught ‘until her marriage in 1855. She

.

How did people first get into the habit
of shaking hands? The answer is not far
to svek. In early and barbarous times,
when every savage or semi-savage was his
own lawgiver, judge, soldier and policeman, and had to watch dver his own safedefault

In

she was at an

Mrs. T.,” said I. “Ah,” said she .‘‘do you the other the right hand—the hand alike of
reprobation of every amia- ‘not’know
that the way to make the rose- offense and defense, the hand that wields
ble and sympathizing person, - bush bear is to pluck its flowers freely ? I the sword, the dagger, the club, the tom' Handel (or Mister Handel, as he is

the unbounded

blessed

eneed religion at the early age of ten, and ever
lived an earnest Christian. She became one of the
members of the Pentield F. W. Baptist church
at the time of. its organization, mearly 3y years
ago, and had been one of its most faithful members. She was an affectionate wife, a loving and
faithful mother, and an earnest, working Christian. She leaves two children with numerous
relatives and friends to mourn their loss. Ser-

Hand-Shaking,

in

the

of meeting them in a better world.

by her side.

ty,

four out of her family of

six children; but she had

Large bookeases,

sketch of Tennyson, the genial tace of John

and

MariA B,, wife of Edward B. Farnham, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Estes, died in
Wolfeborough, June
2%, aged 21 years and 8
months.
Maria had naturally a lovely disposition, and, during the four months that she was an
inmate of the writer’s family, she endeared herself to all. Before her last illness, she never
made a public profession of religion, but during
a painful sickness of over five months, she was
led to reflect upon her spiritual condition and
ave herself fully to the Saviour; so, when I visted her. two weeks before her death, she could
say, while the light of heaven beamed in her
countenance, * I am willing to die, and willing
te live.” Calmly she made her own arrangements for her funeral, and, as she saw the messenger approach, to bear her away, she requested
her friends to sing, ¢* Come sing to me ot Heaven;” and thus trastfully she passed from the
sorrows of earth to the joys of heaven, while the
husband, parents, sisters and other dear friends
are left to mourn, but not as those without hope.
Funeral services by the writer, assisted by Revs.
J. Spinney and C. Paris.
HARRIET A., wife of Matthew Fernald, and
daughter of Nathaniel D.and s>arah R. Leavitt,
died in Elliot, Me., June 20, aged 23 years.
At
the ageof 17, she professed faith in Christ, was
baptized and united wita the 1st church in Wakefield; and, from that time until her death, she
was a faithful Christian, ever ready to * stand up
for Jesus,” and although her death came suddenly and unexpectedly, and carried deep sorrow to
the hearts of loved ones, yet we doubt not it
found her all ready to obey the Master’s eall to
‘“ come up higher.”
1
H. P. MANSUR.

long room filled with plaster casts and
studies, which was Mr. Brownings retreat
—and, dearest ofall, the large drawing
room, where she always sat. It opens
upon a balcony filled with plants, and
looks out upon the old iron-grey church of
Santa Felice, There was something about
this room that seemed to make it a proper
and especial haunt for poets. The dark
shadows and subdued light gave ita dreamy
look, which was enhaneed by the tapestrycovered walls and the old pictures of saints
that looked out sadly from their. carved
black

He was an amiable

Nancy F., wife of Bro. J. W. Gould, died at
Milo, Me.,
March 6, sged 42 years.
At the early
age of fourteen years, she gave her heart to
God and experienced his sustaining power in the
deep affiictions which she was called upon to experience. All her children, four in number,
passed on to the better land before her; and she
rejoiced in the expectation of meeting them there. |
She was a member of the F. B. church at Mercer, where she was taken for interment.
Sermon by Rev. Stephen Williamson.
L. KINNEY.

Browning passed many an hour—

of

During

battled most hero-

be spared so that

she might be a blessing'to her family, but. she at
length committed her all into the hands of the
great Keeper, and pussed away peacetully
apd
trinmphantly.
She leaves a husband and two

children to mourn their loss.

|

J. M. B.

MARY, wife of John Daniels, died in East
‘Weare, K.
June 29, aged 21 years.
She experienced religion in early life, and we trust she
ied a Christian.
She leaves a hugband and two

while he is engaged in the act of shaking
‘Snralt-children in Weare, and parents and broth.
hands with him, unless he be a double
who reside in Minnesota, to mourn thie loss of
dyed traitor and villain, and sttives to aim ers
an osly daughter and sister.
Fuperal services
céwardly blow with the left, while giving by the writer.
a
P. CLOUGH,
the right and pretending to be on good
of
custom
The
victim.
his
terms with
less,
more or
prevails,
band-shaking
ONSTITUTIONAL CATARREL REM.
among all civilized nations, and it is the
EBDY, for Catarrh, Weakness of the Kidneys and
Lungs,
an” all diseases of the Mucous Membranes.
tacit avowsl of friendship and.good will,
Result of thirty years’ experience of an old physi.
just as the kiss is of a warmer passion.
cian, Only six wonths be fore the publi, and yet its
Iris a comfort to Christians apart to think
that their prayers meet before a “throne of
grace, and their persons will meet before a
throne of glory.
:

cvseel.D0

cures are numerous und wonderful, causing its sale
where known beyond any other new medi ine ever
before the public, Send fer circular
giving testimoninls backed

by well known

men

a bottle, Solid by the leading
FIELD & HAYES, Chemists aod
tors, Manchester, N, H ‘

Price

one

druggists,
Druggists,

dollar
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Series.
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Machine

Life in Edgerton1.50

" Fireside Angel ..cccsivecesvaesrncanennss

N. H., June

intelligent child, Many fond hopes had been entertained that he might live to be a useful man;
but God has wisely order#d-otherwise.
R. H. MADDEN,

win-

constructed of specimens of Florentine
carving selected by Mr. Browning, were
brimming over with wise-looking books.
Tables were covered with more gaily-bound
volumes, the gift of brother authors.
Dante's grave profile, a cast of Keats face
and brow taken after death, a pen-and ink

Light from the,

Rainy

about

LORIN J., son of the late Rev. L. J.and R. H.
Madden, died in Windh vm, N. Y., April 24, aged

try, and where hung medallions of Tennyson, Carlyle and Robert Browning, the

frames

entering

but sing; talk

Kinsman Davis, and united with the F. Baptist

are hercafter to be the

tne little dining-room

cry,

church at York Prairie, of which she has since
been a worthy and highly esteemed member. The
‘covenant meeting was among her greatest delights. During her whole sickness she calmly
trusted in Jesus. Her testimonies to His power
to save, during the two last months of her life,
were soul-inspiring.
She leaves a husband, five
children and a large circle of Christian friends to
mourn their loss. Funeral services by the writer.
M. M. THOMPSON,

whisper. They who have been so favored
can never forget the square ante-room, with
its great picture and pianoforte, at which
boy

valley: “ Don’t

1,50

eeel,50

+ve1,60
esseel0

A Rainy

SWAMEBOOT

1,60

Contradictions? or, High

‘

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

Series.

every description,
Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil]
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings. Gasometers and
Gas Works, . (ch. to April 1,70

Starlight Stories....
Brother and Sister..
Anecdotes of Animal
. Bloomfield.....

~~

“UNIVERSAL”

JMiscellaneous.

AMANDA, wife of Dr. Sampson Sherman, died
at York Prairie, May 26, aged 46 years. She became convicted of the sinfulness of sin when
there was no special religious interest in the community, and gave her heart to God in an intelligent, and, we trust, unreserved manner,six years
since; after which she was
baptized by Rev.

passing homes of the thoughtless or the
unsympathizing. Those who have known
Casa Guidi as it was could hardly enter

tne

her mother the said, just as she was

HANNAH HOWE died in Milton,

has

the loved rooms now and speak in above

es01,60

ay Bell esses ve

A few weeks before she died,the Saviour

8, aged 77. The subject of this notice gave her
heart
to Christ in her Jouthml days, and after
moving to this place, united with the F. Baptist
church of Acton and Milton, of which she remained a worthy member until called to join the
church triumphant above.
Her sufferings were
long and severe, but borne with Christian patience. She desired to departand be with Christ,
and “came to the grave in full age, like asa
shock of corn cometh 1n, in its season,” ripe for
the harvest.
:
.

dows from which a spirit-face witnessed
two Italian revolutions, and those large
mysterious rooms where a spirit-hand translated the great Italian cause into burning
verse, and pleaded the rights of humanity

in

Series.

‘Luttrell...

Sabrina Hackett, .
Aunt Mattie,eeee.se

* J. MALVERN.

been immortalized by Mrs. Browning's
genius, will be as dear tothe Anglo-Saxon
traveler as Milton’s Florentine residence
has been heretofore. Those who now pass
by Casa Guidi fancy an additional gloom
has settled upon the dark face of the old
palace,

are now ready for sale

Master and Pupil,

who
difout.
her
the

heaven; perhaps I can do more good if I die
than if I should live.” To her little brother she
said: * Promise me that you will never drink
gos ardent spirits.”
Other Rrecions
thoughts
nd desires she expressed, and bade us all farewell. Hers was the Christian’s end of peace. The
funeral services were attended at Gilford village,
by the writer, assisted by Rev. G. M. Park,

and

which

Books
3

MPrize
Andy

tofeek Christ now, and not do as I have done.”

Italian Home,

Casa

lishment, These
and delivery.

sealed her as his own, and she waited patiently
untikadmitted ‘into the ‘‘ house not made with
hangs.” To the writer she said : ¢ Tell my friends

From their wedding-day Mrs. Browning
seemed to be endowed with new life. Her
health visibly
improved, and she was enabled to make excursions in England prior
to her departure for the land of her adoption, Italy, where she found a second and
dearer home.
For
nearly fifteen years
Florence , and the Brownings have been
one in the thoughts of many English and
Americans;

)

|- Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab

Verses are inadmissible.

i, aged 18 years.
Sue was one of the few
live 8b near the kingdom of heaven that it is
ficult deciding whether they are inside or
But when sickness came, it was evident, by
anxiety
for salvation, that she was not among

dear

me

with cash

Miss ABI H. ELLIOT died in this city, June

below

Portsmouth,”

TO

Shining Hours, ...

Magazine.

er were afraid he ion something of
Anecdote of Handel.
.|its glory if the fragrance escaped beyond
rp —
those walls, or the eyes of pedestrians drank
in any of its rare and lustrous beauty. “Mr.
Augusta Browne Garett, ia an article in J., whose private picture gallery, attached
to bis

him

them

Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

forcibly almost,

Washington, and everybody

deceit.
But at last the true nature begins
to cover its lost ground. The gathering
time.

needed

accompany

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion,

drink wine with them; and, by George!
I made up my mind never to ask for my
bill again. eT a poor man, and needed
my money, but I had been treated as I
never expected to be treated in this world,
and I was willing to pay for it.”— Harper's

asserts itself with

buoyancy,

:

servant,

patronize it, must

seating him between a distinguished Bostonian and the Secretary of the Navy ; and,
to use the words of the ‘worthy cabinetmaker,‘ I was for four mortal hours just
as good as anybody ; my opinion was asked
on a good many subjects, and Weyl ~all
seemed to think I knew a good deal.
I
was invited to visit them, and to go to

elderly individuals, men that are very bald,
women that are very fat, the weakness gets

again, and

puzzled

friend, Mr. Judkins,

on fine bracing days, or festal oecisions,
and when enterprises of pith and moment
challenge our pluck. If we chance with

from

musical composer:

ries published in the Morning Star, who donot

city,

wait till dinner

no denial, and carried him

ed, it is only intermitted ; and back it comes

uppermost

I will come in and

AND

Superintendents of S. S.

stairs, decided to take the importunate
stranger's name to his master.
Fancy the surprise of Mr. Judkins at seeing Mr. Webster rushing up stairs and insisting upon the poor man's joining his
friends at the dinner-table! He would take

beautiful fruits are ours; and then appear
one by one the sweet compensations for
what has been taken away from us. Slowly, too, a new insight is granted to our
inward being, and this touches the heart
see young men taking a drink now-a days.
with strange tenderness. A deep quietness
They will do it; and in five cases out of pervades
us. We do not need our maligsix, they do it from want of knowledge nant passions to quicken our int«llects, for
how to pass their leisure time. In these we can be strong without anger, firm with-days I have no patience with such an ex- without obstinacy, decided without dogmacuse; for whatever hobby a man has now,
tism, and earnest without fanaticism.
If
he can indulge it more cheaply, and better our senses have decayed, hag not the soul
a thousand times, than could his father or
thereby? The outer world has |
grandfather; and everybody should have gained
narrowed;
how small its horizon, aud how
a hobby. 1 am old-fashioned enoughto few friends stand in its fading light! It.is
think that for a young man with a spark of all very sad, but the world within has
good old Eaglish chivalry in him, the best gloriously enlarged; its horzion has widendefense
against drink is a sweet-heart,
into a shining space, and its zen th is
although one feels terribly behind the age ed
far higher, and its lofty sky burns with
in saying so. Ineconclusion, I would wish serene luster.
B
to all my young friends the physical constitution that a few of my acquaintances
ih
have been cursed with, as they thonght
ings of Others.
Th
e
Th
until they have found it a blessing. Taoey
—
O—
could not get drunk; not from strengih of
stomach, or of brain, but simply because,
I used to
pass every day, a few. years
ere the stage of enthusiasm or delight had ago, in Brooklyn, the residence of Mr.S
been reached, a nausea set in which made It was fairly hidden behind the thick shrubthem shudder from head to foot on lifting bery; and the
grbat garden b:fore the
the ‘generous giass"to their lips; and it this house blazed with all the colors ot a floral
warning were disregarded, a result was iyainbow.
Au- iron gate, like one that adarrived a which quite precluded the boast mits to a prison yard, gave tlie passer-by
of being able to shine in the elegant accom- a glimpse of this glory, but that was all.
plishment of hard drinking.
*O si sic A great stone wall, eight feet in hight,
omnes.”
surmounted by an iron picket, bid the rest

the ¢ Musical World,” relates some very
-entertaining anecdotes of Handel, the great

in that

sensitive eat and impetuous spirit could not in his younger days, there was a farniturelong brook the. insult, and, clapping his dealer named Judkins doing business in
hands to his ears, he ran to the
old gentle. the town, who was a very well-informed
patman of the violincello, and shaking his fist as well as ambitious man. Hs was
by Mr.
Webster,
who
often
furiously at the terrified man andthe instru- ronized
ment, said, ‘You blay in de church !—very dropped into the shop to order or superinwell; you may blay in de church—for we tend the making of some piece of furniture.
read, De Lord is long suffering, of great These opportunities of conversing with a
kindness, forgiving iniquity, transgression man so learned as Mr. W. were the delight
of Mr. Judkins’ life; and on the removal
and sin; you sal blay in de church, but you
sal not blay for me!” and snatching to- of thé former to Boston, the payment of a
due Mr. J. was willingly
gether his manuscripts, he rushed out of considerable debt
the room, leaving his astonished perform- left, for future settlement. Attempts were
made at various times to collect the debt—
ers to draw their own conclusions.
always in vain. Finally, Mr. Judking determined to go to Boston and see Mr.
Webster himself. He reached the city aftGrowing Old.
era long and fatiguing stage-ride, and,
making a Sunday toilet, proceeded to the
Wo find the following well-expressed large house on the corner of High and
thoughts concerning growing old, in one of Summer streets.
4
our exchanges, which does not give their ‘1s Mr. Webster in?” asked he of - the
an’
source, however—presenting them as we servant who answered the bell.
‘Yes, bit he can not possibly be
do now, on their intrinsic merit :
seen.”
»
The first shock of surprise with which
But I must see him.”
advancing life announces itself is a very
‘“ No; he is entertaining some Washdefinite experience. It is a deep-cut notch, ington gentlemen —they are dining.”
and the bark of life's tree nevér grows over
. Judkins had heard of subterfuges,
it. And then sets inthe sophistry of devi- and believed not the
serving-man.—

:

'PO'PASTORS OF CHURCHES

Particular Neotiee ! Persons wishing obitus.

New Hampshire,

people tell’ of Mr. Webster, has before
of the room to enjoy the effect. The stum- ‘not appeared in print:
:
bling, fambling,and blundering that ensued

But a grandchild comes, then another, and
yet another, andso the sharp reality moves
on us apace, the thin veneering rubs off,
and the conclusion is plumply met that we
are growing old. And there is a touch of
pathos in it, something that vivifies one to
appears
he same men, or most of them, one's self, something that empties the memdrink, ‘but do it more stealthily.
The vari- ory very suddenly into present consciousation in habit has, of course, diminished ness, something that amazes us by the
the fashion of drinking with some, but has immense contents of the small word, Life.
Not that the struggle is all over. The
only changed it with others.
There is
mare popping swiftly mn and out than there resistance to the thought of age is not éndased

© @bitwariss.

of Webster.

fe

Early Choice: cress nininreracasasecnsees,75
Strawberry Hillesesesseasensesssansnnse
50

Glencoe Parsonage........ spessesevse eee1.25

OVerCOMINE -ccose:serssisivscarsnnsevessl

00

Perfect Man... .2ceee is
sviiveidisnnioes ‘ve «1,00
Willie Maitland.coeceesrinnecenansaenes

Who is my Neighbor?..eceeiieeaseacnens [75
When we were Young.eeeeooaes sesenss «15
Sybil’s Way...ccoiaiavinnn. Ciara ersucens 1,25
Triumph over Midian«+-+++... erase esas 90
‘Raseued from Egypliceees.... sesesenies 90

Claudifeeseessesttscersasessessnsnsnncas

CEO
WAT

97

,90

CObIld Lifecsss cos eervasescs wssseseresecesl,00
Any of which will-be sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of the price.
The

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

Address,
LS

‘Which is the best Clothes Wringer ?
(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
‘After

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the

thus sent will be at our risk.

Otherwise

they will be st the risk of those

er wringers, whether
sides of the shaft.

center, while the two

same

as

together

pacity for pressure.

perfect'y

The genuine

ty.

other

Sold by Druggists.

Applied

.

CHRISTIAN

DOTY

St., N

26t4

CLOTHES

BAPTISM.

on application.

GEO.
15

Postage extra ; on the

by Agents selling

A permanent cure for that most
diseases,

!

of all
.

CATARRH!
Neuralgia, Headache, Dizziness, Disagreable Sounds.
ni the Head, Dropping in the Throat,Sore Throat,
Unnatural Discharges from the Mucous Membrane. Asthma, Devangement of the Bladder and Kidneys, and Pains in the Back.

13 will give
and

disagreeable
A

And all diseases arising from it, such as

Family Album.
coniplete,

month made

4124

1,000 Tiustrations, 50,000 References, a Family Record,
and

- 13teow

ery family wants a copy.
Sold only by subscription,
Very liberal terms given.
Send for our illustrated
Circulars, and notice our Extra Terms. A. S. HALE,
& CO., HARTFORD, CONN,

NEW

superb, valuable,

St., Boston.

ATE ONE OF WisiTvaoy

PictorialFamily Bible,
It is the mest

sent free

Ag’t.

Constitutional (dam Remedy!

A Noble Work
THE

-

or, MOUNT VERNON ANE ITS ASSOCIATIONS, by B
SON J. LOSSING. 13) Illustrations, tinted paper,
handsomely bound.
Only book on the subject. Ev.

WAN ED.

A Rich Field!

9% Water

Gen,

AGENTS READ THIS !

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

AGENTS

Circulars

HOOD,

$5) to $200 per

this newly revised and useful book.—
covers, 15 cts.

H.

S

WASHER.

Sold on the iu0.t liDeral terms.

. This little book has been revised by
the Author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance.
It should be in
every Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of
only 25 cts.; in paper

Gen. Ag't.

THE CELEBRATED
)

Hai.

Price, in cloth,

and

97 Water §t., Boston.

its integri

at 16 Bond

:

n
find the

will

Wringer

GEO. H. HOOD,

escape

A, Batchelor’s

ca-

serviceable article.

Sold by Dealers everywhere,
Wringers of ail kinds repaired.

preparations boast.

W.

the

Xt is more Durable, Wrings Drier,
Works
Easier than any

harmless—reliable—instantaneous.—

Dye has thirty years’ reputationto uphold

in the

doable

garments by the strongest person.
Our readers may he quite sure they

ing virtues they do not possess, if you would

the danger.

if it was

give

The “Universal” has its iron parts either wrought
or malleable, and is built so strongly and substantially that for years it cannot be broken in wringing

: BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE,
The best in the world—does notcontain lead—no vit
rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death
is

to sepa-

It also has the peeuliar advantage of two pressure
screws, 80 arranged that each screw Jrases on both

:

Avoid the vaunted and delusive

the

the cogs are on one or both
4

“Universal” wringer a good and

It

recommend

connect and lose their power, as is the case with othe

ends of the rolls alike, the

Moneys

we

rate sufficiently to run through the largest article easily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will dis-

in Post Office

* *

examination,

no other wringer), allows the rubber rollers

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

sending them.

careful

‘‘Universal” as the best and strongest machine,
It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double
gear, with very long and strong alternating teeth,
which, together with the ‘patent stop” (which
is on

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

order of L. R. Burlingame,

Strongest and Best Wringer in the Market.
(DOUBLE COGS AND DOUBLE PRESSURE.)

immediate

relief to the worst

It is the result of thirty yeard®

at-

experience

cases.
of one

of the ablest physicians in New England. | The pres-

tractive edition of all Family Bibles forthe use of
Ministers, Students, Teachers, Families and Children,

ent proprietors brought it before the public about five

months ago, and ite cures in that time are numbered

Its illustratiens offer a comprehensive review of the
Scriptures, representing the most interesting views
characters, symbols, events, antiquities, costumes,
etc. They attract the eye, correct erroneous impresgions, awaken new thoughts, and furnish clear views

b thousands, in not only Catarrh, but in all diseases
of the mucous membranes pains in the back, weakness of kidneys, coughs and consumptive tendencies,

of statistical, tabular, chronological, and geneglogical
matter,

giving them, sent free upon application by letter to
“proprietors.
WEEKS & POTTER, BURk & PERRY,
and GEO. C. GouDWIN & Co,,Bosten, General Agents,

neuralgia and rheumatism.
statements from weil known

of divine truth. Tt also affords an unusual large range
Every one praises this remarkable work in the most
unqualified manner, and no family should be without
t.

AGENTS WANTED

in every town and

county

LITTLEFIELD & HAYES, Chemists and Druggists,
Mancliestar, N., H., Proprietors.

in

the United Statesto canvass for “The New
Pictorial P
Family
Bible.”
Many are now averaging from $5.000
to $7,000
annual profit in its sale.
It is regarded with
universal favor. and opens up a rich field and the
most profitable of all employments to gnod and reliable persons.
Ministers, Teachers, Students, Young
Men and Women—all who regard the growth of mor
ality—can select any field not yet occupied, and engage steadily in this work without injury to their

characters as Christians.
For Circulars and Prospectus Sheets,
full description

of THE

PICTORIAL

containing a

FAMILY

BIBLE,

JOHN

E. POTTER

6teow1s

Size

Six

by

Nine

Feet.

IJAMPHLET describing in detail this admirable
Map,

also Prof. Hart’s-address,

a Sabbath Scheel Library,”

en

“How to Select

receipt

of 1®

& CO., Publishers of The

School Times, 608 Arch St., Philadelphia,

Pa,

ceats.
8tl9

ANY LADY OR GENTLEMAN
desiring
an opportunity to engage in a lucrative and honora-

& Co., Publishers,

614 & 617 Sansom

(MAGNIFICENT
MAP OF
PALESTINE,
J.C. GARRIGUES

and terms to Agents, address Potter’s Standard Bible
and Testament Houxre.

Certificates to baek
citizens.
Circulars

8t., Philadelphia.

ble business at and near home, can learn
particulars
by addressing J. N. RICHARDSON
& CO., Boston,

YES! IT ISA FACT!

Mase,

State what paper you saw this in,
+

CATARRH CAN BE CURED
BY USING DEMERITT’S

;

A SAFE,
CERTAIN

North American Catarrh Remedy !
SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following ex.
tracts,

and

CURE FOR

judge

YOU!

for

yourselves

:

if here

is

not

a

“It has proved itself a ure.”—[ Boston Traveller.
“One of our well known citizens,a suflérer for

has been cured by using this
Press.

ts,—I have ured

years,

Remedy .’—| i,

DISEASES.

many Remedies, but obtained

Its Effects aro

Magical,

no help until I tried yours.
I would say to all who
are troubled with this disease, try it and
you will be

satisfled.
N. 5. Line,
Employed for 16 years by the American Express Co.
BOSTON, May. 12, 1869,
Gentlemen,—1 hope every sufferer will tay your
Remedy, as it costs but a trifle, and will prove a

IALIS, often SHoctng a perfect cure in a single day~
No form of Nervous Disease fails to yield to its won.

blessing, as it did in my case, having been ruhject to
that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of seven
years,
lt effectually cured ne.
A. F.NF11LEION,

few days affords the most astonishing reliefand ra
fails to produce a complete and permanent cure.

Superivtendent City Prison, Court Square.
“I have been afflicted with that loathsome disease,
Catarrh, for nine years, One package has entirely
cured me.

DANIEL

BTONE,

Proprietor of Union House, Cam br)d
cepayt, Mass
ONE PACK
AGE (two bottles) Pricé $1.25,
will

satisfy the most skeptical.

CARRUTHERS
15

120

& DEMERRITT, Proprietors,

Hanover

Street, Boston,

13teow

Sold by all Druggists.

An UNFAILING

REMEDY

for NEURALGIA FAC.

derful power. Even in the severest cases of Chrenie
Neuralgia. affecting the entire system, its use for a
contains no materials in the slightest degree injurions,
It has the unqualified approval

of the best physicians,

Thousande, in every part of the country, gratefully
acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the failing strength,

Sent by

mail on Teotipt of price and

One package

«

Six packages

100.

©.

postage.
ostage 6 cents.

hg

bo

Tt is sold by all dealersin drugs and medicines.
TURNER & CO., Proprietors,
120 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass,

EN

lyeowds

difleS, Shot Guns, Revolvers,

&c., at re-

duced prices, warranted and sent by empress C.
0. D., tobe examined before paid dsid
for, Liberal
Write fora
terms to the Trade, Agents or elubs.
GUN
WESTERN
GREAT
dress
a
oatalogue,
price

WORKS, 170 Smithfield St. PrerssuraH, Pa,
N. B. Army Guns, Revolvers, &c., bought 0 traded

VOID

QUACKS.—A

tion, causing
&o , having tried

viatim of ently mdisore

nervous debility, premature decay
]
in vain every advertized

has discovered a simyle

means

of self-oure,

wi

he will send freeto his fellow sufferers on receipt
a stampto
pay postage,
Address J. H, RE

18 Nassau

St.,

New York.

1y27

of
.
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Have Plants Intelligence?
The
Baral wd Domestic,

governor of Rupert’s Land until the admission of

that he is a
proposes to

try again.
A collision between

the Northern

New

two

passenger

trains, on

Hampshire Railroad,

occur-

red last week near Canaan.
An engineer was
killed and five or six other train hands badly injured.
Four of the. passengers were much hurt.
Spotted Tail arrived home to find his favorite
wife dead.
He buried with her all the presents
he had yeceivell from President Grant.
He believes that his visit was “ bad medicine” and
brought upon him this affliction.
In New York, on the 12th, while the Orangemen were having a picnic, they, by some means,

got into trouble with the Catholics, and the result was a terrible riot, in which working implements and firearms were used with fatal
Several were killed and scores wounded.
“The situation in Earope

is giving

effect.

gold a slight

upward tendency.
Senator Edmunds has been forced by in health
to leave Washington for the North.
Reports from northern Alabama and®Arkansas
represent the crops to be in an unusually favorable condition.
The corn and cotton crops are
both remarkably good. In western Tennessee
cotton is injured by vermin.
Senator Norton of Minnesota
, day morning.

died

last Thurs-

Secretary Fish received, Friday, a cable dispatch from Mr. Motley in reply to an intimation
that his- resignation would be accepted.
Mr.
Motley replies that he declines to resign for public reasons set forth in a letter sent by mail.
The President has since removed Mr. Motley and
appointed “in his place F. T. Frelinghuysen of
N. J.
In executive session, Friday,
Senator

Sumner read a letter written

by'Senator Wilson

to the President warning him against removing
Mr. Motley.
The letter was unheeded; and as
Sumner and Motley were fast friends,
and as the
former strongly oppesed the President’s San Domingo policy, andas it was decidedto remove
Motley about the time that the San Domingo
treaty failed, it looks as though Gen. Grant has
been actuated hy
feelings of petty animosity
against Sumner in making the removal.
The Fenians, Starr and Thompson, were sentenced Thursday morningto two years’ impris.

onment in the Auburn jail and a fine of $10 each.
Mannix

received

fine or @10:~

ome year’s imprisonment and a

~~ *

A violent

storm,

amounting in some localities

to a tognade, passed; over the State of Maine
Thursday. The Reighhorhood of Bad®or suffered severely.
It is asserted thatthe new Attorney-Gener)
has privately expressed an opinion that it would
be both legal and proper for the President to

order ‘an election in Georgia this fall; ‘and

the President has given some

thought

that

to the

propriety of such an order.
The Cincinnati Germans have called a meeting
to express their sympathy with Prussia. :

The Pacific Mail

Steamehip Company, is ar-

ranging fo start a line to Europe forthwith.

Detective Fisher of Newark is about to depart
for. Prussia to fight the French, and his friends
in Newark have presented him with a sword
and belt.

A new anodyne has been discovered, more
rapid and agreeable in its effects than chloroform, which does not interfere with the natural
breathing of the patient.
It is called Aethylidenchloroid.
.

There
United
making
miles.
haying

has

been

added to the railroads of the-

States during the past year 6,588 miles,
a total length now in use of nearly 65,000
Illinois takes the lead among the States,
7,186 miles.

Bullitt County, Kentucky, is agog over a mystery. A man disguised as an old decrepit beg-

gar Yptained

shelter

for a night in a widow’s

house, and when a party of robbers attacked
the house, threw off his disguise, killed two of

the robbers,

drove

appeared without

the rest away, and then dis«
leaving
a sign of his

identity.

Daniel Webster’s “Latin grammar is now

the

property of Captain Keating of Monroe, Wisconsin. In a laudable desire to see into the book the
youthful owner eut his initials into the leather
cover. Inside is written: * Daniel Webster, his
property, Exeter, Nov 9th, 1794, Price 1s. 5d.,”
and upon a fly leaf is the admirable
maxim:
“Strive to be eminent and excellent in al things
that are praiseworthy, for this is good.”
There is continuous
steam communication
round the world.
Eastward from San Francisco the traveler can go by rail to New York in 7
days; from thence the time is divided as follows :
To Liverpool, 9 days; to Suez, 10; to Ceylon, 16;
to Sangapore, 6; to Hong Kong, 8; to Yokohama,
b; to San Francisco, 19; total, 80 days.
The American Bee Journal has an article on
Egyptian bees, which it considers the primary
race. From Egypt they were exported to Greece,
whence they found their way
to Rome and the
restof Italy.
It quotes the following sentences
from a Roman writer who flourished a century
before the Christian era: * The field on which

bees are fed is mo whit the barer for their.
biting. When they “have taken in their full repast of flowers or grass, the ox ‘may graze and
the shéep may fatten on their reversions.”

“An extellent material for uniting water-pipes
is prepared by combining four parts of good
Portland cement and one part of unslacked lime,
mixed together in small portions in a stout mortar, adding

enough

water

duced to soft paste.

to permit it to be re-

Pipes thus united have been

in use more than six years without repairing.

Accurate junctions

were made

the Ernst August Gallery by

ing the late session, but twenty-one were left un.
acted upon at the adjournment, most of which
are for small post-ofite or internal revenue of-

attracted
rock.

fices.
There are rumors

last month, two

of August.

:

FOREIGN.
A Mexiean piratical craft was lately attacked
and desiroyed

by the U. 8. steamer Mohican.

Ensign Wainwright

and a cockswaln were killed

snd five or six seamen wounded.
The law authorizing civil marriages will go into effect

in

on

the 1st of September.

To

those who are familiar with the views of Roman
Catholic countries eoncerning the religious char-

acterof marriage, this change indicates a decided

revolation in publie opinion.
The London Gazette announces
Quast

Bwting accepted the

surrender

that the
Ru-

of

by the

Ata mateh

;

&

: Coal-ashes

—r

in tunneling

ace of carrier-pigeons, during the
pigeons

stock.

No

man

mers’ Club:
Last

your

Willtard.

results,—X.

Protection

for

‘are

flew a distance of Seven

Lake

Zurich,

learns that a mechanic,

has

larger then the

near

just

invented.a machine

no

human

hand, which, placed

in

A French

farmer

announces, that being short

their

attentions

by climbing

Plaster alone had

one half

shelled
the

never

acted

To FRESHEN
of each

water

one

GILT.—Alum and

ounce; purified

the

color of gilt

some

bread

ounces;

it

laid

and

turn

on just

cultivated;

then

they

protection by the time

orchard is set, and well
will

the

afford

substantial

orchard is of bearing

size.

of ground

pepper

and a teaspoonful of salt;|

there may

be

of the

A singular method of making butter has recently come into rather extensive use in France,

though the fact is stated

to be beyond question;

ter is prepared on a large scale in this way, The
process consists in placing the cream in a linen

bag of moderate thickness, which is carefully

some

bread

crumbs

pieces,

dinary process; and it is said that the butter thus

prepared is of a more excellent quality,
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UPON ITS

LANDS

ACCRUED

INTEREST,

AND FINANCIAL AGBNTL OF
E COMPANY, NO, 29 WALLST.

A new Steam Job Printing Press
has just been put into operation in the
Morning Star Office.
This Press is the
best in use, and is, of course, capable

3 @
@.

Es

THE MORNING STAR
JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.

H 1 %

Olear Pine. . 30 00 @70 00 | Extra

FROM TAX

90 AND

BANKERS

Souchong. +.. ¢3 e l )

, [Javan

RCo.

WHITE, MORRIS & GO.,

% : 1 3

Keon. 0

B.

The coupons are pRyanle in Jasuary and July.
Pamphlet, with ful
culars and map can be 0
tained at the office o

9 @ 1 80

aoe

TAX)

tal amount of mortgage $4,000,000,
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of doing most excellent work.
The Job type is entirely new, and
thickness. Add sufficient molasses to produce Coat: “5000. os 00 PRON. ive 3 4 : pio has been selected with great care from
BAKED INDIAN PUDDING.~—Scald

sweet milk,

i518 0C

@15 00

and stir in Indian meal till it is of the required Bartiosh blsis
the desired sweetness, a little salt, and any kind
of spice you desire. A few sweet apples pared
and sliced are a great addition.

fire.

Thisis
a cheap

APPLE CUSTARD, ~Take
and slightly stewed, msi
one

)

excellent pud- hors

apples,
pared, cored
Ly a
the dish,

quartof milk, spicé

to

i 2.

:

FinSand 3... 18 H ig

do. Spruce 15 00 @25 00 | Superfine....35 @ . 50
50 California... 18 e. i
wpitie ih
Shia

Bake in #& thick

and

:

8

ook.

NEW

your taste.

62%

For

..

13 $$

5 do.combing

Buenos

- CapeGoodiope

Unwashed

YORK WHOLESALE

the

week

H . %

«35 @ .

+7 B12 00

PRICES,

MAPLE SUGAR.

1oossreasssasnans 20s.

type made by first-class manufacturers
in New York, Boston, and Philadel-

phia.

5 4 ds

..15 @.. 1

ending, July 12, 1870.

APPLES.

Dried vivecess

85

DELICIOUS BREAKFAST CAKE.—One. quart of | §reen Winter 8 C0 §10 00
OATS.
sweet milk, one and a quarter pints of fine sifted | state 5
o 30 00 aah,

20

The Pressman has had an experience of twelve years, and that in some
of the best offices in the lar gest cities
of the country.
Tt is believed, therefore; that all

e. 5

kinds of Job-printing, including the
printing of cuts and printing in colors,
table while hot and serve with butter.
B
Canada «cones. 90 @ 1 00
can be done in good styleat short notice
‘
.
ExMess ¥bbl15 00 gi 00 MAarrow.... .. 70 e100
Country d0..16
¢
00 @18 00
.
UTTER.
Mess ¥ bbl. 26 00 @26 B50 and upon reasonable terms.
It >ms.
grange Cov 34 @ . 85 Prime... ...26 00 @ 26 50
Orders are solicited from all Ducts, of
ABtate
k prime28 @ . 30 |[HMams,salted 17 00 @ 18
BR
I
AA © . 36 [Hams gmoiedi7.00 @18 00
the country. Address,
It is not & lazy farmer who sticks to his bed Factory, ex.¥
B.4 @ 15
TRE
oe 2 00
14%
L. R. BURLINGAME,
late in the morning, providing it is’a garden bed, | Farmers’.....18%
14% Peach Blows.
2 00 @ 150
ieee i15 @@ 165
POUL
Indian

meal, two eggs

and

a little

salt; bake

BEAN

forty minutes fn a quick oven, bring to the | Boedie.

Cooked meal is nearly double the bulk of uncooked, yet quart for quart.it goes as far, The
difference is, that much of the food is undigested
unless cooked,
A Western writer says if as much attention
was paid to improving corn as is given to grapes,
100,000,000 bushels might be added to the annual crop.
stable

keeper in England

says he has

never had a bad foot on his horses since he com.
menced the practice of bedding on a-thick layer
of sawdust.
the worst.

Pine

sawdust he finds the best, oak

To cure a dog of sheep killing, let him see the
sheep he has killed; in his presence take off the
.pelt, fasten it tightly around him, and make him
wear it from one to three days. We think you
will never be
with sheep.
An

troubled

English

farmer

water

meadow

coarse

edge

again by
broke

which

grass

and

his

up

of
t
nothing
After it he:

rushes.

thoroughly drained and laid down
was able to cut four

meddling

thirty acreg,

produced

to grass, he

crops of green

fodder an-

nually of the best quality.
A

correspondent of the

Country

farmers of this State would try

0 raise their own

a yz:

ONIONS.

White........ joe:

Gentleman,

says:

‘If the

one-half as hard

breadas some of them do to

traise fast horses fo spoil their childpen with, we
should soon hear the last of importing Wheat
from the ¢ West#’

It is certain that 16,000 bees

in ome hive wil)

collect more
honey and wax, than the same
number
lodged in two different hives
could
possibly do.
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ressed beef,
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with or without calves, as may be agreed; faxrrow
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to have become hard, and it is then broken up, in an article on raising wheat,
by means of a wooden beater, into small
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from which income is deriyed; with rapidly increas.
ing receipts.
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being

Douglass Jerrold says a garden is a beautiful
they would have been productive ; as an orchard
book, written by the finger of God ; every flower
within a few miles of this, with timber on ‘the
three sides mentioned, abundantly shows by its | and every leaf is a letter,
All plants grow ‘stronger
and ripen better
yearly yield of fruit and healthy trees.
By observation, then, extending througha when the air circulates freely around them,
and the sun is not Prevented from an immediate
number of years, to our mind at least, orchards
influence.
must be belted with timber on three sides, open

trees; further in, Norway firs,

OR.

Mass,

the anit and
a all its prop.
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of butter
not melted, the size of a hen’s egg, | Ane Skins wn
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add a spoonful of pulverized sage, a teaspoonful One Skin, oi.
8 AX:
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and inside of these, white pines, These should be
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‘This greatly im-

articles,

over them ‘with a brush.
STUFFING FOR A TURKEY
Take

common salt’

niter, two

one quarter of a pint.

proves

For instance, trees protected by timber on the |
north and west, annually produce bloom, while

planted at the time the

oJUDES

tablespoonfuls | Swedish—

of cream of tartar.

Bake it one-third of an hour.

hardy deciduons

..

Bio Grande Ne % heh
pie a ‘ok
Western, dry. ..30 @ 2 [NewOri6ans......
@.. +
G30; wek.....10% H iH a

cup of sweet.milk; three

uous and evergreen trees
around their fruit
orchards, to protect the tender twigs and buds
from the cold wintry winds.
A “subscriber”
inquires:
‘Are
trees as
much benefited by wind-breaks as animals; or
do protected ,trees. uniformly, or oftener, bear
or escape injury than those unprotected?’
We think they do, as several familiar examples

orchard on the three sides with a good dsage
orange hedge ; some’ distance inside of this, plat

@..

Pencil
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Gounity Hay '000@ 1350

ashes | Straw,100®s..1

of butter, one teaspoonful of soda, and three

up to the

would first surround an

Westand South.
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satis Middlings i. 225.00 8:10
ashes | East.&North 17 00 @ 25 00

DELICATE, CAKE, ~The whites of four eggs,|
well beaten, one cup of sugar, one cup of flour,

?

of pasture for his hogs, he turned them. into a and sufficient water poured in to wash out ‘the
fieldof buckwheat, then in flower, and which ‘Buttermilk. To prevent any mixture of earth, it
he was abouf plowing; in about half an hour 18 advisable to enclose the bag in a second’ one of
afterwards, the animals exhibited all the sym- larger size ind coarser quality. This method of
toms of drunken madness; they furiously attack- making butter saves a good deal of labor, and
ed and deveured the shepherd’s dog, and the séparates the butter more perfectly than the or
efcaped

more

there was none—and

ding when there are no eggs.

closed ; then burying the bag about a foot and a
contact withthe vocal organs, reproduces the
half deep in the earth, and allowing it to remain
slightest sound. - A ribbon of paper is thrown’ | from twenty-four to twenty-five
hours. After
off as from a telegraphic apparatus, on which the expiration of this period, the cream is found

the words are traced in black and white.

‘@ipplied made fifty bWshels

Indelible

5 x

e115

| steady

those not protected do not come so near bearing
as that, Had those orchards with Belts on the
north and west had. one also. on the east, then
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eminent importance of establishing belts of decid-

only to the south.
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—that where the ashes and plaster had been ap-| Barley........ 0 x @0 &
plied being very dark and healthy, the other part | Shorts #son. .20 00 $s 00

corn than where

eattle to account, and get

remuuerative
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Blue Pod...1 25 @ 1 62
Cranberries, but 00g 0 (0

and thought nothing more of it until harrowing Festern mx’d 3 i 8 ] 3
time, when I noticed, in crossing the field, a yery | LeHOW .......
distinct differencein the appearance of the corn pet, w etn 1 . - : jo

were

eight cows, so that when pastures begin to fail
in July and August you will always have an
abundant store of succulent food at your command to,keep up the flow of milk. In this way
‘lands

each

a very fair crop for a dry season ; but I am
fied thajthat part where the plaster and

vide corn fodder at the rate of an acre for every

from your

Vermont. ..... 30 @.. 31
Beans,
¥ bush,
Smallandex. 1 75 @ 2 50
Marrow
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| ARR

utter,

coal-ashes, sifting | Figs Sommon_ 13 e. . i

hills,at the rate of about a handful to

quires a variety of herbage, and you should seed
with
a variety of seeds.
Remember that many
varieties of grass-growing together will produce
more food and make a more enduring turf. Pro-

you will turn

[B
do.aeweubis 00 gl10 “o

Citron.....e.c0.
42 @.. 43 | Canada......

Bunce

An Illustrated Circular, containing
full descriptions
and prices, will be sent post-paid, on application.

S. D. & H. W. SMITH, Boston, Mass.

Af.Pea Nuts.. 1 40 @ 1 65 | Potatoes, ¥ bu

winter we saved our

plaster, and when the corn was well through the
ground, set a boy to putting the mixture on ‘the
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them and keeping them dry till spring, when we |, “386--_ =--mixed them with about half their bulk of ground Lremons/y ba
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Soft Shell.....15
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has a rightto abuse his stock

be devoted

Corn.

extras

choice Balt. 9.2
Brandywine 6
‘| Rye Flour....b
Corn Meal. od
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W. C. Smedley, Leonville, Pa. writes the Far-|

and keep itin a constant tremor of fear and
nervous excitement, and then poison consumers
with the milk and beef of such animals, The
best milk comes from upland pastures. Im the
division of your lands let the low or wetter

portions

for

ty

Millewakee—
Com.to ch'ee
thoice do....
Southern,sup.

going over about half the field of twelve acres; Sout

means of a magnet

magnet through 65 feet of solid

The Engwmeer

Land from the Hudson Bay Company, hag Jierdsman
pert’s
been Pleased to appoint the goversior-general for ‘a free,
pi

and the locomotive?! Did not Coleridge, in. the
“ Ancient Mariner,” explain the modus Spero
of the then unsuspected atmospheric railway? .

to Dairymen.

:

Mich. and In:
choice extra.
Mediam do. .

Did not

Dr.Eras. Darwin, long in advance of James Watt
and Robert Stephenson, predict the steamship

as it has been shown to be in the case of the
onion crop just cited.
The raising of seed may
be made profitable, provided the grower conseientiously offers none for sale that is not true
to description, and of the best thoroughbred
quality, grown from
selected
stock, years in
succession. A few years of such business would
secure a reputation worth a fortune, for such
seed will always sell at very high price.—Mr.
Ware's Address.

and in Normandy and other parts of France but-

er, he will at once be commissioned, receive his

the possibility of the electric telegraph more than
two hundred years before Wheatstone?

profitable in all other vegetable and grain crops

Advice

choice do....
Illinois and Ohi
choice

A Thorongh Comparison Invited!

926

Extra

u8288:

value of one hundred
and
fifty bushels per
acre, more than the average quality of seed generally used by farmers who grow their own, and
three hundred bushels per acre more than the
average quality of seed sold in the market, This
estimate is made while the crop is yet in the
field, and six hundred bushels of omions, ‘of the
first ‘quality, arenot an over estimate of the product per acre from the thoroughbred seed.
I have no doubt that the careful selbetion for
seed, year after year, is just as important and

instractions, and leave for Loadon before the 1st. ay,) atPER Cologne, although in an exhausted con-

Shouldhe accept, howev-

=m:

thoroughbred seed yielded the

based upon the fact that cream is changed into
butter by being simply buried in the earth, The
theory of this result is not very intelligible,

"of business interests.

were wrested from the ground.
Science may
laugh at all such notions, but science, though a
very great and learned lady,does not yet know everything. Her elder sister, poetry, often sees further and deeper into things than she does. Did
not Shakspeare, in the * Tempest,” foreshadow

BEALE:

The

C:

its roots

ga £E 0 veBoEe:
© » © se00060

seed sown.

hundred milés in less than eight hours, They
were let loose in the morning at six o’cloek in
Pesthy Hungary, and arrived at two o’clock

"deeline the mission to Great Britain on account

lieved that it shrieked with pain when

Your manufacturers can not cleanse
filthy
milk,-and outofit make high priced butter or
cheese. The great
demand now is for sweet,
nutty, new-milk flavored goods.
It depends on
the farmers whether your dairies and lactories
Paragraphs.
shall become noted as the best in the land, and
their goods be sought
after and contended
Lake Michigan is about- two feet higher than
for by shippers and consumers.
There must be
ever before.
cleanliness in milk,—no dogging or racing of
Walter Scott made $500,000 by his writings, .| herds to the stable, overheating the milk, indueWashington Irving $250,000, and Charles Dick= ing ferments and decompositions; no kicking and
ens $450,000.
banging of cows: no commingling of diseased
If you have cows that are
A contrivance for consuming smoke has been’ milk with the good.
sick, or have diseased udders, throw their milk
invented in Pennsylvania.
A fan drives it back
to the pigs. Do not poison your own and your
into the farnace.
Fuel is saved and the smoke
neighbors’ product by turning it into butter or
nuisance abated.
:
cheese. I have raised my voice against this, that
An enterprising
citizen of Columbia, S. C.,
we may be able to bring the character of Amerihas ordered an ammonia ice-machine from Eu«
can dairy products, where they shall have no
rope whichis to turn out 1,000 pounds of ice
rival in the markets of the world. There is
per hour.
nothing that pays betler than kindness to milk

Of all the President’s nomimations made dur- . weighing 200 pounds and a compass which was

shat Mr. Frelinghuysen will

sown.

Here, then, is an instance where a field of
onions, under very high cultivation, was treated
every part exactly alike, except in the quality of

PEDAL BASS & DOUBLE MANUALS,

3REER

Mr. Whittemore is still of opinion
fit man for a seat in Congress, and

gora with all the sensations of an animal, and be-

A Friend in Every Purchaser!

B® BEERERRR

at

United States, arrived in
New York Wednesday
and left for Washington the same evening.

ties of seed were

Jo

3

to the

quarters, then sowed seed grown by a neighbor,
of ds good quality as the average used; not haying quite enough, he bought more at a seed
store to finish the field.
All came up equally
well. On the part
sown with thoroughbred
seed there is scarcely an imperfect onion, and
the crop is the largest in the vicinity. On the
part sown with good seed, the onions are ten
days later, of inferior quality, and less quantity,
and valued at twenty-five per cent. less than the
first. On the part sown with seed from the store,
(which probably: was of about the guality usually in the market,) the onions were still later, of
much worse quality, and less quantity, and valued at fifty per cent. less than the first, Any:
one walking
across the field could tell at a
glance, and to a row, where the different quali-

trodden. He sowed the very best quality of
known thoroughbred seed on an acre and three-

:
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Refined do...
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purial 60g
Ordinaryeeces« 16% @.. 1] SPOT
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Lard,
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by well-trained mechanics, with the aid of
blow? Whether I am scientifically and philo- Good Ordinary 18X@..
re
120
ingenious machinery; are constructed im
sophically right or wrong; I take pleasure in beNov leeeseesl 0 @
OW
accordance with acopstic principles, with
Neatsfoot¥gall 10 @
MESTICS,
lieving that the possession of life, in however in
the dictates of long experience, and with
Shootings MES Shirtings—
PAINTS,
finitesimal a degree, pre-supposes in its possessor,
Heavy
44.14% @ 10
4 the suggestions of refined musical taste.
whether animal or vegetable, a faculty of sensa-{ Medium 4-4.12< @ 14
The manufacturers intend to secure
tion” that: administers to its happiness, and that Drills,brown....14 @ 16
Print Cloths.. "634 @ 6x
may consequently administer to its suffering—for Cotton Flanne:s 16 @ 3v
N
pleasure and pain are twins, and the one is not Cotton Jeans. wolf ¢ 15
TR
9 @ 12% Pans Whites....3 @. Bu
attainable without liability to the other. The Shing Stripes 156 @ . 22
rownAm.l@..
since they. put the same thorough work into every in«20 Q. 34 VenBeavowt, 2-00 o a ’5
idea is not new to poetry, though not accepted by | T icking . .
Snmnition
vee 22 @ 1°10 strument,—each being perfect of its kind, and sold at
Cottonades.
V20
e.
4
science.
It blooms and sparkles in the graceful Denims vevveee16 @ © 3
Boston .....2256 @ 2 50 a price corresponding with its actnal value.
mythology of Rome, as all who remember the Ginghams...... 16 @ .
Besides a large variety of sweet toned Instruments
Dryads and Damadrads, the loves of Apollo for, Moua.de Lines. «9. n FrenchYellow2 00 @ 2 X
Varnishes ....1 50 @ 9 00
Carpeting:
Laura, "Daphne and Acantha, or who at school or
Lowellli5up.s-ply [8 2x Puttyecceeoececisd @.0 b for the Parlor, tue manufacturers offer a series of
Extra juper. . 81 3 (Seay
hs 8 50
college have pored over the metaphors of Ovid,
powerful Organs with
Syperfine ..
PETROLEUM.
will readily admit. The Oriental poets of India
Crude... seedy
@ 17
Refined...... +.28 @ 20
and Persia delighted to animate flowers and trees; Codfish, large 6
Keresene...... 29 @.. 81
and, acdording to Hafiz, the rose appreciates the
Napthasesesessod0 @os 20 For CHURCHES, MUSICAL SOCIETIES, and other
tender melodies of her lover, the nightingale.
Bhore......
* PROVISIONS,
Beef—Mess
public uses, as well as for ORGAN STUDENTS.
Greek superstition endowed the Atropa Mandra- Alewives....

shrink so timidly from the slightest .touch, and
apparently with such pain or terror from a ruder

—

Prevost-Paradol,

The French army is massing at Strasburg, Metz
and Mezierres.
The Emperor will command in
person and will go to tne front on Wednesday
with the Prince Imperial. The army is increasing
by every possible means.
A report of a great battle lacks confirmation.
The Prussian army is concentrating at Treves,
Cour. and Mavence.
The King was received at
Berlin with-the*utmost enthusiasm, and men and
money are freely offered. -Diplomatic relations
have entirely ceased, and a messenger has gone
to Prussia with the French declaration of war,
of which England has as yet received no notice.
England has endeavored to make peace, while
the Times and Spectator newspapers and Digraeli bitterly denounce the Emperor.
Belgium,
Switzerland, Wuartemberg, Italy and Denmark
also seem ‘determined to remain neutral, though
it was rumored that the two latter would willingly assist the Emperor.
There is a ¢risis in the Greek cabinet in consequence of a quarrel among the ministers.

St. Domingo. ...i8
RiOsessesnnsecadd

SMITH'S

E

M.

intense excitement.

feeling, what makes the mimosa or sensitive plant

Secretary,

6790, WN, X. City,

8

The Fenian General, Starr, was Wednesday
convicted on two of the three counts of the indictment against him.

most

two acres of onions, to which he applied fifteen
cords of muscle mud of the first quality, and
‘twenty-five cords of well-rotted stable=manure,
measured as thrown lightly into the cart without
‘treading,
and probably equal to eighteen cords

FF. 0. Box

® E

MISCELLANEOUS.

seillaise and show the

and vegetable life begins? What, for instance, is
a sponge? And if, as Linus says, plants have no

Mr. David Wentzell,of Salem, has

A,D. HOLLY,
4124

=

oy

TE

votes were at once given, and the decla-

ent season.

oo60068O
.
oe~1cw Oo

rope, the President sent in a special message
suggesting some
legislation to enable foreign
‘ships to be registered as American, but the reports on the subject were killed in each House
by speaking against time. The sine die adjourn“ment was voted at 5 o’clock.

BI

These

and

dent to be expended for the regulation of Indian affairs. After the declaration of war in Eu-

4
i
{
X
£

War has been declared by France. Friday morning the Duke de Gramont submitted to the Senate and Corps Legislatif a statement of his-negotiations with Prussia and their issue, closing
by asking a vote of supplies and a call to arms
of all Frenchmen subject to mulitary
service,

To illustrate the importance of high culture
and thoroughbted seed, I will mention an instance that has come under my notice the pres-

82

rejected

Mr. Motley’s successor.
Mr. Frelinghuysen was
confirmed by a vote of 40to 8. The sum of $5,
000,000 was placed in the control of the Presi-

%

make even a better showing for the Pope.

ration of wur made, for causes which Mr. Glad-"
stone in the House of Commons pronounced unanother conference committee appointed. The
worthy
serious
discussion. England, Russia,
conference report on the funding bill was reject Italy and ‘Austria exhausted every effort to preed and the sawe conference committee reappointserve peace.
Austria will remain neutral unless
ed.
a third power joins the combatants; Holland
On Wednesday, the Senate spent most of the will remain neutral: the neutrality of Belgian
teritory will be respected by the belligerents;
day in executive session and confirmed many
Bavaria will maintain an attitude of reserve,
nominations, besides passing the funding and the
taxation and tariff bills» The reports on Generbut will not separate from the rest of Germany.
al Howard’s case were submitted to the House.
The Czar is strongly inclined to aid Prussia.
French
fleets
have
sailed, and all available
All attempts to gét at the business on the SpedkFrench troops have been hurried into eastern
er’s table failed.
From Prussia there is no intelligence
On Thursday, the Senate was in session until’ France.
.exXcept that supplies have been voted and that
2 o’clock Friday morning.
All the appropriation
the people enthusiastically support the King’s
bills have been disposed of excePt the Indian
caus.
:
bill, which had to be dropped.
At latest advices
As we go to press, foreign dispatches indicate
the Senate was discussing a bill which had passed the House to give the President $5,000,000 to a most enthusiastic support of the government
both in Paris and in Berlin, In the Corps Leguse in keeping the Indians quiet. Mrs. Lincoln’s
islatif M. Thiers opposed the declaration of war,
pension bill was passed.
The House at midnight adjourned until 9 o’clock, Friday.
A bill and MM. Gambetta and Jules Favre called for
the correspondence with Prussia, which was readmitting Georgia was passed.
fused. Votes were passed, almost unanimously,
On Eriday, the proceedings of Congress were
authorizing the enlistment of volunteers and the
quite e
and of considerable importance,
the chi
{interest centering in the fate of the In- raising of a loan of sixty-six millions of francs.
dian appropriation bill and the confirmation of The army and the people are singing the Mar-

amendments to the army bill were

.

to

5st!

On Tuesday, the Senate spent most of the day
and following night amending the omnibus bill.
It was finally passed.
In the House, the Senate

vote

.

curing meats was declared not to be manufacturing. A brace of election cases was settled.
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amendments to the naturalization bill were ¢oncurred in. The business of smoking hams and

by repeating

glow of the sunshine, or the freshness of the
rain and the air, are they not pleased recipients?
Who can tell? Or who shall deny, and give good
reason for his incredulity? ‘Who, however learned he may be, can decide where animal life ends

:

In the Hou: e, the Cape Cod hreakwater businéss
failed
to get a consideration.
The
Senate

one; and {tis hoped

of Good Seed.
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expedition, consisting of arms, clothing and ammunition, is reported.
The Ecumenical Council has adopted the dogma of infallibility by a majority of about five to

tree thatis fast rooted in the ground?
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of 48 to 8, in: spite of a

spzech by Mr. Fenton

another
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of New York by a vote
three hours’

for Collector

landing in Cuba of

if the oyster fastened on the rock can feel,why
not the rose, or the convolvulus; or the great oak
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that territory into the said Dominion.
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On Monday, the Senate passed the omnibus appropriation bill, and in executive session connomination
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